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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with example based image processing. Example based image processing is a general term for any class of image processing operation where the manipulation and
analysis of the image in question is guided by some set of example images. This thesis focuses
on two applications, texture synthesis and image segmentation, in which example based image
processing is proposed.
Given an example texture, the goal of a successful texture synthesis algorithm is to generate
new texture which is perceptually similar to the sample texture. One of the main challenges
in this process is the modelling of the example texture. Previous work has shown that those
algorithms based on implicit modelling are more successful than those based on the more rigid
explicit models. Based on this observation a new texture synthesis algorithm is developed
which combines the strength of the implicit modelling technique with wavelet based image
analysis. The Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform used in this work has associated with it
good directional selectivity and shift invariance. Both of these properties make it well suited
for texture analysis. The new synthesis algorithm exploits this by performing synthesis in the
wavelet domain. The result is a scale independent efficient process which is robust enough to
work for a wide range of textures.
Building on the strength of this texture synthesis algorithm, the focus then turns to image
segmentation. The goal of any image segmentation process is to assign to each pixel in an
observed image a label indicating to which region or class that pixel belongs. Fully automated
or unsupervised segmentation is an ill-posed problem and so in order to constrain the solution
an example image set whose content is similar to that to be segmented is given as an input.
This example image set has been segmented a priori and so can be used to guide the segmentation process. This type of semi-automated segmentation can be viewed as the interleaving
of segmentation and object recognition. As part of this work on example based processing, a
new segmentation algorithm has been developed. This example based segmentation algorithm
is based on the same implicit modelling technique as the synthesis process. However, in order
to regularise the solution, implicit modelling of the observed image is combined with an explicit
modelling of the label field. The Bayesian framework provides a natural expression for such
parallel modelling techniques. The new algorithm is presented under this framework and some
sample segmentation results are given.
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1
Introduction

Once the task of the skilled professional, the popularity of the digital camera and the multitude
of photo editing suites that exist, has brought even the most complicated image processing operation within a mouse click of the creative consumer. Fuelled by the commercial success of image
processing software and coupled with the ever increasing demands of the professional image
editor, the research area of image processing is one of the most vibrant sectors of information
technology.
Image processing is a blanket term that can be used to describe any operation that acts to
improve, correct, analyse, manipulate or render an image. In example based image processing
the mechanism by which an image is manipulated or analysed is influenced directly by a set
of example images. The driving force behind example based image processing is that many
complicated image processing tasks can be simplified considerably if some information on the
desired effect or outcome is given as an input. This thesis demonstrates the strength of example
based image processing by focusing on two traditional image processing operations: texture
synthesis and image segmentation.

1.1

Texture Synthesis

Texture synthesis by definition falls under the category of example based processing. Given an
example texture sample, the goal of a successful texture synthesis algorithm is to synthesise or
generate new texture which is perceptually similar to the inputted texture example. Texture
synthesis is a large research area in the computer graphics industry and algorithms of this type
1
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2

are widely used in image post-production [1], restoration [123] and compression [41,179]. One of
the main challenges in texture synthesis involves extracting and describing the characteristics or
behaviour of the example texture so that it can be replicated in the new texture. Extracting and
characterising behaviour is the task of image modelling and so it can be said that the accuracy
of the synthesised result will be dependent on the suitability of the image model to the example
texture.
There have been many types of image models proposed and a review of some of the existing
texture synthesis algorithms is given in chapter 2. In order to illustrate the strengths and weaknesses of the more pertinent approaches, some of the algorithms are implemented and synthesised
results are presented. Based on the results of these algorithms, it was concluded that methods
which were based on an implicit rather than an explicit model are more robust and successful.
On the downside, these implicit modelling techniques have associated with them some inherent
limitations which compromise their efficiency and flexibility. One of the contributions of this
work is the development of a new texture synthesis algorithm which overcomes these limitations.
This new algorithm is presented in chapter 4 and the strength of this new approach is illustrated
through a comprehensive comparison between it and other popular/successful approaches.

1.2

Image Segmentation

Moving on from the work on texture synthesis, the focus of this thesis then turns toward the
problem of image segmentation. As a formal description, the aim of a segmentation process is
to assign to each pixel in an image a label indicating to which region or class that pixel belongs.
In automated segmentation no information regarding the image to be segmented is given to the
segmentation process and so by nature fully automated segmentation is an ill posed problem1
which ultimately offers no means of judgment on the outcome. As a compromise much of the
recent segmentation research has been focused on semi-automated segmentation where some
clue as to the image content is given as an input [89, 130, 146, 174, 178, 190]. Semi-automated
segmentation can be considered as the interleaving of object recognition and segmentation and
the task is now that of: given an example object, does this object exist in the image and if so
isolate and label it.
The adroitness of the human visual system (HVS) means that humans can ascertain the
similarity between two objects within fractions of a second. However, as is often the case in
image processing, devising an algorithm which can replicate artificially on a computer what the
HVS does subconsciously is by no means a trivial task. In order to make the problem more
manageable, it is broken down into smaller components, the first of which is how to characterise
or describe each object. There have been many different object descriptors proposed. For
example, in Video Google [190] and OBJ CUT [130], objects are described in terms of their
shape and intensity, the Magic Wand tool from Adobe Photoshop 7 [205] uses colour intensity.
1

A problem is well-posed if there exists a unique solution which is continuously dependent on the data [92].
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Some of the most commonly used feature descriptors are reviewed in chapter 5 and of these it
was found that characterising and identifying objects using their texture component is the most
robust since by definition texture is composed of both intensity and spatial information. This
is the approach taken by Mignotte [146] and the approach taken here will follow a similar vein.
Identifying and modelling objects in terms of their texture component allows the problem of
object recognition to be re-formulated as that of texture discrimination and distinction. Under
this formalisation there exists a symbiosis between texture synthesis and image segmentation
whereby, the modelling process evoked in the synthesis process can be used as a means to identify texture (or equivalently objects) in the segmentation domain. A further contribution of this
thesis is the development of a new segmentation algorithm which can be classified as example
based segmentation. This new algorithm builds on the strength of the new texture synthesis
algorithm and incorporates the implicit modelling process into a traditional segmentation framework. Segmentation results obtained using this algorithm are presented and the strengths and
weaknesses of this approach are discussed.

1.3

Thesis Outline

This thesis is concerned with example based image processing and in particular focuses on two
types of image processing operations: texture synthesis and image segmentation. The thesis is
arranged in 7 chapters of which chapters 4 and 6 present the novel contributions of this research.
Chapter 2: The State of Texture Synthesis Today
The concept and significance of the visual feature that is texture is discussed in this chapter. The intrinsic features that can be used to describe texture are illustrated and the problem
of texture synthesis is presented. A review of some of the various texture synthesis algorithms
that have been developed is also given. These algorithms are categorised based on the type of
underlying modelling process they use. Based on this categorisation, the strengths and weakness
of each type of modelling process can be ascertained.
Chapter 3: Aspects of Wavelets
This chapter provides a brief introduction to the wavelet transform. The manner in which
the wavelet transform is suited to image analysis is discussed and some examples of a wavelet
decompositions are given. The chapter finishes by describing the wavelet transform which will
be used to represent images in this work.

1.3. Thesis Outline
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Chapter 4: Wavelet Based Texture Synthesis
A new texture synthesis algorithm is presented in this chapter. This new algorithm combines the
strengths of the existing texture synthesis approaches investigated in chapter 2 with the power
of wavelet based analysis. Results of this algorithm are given and a comparison is performed
against results obtained using some of the more relevant previous approaches. Results from this
chapter have been published in [76–78].
Chapter 5: An Introduction to Image Segmentation
This chapter introduces the problem of segmentation and discusses some of the issues that
are involved in the segmentation process. A review of some of the features used to describe
image content is given and a taxonomy of some of the existing segmentation algorithms is given.
A Bayesian framework is presented and used to unify a large class of techniques.
Chapter 6: Example Based Image Segmentation
Under the Bayesian framework described in chapter 5, a new segmentation algorithm is presented in this chapter. This new algorithm called Example Based Image Segmentation is semiautomatic and builds on the success of the texture synthesis algorithm presented in chapter 4.
A description of this algorithm is given as well as some of the segmentation results obtained.
Chapter 7: Final Comments and Future Work
The final chapter of the thesis assesses the contribution of the research presented here and
outlines some possible ideas for future work.

2
The State of Texture Synthesis Today

The problem of texture synthesis is a large research area in the computer graphics industry and
has received much interest in recent years. Given an example of texture as a small sub image,
the idea behind a successful texture synthesis algorithm is to create a new (larger) image by
generating or synthesising more texture. This new synthesised texture should be perceptually
similar and thus give the impression of being generated from the same underlying statistical
process as the example texture. One main assumption in all texture synthesis algorithms is that
the example texture is large enough to capture the underlying statistics of the overall infinite
texture. The result of a successful texture synthesis process is shown in Figure 2.1. In this case,
the example texture images (i) and (iii) are of size 128 × 128 pixels and the new synthesised

(i) Example

(ii) Synthesised

(iii) Example

(iv) Synthesised

Figure 2.1: Given an example texture image ((i) and (iii)) as a “seed”, a (typically larger) texture
image ((ii) and (iv)) is synthesised. This new image should be perceptually similar to the example texture
from which it was generated.

5
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(i) Deterministic

6

(ii) Stochastic

(iii) Observable

Figure 2.2: Three classes of textures: (i) Deterministic, (ii) Stochastic and (iii) Observable.
images (ii) and (iv) measure 256 × 256 pixels.
Texture synthesis algorithms are commonly used in many image processing and computer
vision applications. For example, in digital image post-production a large area can be covered
with some sample texture in order to make the scene more realistic, e.g. in picture editing and
restoration it is often required to interpolate missing information or remove certain objects from
the original pictures. Texture synthesis processes are often used in such cases as they allow
the missing pixels to be filled in with reasonable material [23, 53, 70, 123, 202]. Another large
application of texture synthesis algorithms is in image compression, where the goal is to render
object surfaces as visually similar to the real ones or as realistic as possible [41, 179].
There are two main challenges to be overcome when designing a stable, accurate, texture
synthesis algorithm. These are:
1. Modelling: How to estimate and accurately reproduce the texture generation process that
generated the original finite example texture. This modelling process may be implicit or
explicit. The visual quality of the synthesised texture will be dependent on the accuracy
with which the example texture is modelled.
2. Sampling: How to define a suitable procedure in order to generate samples from the
proposed model. The computational efficiency of the texture synthesis algorithm will be
directly related to the efficiency of the sampling procedure.
Before discussing some of the previous approaches that have been proposed to address the
texture synthesis problem, the concept of texture and the features used to define it will be
discussed in greater detail.

2.1

Texture Properties

Despite the many attempts that have been made to formally describe the essence of the feature
that is image texture, no single definition has been agreed upon. However, a useful definition of
image texture is that it should be spatially homogeneous, typically containing repeated structures
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that often occur with some random variation [159]. In general, and as a means of classification
and simplification, textures can be categorised into one of three types [33]. These are,
• Deterministic:
A texture is classified as deterministic if its global structure is regular and well defined.
Generally, deterministic texture is composed of a number of features that always appear
in the same logical order. As a result, texture of this type can be described by a list of
these features together with a set of rules that govern the manner in which they appear.
An example of deterministic texture is shown in Figure 2.2 (i).
• Stochastic:
Stochastic texture gives the impression of being generated from a totally random process.
However, close inspection will normally reveal that it generally obeys certain statistical
laws. An example of a stochastic texture is the white noise sample shown in Figure 2.2
(ii).
• Observable:
Some call this type of texture visual texture [208] or real-world texture [45], but the slightly
ambiguous name of observable texture [33] will be adopted here. Observable texture contains characteristics from both deterministic and stochastic texture classes but cannot be
classified as purely deterministic or purely stochastic. Figure 2.2 (iii) shows an example of
observable texture. Initial impressions indicate that this texture is repetitive in a manner
similar to deterministic texture. However, this repetitiveness is not strict and although
many of the features are repeated, they are not exactly identical. Therefore, there exists
a random stochastic element which makes it difficult to model and hence synthesise.
As stated earlier the success of a texture synthesis algorithm will depend on its ability to
accurately model the texture behaviour. Thus it is paramount to understand and appreciate
some of the underlying features used to define the texture. Coarseness, directionality, contrast
and randomness are just some of the adjectives that have been used to describe and define
various textures. Other descriptors of texture are illumination, structure and stochastic measure
(randomness) [45]. Two of the most basic characteristics that can be used to describe a texture
are regionality and resolution.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the concept behind texture regionality, beginning with a 2 × 2 pixel
area on the left and moving to a more complex 24 × 24 texture pattern on the right. As more
pixels are introduced, the true pattern of the texture becomes evident. Depending on the size
of the area or number of pixels given, information on the structure of the texture can change
considerably. Thus, the regionality property of texture refers to how much texture, or more
precisely how many pixels, must be represented in order to visually ascertain the true texture
pattern. Clearly then in texture synthesis, the example texture must be large enough to capture
the regionality, or the underlying statistics of the true texture pattern.
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Figure 2.3: Rregionality: increasing the texture area allows the true texture pattern to be realised.
The other characteristic property of image texture is resolution. The resolution of a signal
is linked to its frequency content. Textures by definition are composed of both high and low
frequency components. High frequency components represent the edges or ridges present in a
texture pattern. Here the change in intensity between neighbouring pixels is large. In contrast,
low frequency information represents the building blocks of the texture, where pixel intensity
remains almost uniform across neighbouring pixels. Figure 2.4 shows a multi-resolution image
decomposition for a Brodatz [34] texture image. The original image (i) is filtered with a 10 × 10
averaging filter producing a lower resolution image1 (ii). This removes some of the high frequency
information by averaging it out. Similarly, image (iii) is obtained by low pass filtering (ii) and
image (iv) is obtained by low pass filtering (iii) with the same spatial averaging filter. Since
textures are characterised by their frequency components, it is a natural progression to model
textures in the multi-resolution domain. This allows the different frequency components of the
texture to be analysed separately.
Because texture is an area feature the regionality and resolution properties of a given texture
are linked. That is, the regionality of a texture refers to the area of texture that needs to be
present in order to ascertain the true texture pattern, while resolution is concerned with what
frequency components characterise the texture. The texture area specified must be large enough
to capture all the resolution of the texture. If the regionality of the texture is misinterpreted
then some of the resolution present in the texture will be lost. Therefore, in order to accurately
reproduce a given texture, the modelling process must capture both the regionality and resolution
properties of the underlying infinite texture.
1

Note the boundary around the edges of the low resolution images is introduced as a result of the zero padding
used in the filtering process.
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(iv)

Figure 2.4: Multi-resolution image decomposition. Image (i) is the original, image (ii)-(iv) are lower
resolution versions of (i) obtained by removing the high frequency content by low pass filtering.

Moving on from this discussion on texture properties, the next section will describe some of
the more popular texture synthesis algorithms.

2.2

A Taxonomy of Texture Synthesis Algorithms

There have been many approaches proposed to solve the texture synthesis problem. As stated
earlier there are two main challenges in texture synthesis algorithm design. The first challenge is
how to model the sample texture, so that the new synthesised texture will give the impression of
being generated from the same underlying process as the sample texture. Under this modelling
framework, the second challenge is concerned with how to sample efficiently from the model
in order to generate the new texture. The first challenge of determining or defining a suitable
model for the texture, is similar in goal to the problem of texture analysis.
Texture analysis is concerned with the implicit or explicit modelling of texture regions, so
that different texture regions can be identified and defined. Texture analysis methods form
an integral part of many image processing applications and in particular image segmentation.
The development of an example based segmentation algorithm is one of the main goals of
this work. The development of a successful texture model for application to texture synthesis
will prove useful within an image segmentation framework. Thus, texture synthesis and image
segmentation are closely related. Note that while texture synthesis and texture analysis methods
are intrinsically linked, the review given here will focus on algorithms that have been specifically
designed to solve the texture synthesis problem. Reviews of texture analysis methods can be
found in [33, 95, 166, 168].
So far texture synthesis has been described as the problem of generating a (typically) larger
output texture image that is perceptually similar to some example input texture. However,
there exists another instance in which the texture synthesis problem can present itself. Figure
2.5 illustrates the two types of texture synthesis problem. In Figure 2.5 (i) texture in-painting
or filling-in is shown. The original image (left) contains missing pixels and the goal of the inpainting algorithm is to generate new pixel values to fill in these missing regions. There should
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(ii) Texture Synthesis

Figure 2.5: Two types of texture synthesis: (i) Texture in-painting or filling in and (ii) Texture
synthesis in which an new image is generated from an example texture.

be no discontinuity between the original pixel values and the new generated or synthesised
pixels. Texture in-painting algorithms can be interpreted as texture synthesis with boundary
conditions. Normally areas to be filled in with new texture are small and the greatest concern
is to interpolate smoothly between the boundaries and new synthesised region. Descriptions
of these algorithms [19, 88, 123, 155, 210] will not be discussed here as they are generally not
suitable for synthesising large regions.
Figure 2.5 (ii) shows the other type of texture synthesis problem which is the focus of this
work. Let Ie denote the input texture sample texture defined on an Me × Ne lattice Xe . Each
site in Ie can be indexed using the spatial vector p = [x, y]T , such that Ie (p) denotes the pixel
at location p in Ie , where p ∈ Xe . The goal of the texture synthesis process is to generate a new
perceptually similar texture image Is that will be defined on a new (typically larger) Ms × Ns
lattice X. Each site in Is can be indexed by the spatial vector x = [x, y]T such that Is (x)
represents a pixel at location x in Is , where x ∈ X.
Existing texture synthesis algorithms that generate an output texture image from a given
sample texture can be roughly categorised into three classes [131]: parametric, non-parametric
and patch based. Some of the approaches that are especially pertinent to this work have been
implemented and synthesised results are shown. In order to appreciate the subtle differences
between the results obtained using the various approaches, the same set of 128×128 pixel texture
images will be used as the example texture. The example texture images were taken from the
Brodatz collection [34] and are given in Figure 2.6. The images synthesised using this example
set were sized 128 × 128.

2.3

Parametric Approaches

Parametric approaches explicitly model the texture using some definable process and characterise each texture using a finite set of parameters. There have been many different processes
proposed to model texture behaviour and parametric texture models are widely used in texture
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(ii)

(iii)

Figure 2.6: Texture images taken from the Brodatz [34] collection. These images measure 128 ×
128 pixels. These texture are all observable and so contain a mixture of stochastic and deterministic
components. Texture image (i) is more random and so is mainly stochastic, while images (ii) and (iii)
are more structured and thus deterministic.

analysis and recognition [182]. This section will outline some of the more popular parametric
approaches.
Parametric Pyramid Based Synthesis [100], (1995)
Heeger and Bergen [100] use histograms at different frequency bands as a texture description.
Their approach is based on the assumption that all of the spatial information characterising
a texture image can be captured in the first order statistics of a defined set of linear filter
outputs. They model the texture in a multi-resolution domain using either a Laplacian [38] or
Steerable pyramid structure [189]. An image pyramid is created by convolving and sub-sampling
an image with a bank of linear filters. The defining characteristic of an image pyramid is that
the basis/projection functions are translated and dilated copies of one another (translated and
dilated by a factor of 2i for some integer i). Hence, each of the sub-band images are of different
size and correspond to predefined frequency bands. Figure 2.7 illustrates the structure of a three
level pyramid.
Using either a Laplacian or a Steerable pyramid, the Heeger and Bergen texture synthesis
algorithm begins with the example texture Ie and a uniform sample of white noise of the same
dimension as the image to be synthesised Is . To modify the noise sample to resemble the example
texture, the algorithm performs histogram matching across the different levels of the pyramid
structure. The Laplacian pyramid transform represents a given image as a sum of shifted, scaled
and dilated (approximately) Gaussian functions. The name Laplacian pyramid name comes
from the fact that the projection functions of the transform are (approximately) Laplacianof-Gaussian. While this transform is easy to compute, its basis functions are (approximately)
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Figure 2.7: Image pyramid representation showing three levels.
radially symmetric and as a result it fails to capture the structural information of the texture.
To obtain a more realistic representation for more complicated textures, the Steerable pyramid
is preferred by Heeger and Bergen. Similar to the Laplacian pyramid, it decomposes an image
into different spatial frequency bands. However, it also further divides each frequency band into
a set of orientation bands.
Within the pyramid structure and treating each sub-band independently, the algorithm modifies the white noise sample to resemble the example texture by performing histogram matching
across each frequency band. Histogram matching is a generalisation of histogram equalisation [100]. The idea is to take a particular image and coerce it via a pair of lookup tables to
have a particular histogram. The two lookup tables are the cumulative distribution function of
one image and the inverse cumulative distribution function of the other image. Their algorithm
is iterative and includes the following steps.
1. Match the histograms of the noise sample Is to that of the input texture Ie .
2. Compute the pyramids for both the (modified) noise and texture images.
3. Loop through the two pyramid structures and match histograms of each of the corresponding pyramid sub-bands.
4. Collapse the (histogram-matched) noise pyramid to generate a preliminary version of the
Is .
5. Repeat steps 1-4 for several iterations.
The Heeger and Bergen synthesis algorithm is efficient and works well for simple stochastic
textures. However, by treating each sub-band independently, the algorithm fails to reproduce
the extended structural elements which occur over many frequency bands. Thus it does not
work well for deterministic textures.
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(ii)

(iii)

Figure 2.8: Synthesised textures using the Simoncelli and Portilla [159, 188] algorithm.
Parametric Wavelet Based Synthesis [159, 188], (1998, 2000)
Simoncelli and Portilla [159,188] extend the approach taken by Heeger and Bergen by replacing
the pyramid transform with a wavelet transform. This resulted in a larger more complete parameter set to characterise the texture. To capture both the structural and random aspects of the
texture, their texture descriptions are based on: (i) the local spatial correlation of wavelet coefficients within each sub-band, (ii) the local spatial correlation of wavelet coefficient magnitudes,
(iii) the cross-correlation between coefficient magnitudes at adjacent scales and orientations and
(iv) the first few moments of the pixel histogram. As with the Heeger and Bergen algorithm, the
image to be synthesised Is is initialised with white Gaussian noise. Taking the non-deciminated
wavelet transform of both the example texture Ie and the image to be synthesised Is , they
modify the wavelet tree of the image to be synthesised by forcing it to satisfy the (i)-(iv) texture
descriptions of the sample texture. They do this by finding an orthogonal projection from the
filter responses of the synthetic texture to that of the sample texture. After the projection of all
filter responses, the wavelet tree is collapsed, further projection is performed at the single resolution level and then the wavelet tree is reconstructed. This iteration is repeated until convergence
is reached. Their method works well but still has some difficulty in replicating the structural
component of deterministic textures. Evidence of this is shown in Figure 2.8 which shows some
synthesised textures obtained using the Simoncelli and Portilla algorithm. The example textures
are those given in Figure 2.6. Each synthesised image measures 128 × 128 pixels. Four levels of
the wavelet tree were used with four different orientations. The local spatial correlation around
wavelet coefficients and coefficient magnitudes was measured using a 9 × 9 pixel neighbourhood.
Synthesis By Analysis [107], (1998)
Jacovitti et al. [107] proposed a texture synthesis-by-analysis method based on a Hard limited
Gaussian process. Their two stage algorithm aims to approximate the first- and second-order dis-
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tributions of the sample texture, according to the Julesz conjecture [113]. The Julesz conjecture
states that humans cannot distinguish between textures with identical second-order statistics.
Thus, by this rationale, if the synthesised image has the same second order statistics as the
sample texture, then both textures give the impression of being generated from the same underlying statistical process. The algorithm described in [107] can be divided into two stages:
analysis and synthesis. During the analysis stage the binary textural behaviour of the sample
texture Ie is represented by means of a hard-limited Gaussian process. During the synthesising
stage, the binary hard limited Gaussian is passed through a linear filter and a zero memory
histogram equaliser. However, this method was designed to work with artificial texture used in
the computer graphics industry and does not work well on observable textures.
Synthesis Using Circular Harmonic Functions [40], (2002)
Improving on the texture synthesis-by-analysis algorithm, Campisi and Scarano [40] combined
the methods proposed in Jacovitti et al. [107] with that of Heeger and Bergen [100] and Simoncelli
and Portilla [159,188] to propose a multi-resolution approach for texture synthesis using circular
harmonic functions (CHF). Similar to [107], the algorithm proposed in [40] seeks to satisfy the
Julesz conjecture. However, this time the task is accomplished using a hybrid approach which
operates partially in the spatial domain and partially in the circular harmonic function domain.
The multi-resolution circular harmonic function domain was chosen as it has been proven to be
well suited for mimicking the behaviour of the human visual system (HVS). Similar to the Jacovitti et al. approach, in the algorithm proposed by Campisi et al. the binary excitation with
the desired spatial correlation (taken from the sample texture) is generated by hard limiting
a filtered white Gaussian random field. In addition, the synthetic binary excitation is passed
through a filter bank which performs a multi-frequency channel decomposition. The coincidence
between the first-order distribution of the filter bank outputs and the corresponding components
obtained in the parameters identification stage is imposed. Finally, the inverse transform filter
bank is applied and the output feeds a synthesis filter whose role is to add details to the image.
This method has been tested on some of the texture images taken from the Brodatz collection.
It works well for the random stochastic textures but fails to replicate the structural components
associated with deterministic textures.
Modelling Texture with Markov Random Fields
In order to capture the local characteristics of the texture it is often modeled as a realisation
of a Markov Random Field (MRF). The random field I is called a MRF with respect to the
neighbourhood system N = {N (x), ∀x ∈ X} if,
p(I(x)|I(r)), x 6= r) = p(I(x)|I(r), r ∈ N (x))

(2.1)
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Figure 2.9: The geometry of typical 2D AR neighbourhood. Neighbourhood (i) is a 3 tap causal
model, neighbourhood (ii) is semi-causal and there are four pixels used in the predication of the pixel at
x. In this case the offset vectors qk are [−1, 0], [−1, −1], [0, −1], [1, −1]. Neighbourhood (iii) is non-causal
neighbourhood and there are eight pixels used in the prediction of the pixel at x.

for all x ∈ X, r = [x, y]T is a spatial vector where r ∈ X and N (x) represents the neighbourhood of pixel values centred at location x. The Markovian property given in (2.1) states that
the probability distribution for one site given the value of its spatial neighbours is independent
of the rest of the field. It expresses the fact that all the information about one variable is carried
by the value of its neighbours. Note that this does not mean that two variables on sites that are
not neighbours are independent of each other, as all variables are in general mutually dependent,
but only through successive local interactions. These local interactions are specified by the local
conditional probabilities p(I(x)|I(r), r ∈ N (x)).
Parametric Markov Random Field Model [47, 124], (1985, 2004)
Using the Markovian definition, Chellappa and Kashyap [47] model texture using the 2D noncausal autoregressive (AR) model. The 2D AR model is a subset of the Gaussian Random Field
model (GMRF). Similarly, Kokaram [124] uses a 2D AR process to model texture. Under the
2D AR model, each pixel I(x) at site x ∈ X is given as a linear combination of pixels in the
neigbourhood around x plus an excitation or residual error e(x) ∼ N (0, σe (x)2 ). That is,
I(x) =

P
X

ak (x)I(x + qk ) + e(x)

(2.2)

k=1

The P coefficients of the model are denoted a = [a1 , · · · , aP ]. The pixels used in the predication
are called the support or neighbourhood of the model and are mapped by the P spatial offset
vectors qk . Figure 2.9 illustrates some typical model neighbourhoods.
In all parametric texture synthesis algorithms, the overall problem can be divided into firstly
estimating the model parameters that characterise the texture, and then using these parameters
to estimate the new pixel values. In the case of the 2D AR model, the model parameters are
made up of [a, σe2 ]. The model parameters are calculated using the least squares estimate over
the example image. Once these parameters have been estimated, new pixels are generated using
the relationship given in (2.2). Either raster or checkerboard [123] scans can be used to govern
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(iii)

Figure 2.10: Synthesised texture using the 2D AR process proposed in [124].
the order in which pixels are synthesised in the new image.
Figure 2.10 shows some results obtained using the AR algorithm described in [124]. A 9 × 9
causal neighbourhood was used and the residual error was given as e(x) ∼ N (µe , σe2 ), where
µe and σe were calculated from the sum of the residual errors in the example image. Pixels
were synthesised in a raster scan order and the synthesis process was repeated for 5 iterations.
The synthesised images in Figure 2.10 are not an accurate reproduction of the original example
images in Figure 2.6. These poor results can be attributed to the fact that the AR model
used is quite basic and the order of the model remains invariant to the type of input texture.
Secondly, it is found that in general images do not obey Gaussian behaviour and so assuming a
Gaussian distribution over the residual error is audacious. Improved results could be obtained
if the residual error in the synthesised image was more in line with that in the model of the
example image. Chellappa and Kashyap recognise this and use the histogram of residual values
in the example image as a basis for determining residual errors in the synthesised image. As a
result, more accurate synthesised results can be found in their paper [47].
An alternative idea is to implicitly model the residual error in the synthesised image using
the residual error in the example image. That is, given the map of residual errors in the example
image, the idea would be to grow residual errors in the synthesised region using a non-parametric
modelling process derived from the Efros and Leung [68] texture synthesis process. This idea
will not be further investigated at this point but is a possible direction for future work. A
description of the Efros and Leung algorithm will be given later in the review of non-parameter
texture synthesis algorithms.
For single resolution MRF models, one of the limitations is the size of the neighbourhood
that can be used. Large neighbourhood sizes imply large areas of pixel dependency and so are
computationally expensive. One way to overcome this is to introduce the MRF model over a
multi-resolution domain. At a coarser resolution large features are represented by fewer pixels
and by using a MRF model at this level longer range pixel dependencies can be introduced.
The power of multi-resolution analysis was demonstrated in the discussion on texture charac-
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teristics where resolution or frequency composition was identified as one of the defining features
of a given texture. Because texture is composed of multiple frequencies, it makes sense to represent the texture in a domain where each of these frequencies can be analysed separately. There
are a number of multi-resolution transforms available and some of the algorithms discussed
previously [40, 100, 159, 188] exploited the power of multi-resolution texture analysis by performing synthesis over a number of frequency bands. Performing synthesis in a multi-resolution
domain allows the dominant frequencies present in the texture to be exploited. In addition,
multi-resolution synthesis is computationally attractive. Due to sub-sampling inherent with
multi-resolution transforms, at a coarse resolution the features or textons 2 that characterise the
textures are represented by fewer pixels. Therefore, analysis and synthesis of the texture can be
performed on a much reduced data set. Finer level features can then be added in accordance
with the sub-sampling law that is associated with the transform.
Synthesis using Hidden Markov Models [69], (2003)
Fan and Xia [69] proposed a wavelet based texture synthesis model based on the Hidden Markov
Model (HMM). The wavelet transform (WT) is a type of multi-resolution transform which has
good directional selectivity and as a result is commonly used in texture analysis algorithms.
The texture synthesis algorithm developed as part of this work will be based in the wavelet
domain and so some aspects of the wavelet transform will be presented in chapter 3. The HMM
is a variant of the basic MRF model and can essentially be classified as a doubly stochastic
random field in which there exists a hidden parameter whose value in not directly observable
to the user. Crouse et al. [55] proposed the use of the HMM in order to characterise the
wavelet dependencies among wavelet coefficients at different levels of the wavelet tree. In [69]
the HMT-3S model is based on that proposed in [55] and was developed by integrating three
sub-bands into one tree structure using a graphical grouping technique [73]. Using a similar
framework to Simoncelli and Portilla [160, 188] the HMT-3S is applied in order to impose crosscorrelations and marginal statistics. The HMT-3S texture synthesis algorithm was tested on
some of the Brodatz [34] textures and found that it worked well for stochastic textures but
failed for deterministic textures. Results obtained using this approach are shown in [69].
The above discussion outlines some of the more popular parametric methods that have been
developed. In general it is found that while they are efficient and work well for stochastic
textures, they have difficulty in modelling the more complicated deterministic textures. Given
the finite set of parameters associated with parametric models, it is unrealistic to assume that
these models will be able to handle the wide range of possible real-world textures. Motivated by
these limitations, researchers turned their attention to an alternative type of modelling process.
Non-parametric based approaches will be discussed next.
2

Textons are the repeated elements that make up a texture pattern [45]
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Figure 2.11: Two causal conditional neighbourhoods (i) and (ii) as used by Popat and Picard [158]
in their cluster-based probability model for texture synthesis.

2.4

Non-Parametric Approaches

Parametric approaches aim to explicitly model the texture using some definable process, thus
characterising it using some set of finite parameters. In contrast non-parametric methods offer
no such model and rather implicitly model the texture using statistics heuristically obtained
from the texture image itself or some other image of similar content. In order to obtain heuristic
measurement of image statistics, non-parametric models generally adopt a Markovian assumption over the image field. This Markovian assumption allows the value of the pixel I(x) at any
site x to be dependent only on the pixels values in the neighbourhood N (x) surrounding x.
While this assumption has been proved to be valid [68], one major problem associated with it is
determining what sort of neighbourhood should be used. Since the heuristic measurements and
hence the implicit modelling are very much dependent on the neighbourhood used, discerning a
suitable neighbourhood structure for the given texture is fundamental to the modelling process.
For the texture model to be robust and flexible, this neighbourhood structure should remain
constant for all texture types. If such a condition is met, then the algorithm will be scale invariant. That is, the model will be robust enough to model all types of texture regardless of the
underlying texture scale. The notion of texture scale relates to the regionality and resolution
properties discussed earlier. That is, how big of an area is needed to capture the true texture
pattern so that within this area all the frequency components associated with the texture are
present. The following discussion on some of the existing non-parametric texture synthesis algorithms will highlight that scale dependence is a problem associated with many of them.
Causal Cluster Based Synthesis [158], (1993)
Non-parametric approaches implicitly model the new texture image using statistics obtained
from heuristic measurements over the training sample texture. Popat and Picard [158] proposed
a cluster-based probability model for texture synthesis. Their method can be classified as a
non-parametric Markov chain synthesis algorithm which synthesises each pixel in the new image
sequentially. Each pixel to be synthesised is assigned a pseudo-random value that is generated
according to its conditional probability mass function (PMF), where the conditional values
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Figure 2.12: Non-causal neighbourhood structures used in the Paget and Longstaff [151] texture
synthesis algorithm. Neighbourhood (i) is first-order, (ii) is second order and (iii) is eighth order.

are a subset of the previously generated pixels. Before pixels can be synthesised, the model
is trained using the example texture image. Taking the neighbourhood around the pixel to
synthesised, each pixel in the example image is concatenated onto this neighbourhood vector of
pixels. Figure 2.4 illustrates two example causal conditional neighbourhoods of the type used
in [158]. A clustering based model is then trained on these vectors using a clustering process
described in [136]. This clustering process is semi-supervised where the number of clusters
must be specified beforehand and will be chosen based on the computational resources available
together with the desired fidelity of the model. Each cluster is modelled as a Gaussian process
and so the overall model is a Gaussian mixture model.
To apply the model to synthesise each pixel, a recursive procedure based on previously
synthesised pixels is used for computing the conditional PMFs of each pixel in the training
image. These PMFs are then used in generating the new pseudo-random pixel value. The above
procedure is non-hierarchical where synthesis is performed in a single resolution image only. A
hierarchical version of the algorithm is also presented in [158]. In the hierarchical algorithm,
texture is synthesised in several stages, beginning with a coarse resolution version of the texture
(establishing macroscopic structure) and proceeding to progressively finer resolutions (filling in
microscopic detail). The hierarchical approach is simple, where each finer resolution is obtained
by first up sampling the current resolution, then filling in the missing pixel values using the
cluster based model.
The algorithm works well on stochastic textures but fails to accurately capture the structural
components associated with deterministic textures. Their approach is causal and so synthesis
is performed in a sequential manner beginning with a “seed” taken from the sample texture
and gradually moving away. The problem with this type of approach is that if the previously
synthesised pixels start to deviate too far from true texture pattern, the synthesis algorithm
can get lost in a space where only garbage pixels that do not resemble the texture pattern are
produced. The causality of the algorithm severely limits its ability to synthesise areas of texture.
Non-Causal Synthesis [151], (1998)
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The problem with the sequential approach of [158] was addressed by Paget and Longstaff [151]
in their non-causal non-parametric multi-scale Markov random field approach to texture synthesis. In [151] a top down approach is used, where frequency components of a texture are
gradually introduced into the synthetic texture from low to high frequency. The same multiscale representation is used in [151] as was used in [158]. Figure 2.12 illustrates the non-causal
neighbourhood structures used in [151]. Texture synthesis is performed via a multi-scale synthesis algorithm incorporating local annealing in the form of a pixel temperature function. This
temperature function controls the size of the neighbourhood at each resolution. Beginning at a
coarse level and moving progressively toward finer resolutions, pixels are synthesised from the
non-parametric MRF model using either the Gibbs sampler [82] or the more computationally
attractive deterministic iterative conditional modes [20] algorithm. Both of these optimisation
techniques will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5. The algorithm described in [151] is
tested on both stochastic and deterministic textures and the order of improvement over [158]
is considerable. However, their synthesised results still contain patches which are not in line
with the true texture pattern, thus compromising the visual quality. Results of the algorithm
are shown in [151].
Non-Parametric Pyramid Based Synthesis [26], (1997)
DeBonet [26] removed the iterative requirement of the parametric Heeger and Bergen [100]
algorithm and rather enforced a similar but non-parametric coarse to fine resolution approach.
This allowed the frequency components of the sample texture to be gradually introduced into
the synthesised texture from low to high frequency. In a two-phase process, the input texture is
first analysed by measuring the joint occurrence of texture discrimination features at multiple
resolutions. In the second phase, a new texture is synthesised by sampling successive spatial
frequency bands from the input texture, conditioned on the similar joint occurrence of features
at lower spatial frequencies. The texture structure is also better preserved by further restricting
the sampling procedure to pixels that fall within a threshold determined by the texture features.
The results obtained using [26] outperformed those obtained using the Heeger and Bergen approach. However, the tuning of threshold parameters is difficult and the success of the results
is very much dependent on these parameter values.
A Shannon Inspired Approach [68], (1999)
While the non-parametric approaches described above generated some good results especially
with stochastic textures, their ascendancy over parametric approaches when applied to deterministic textures was still in question. However, the power and strength of the non-parametric
modelling technique was finally demonstrated by Efros and Leung [68] in their non-parametric
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Figure 2.13: Block matching in the Efros and Leung [68] texture synthesis algorithm. Image (i) is
the example texture Ie and image (ii) is the new texture image Is to be synthesised. For each pixel
Is (x) to be synthesised at site x in Is , its neighbourhood (red block) N (x) is compared to all possible
neighbourhoods N (p), ∀p ∈ Xe in the example texture. The set of best matching neighbourhoods (black
blocks) is found and the centre pixels of these neighbourhoods form an approximation to the probability
density function (pdf) of Is (x), i.e. p(Is (x)). This pdf is sampled randomly and the new chosen value is
assigned to Is (x).

texture synthesis algorithm. The approach taken by Efros and Leung modifies the algorithm
proposed by Popat and Picard by introducing an exhaustive nearest neighbour searching process. In addition, a Shannon inspired heuristic is proposed where the image to be synthesised
is initialised with a “seed” texture taken from the example texture. Figure 2.13 illustrates the
exhaustive block searching process used by Efros and Leung.
The Efros and Leung algorithm proceeds as follows. Beginning with an example texture
image Ie and the image to be filled with texture Is , the algorithm is initialised by placing a “seed”
taken from the example texture and placing it in the centre of the new image to be synthesised.
For each pixel Is (x) to be synthesised in Is , its w × w neighbourhood block N (x) centred on
x is taken and compared to every possible w × w neighbourhood block N (p) in Ie . This block
is weighted by a Gaussian kernel to emphasise local structure. As will be demonstrated later,
the success of the algorithm is very much dependent on choosing a suitable neighbourhood size
w × w for the given sample texture. Figure 2.4 illustrates two typical neighbourhood structures
used in [68].
When comparing two neighbourhood blocks, the distance measure is given as the normalised
sum of the squared differences. Using this metric, the set of best matching neighbourhoods is
found and the centre pixels of these neighbourhoods form an approximation to the probability
density function p(Is (x)) of the pixel to be synthesised. This pdf is sampled randomly and the
chosen value is assigned to Is (x). This process is repeated for all unknown pixels in Is . Figure
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Figure 2.14: Neighbourhood structures used in the Efros and Leung algorithm. Neighbourhood (i)
measures 5 × 5 pixels while neighbourhood (ii) is composed of 9 × 9 pixels.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Figure 2.15: Synthesised textures obtained using the Efros and Leung [68] algorithm. In the block
matching process the neighbourhood sizes used were: 7 × 7 for image (i) and 17 × 17 for image (ii) and
(iii).

2.15 shows some of the results obtained using the Efros and Leung algorithm.
Note that in the Efros and Leung algorithm the image to be synthesised was initialised with
just a 3 × 3 “seed” taken from the example texture. However, in the implementation carried
out as part of this work, it was found that this small “seed” was insufficient to initialise the
synthesis process given that a neighbourhood of 17 × 17 was needed. Hence, the “seed” used is
of size 16 × 16 and is placed in the centre of the new 128 × 128 synthesised image.
Results obtained using the method proposed in [68] demonstrate that it works on stochastic
(i) and the more complicated deterministic (ii) and (iii) texture images. Initial indications would
suggest that this non-parametric modelling technique developed in [68] appears to have solved
the texture synthesis problem. However, this is not the case and Figure 2.16 illustrates two
inherent weaknesses associated with [68].
The synthesised texture in Figure 2.16 (i) shows that while the pixel synthesis algorithm
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Figure 2.16: Synthesised textures obtained using the method presented in [68]. The example images
were taken from Figure 2.6 (ii) and (iii). The synthesised results shown here demonstrate how the quality
of the synthesised result is very much dependent on the correct interpretation of texture scale. In this
case, the neighbourhood sizes used were 5 × 5 pixels and the synthesised result fails to resemble the
original example texture.

starts off well, the stability of the algorithm decreases as the synthesis process moves further
away from the “seed”. At the boundaries, the texture pattern fails to resemble the true texture
pattern in the example texture. The same initial conditions were used as in Figure 2.15 (ii), that
is the example texture measures 128×128, the synthesised texture image measures 128×128 and
a 16 × 16 pixel “seed” was used to kick start the pixel “growing”. However, for the synthesised
results in Figure 2.16, the neighbourhood size used is 5× 5 pixels. This block size fails to capture
the regularity of the example texture so both results are unstable. These results illustrate how
the success of the algorithm is very much dependent on the correct choice of neighbourhood
size. In theory the neighbourhood size w × w should capture the largest feature present in the
example texture. Taking too small a neighbourhood means the large features present in the
example texture will not be represented in the synthesised result. Similarly, if w is too large,
the randomness of the example texture will not be replicated in the synthesised result. Given
the variability of texture behaviour and the infinite set of possible texture patterns, there is no
one value of w × w that will remain suitable for all texture types. Therefore, w needs to be
chosen according to the input texture. This implies that the algorithm proposed in [68] is scale
dependent.
As well as failing to replicate the regularity of the example texture, Figure 2.16 (i) and (ii)
illustrate another problem with the Efros and Leung approach. This problem is also associated
with the Popat and Picard algorithm. When estimating the pdf for a given pixel, its surrounding
spatial neighbourhood is compared to all possible neighbourhoods in the sample image. However,
at the time of synthesising, not all pixels in the neighbourhood may be known and in [68] the
neighbourhood structure is adjusted to compare only known pixel values. The distance between
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two individual neighbourhoods is then normalised by the total number of known pixel values
when computing the conditional pdf for the pixel. This heuristic approach offers no guarantee
that the pdf for the pixel will stay valid as the rest of the neighbourhood is filled in, however in
most cases it appears to be a good approximation. Similarly, in [158] a causal neighbourhood
is used and synthesis is performed in a raster scan order and so the pdf can change as additional
pixels are synthesised. Regions where the synthesis process grows garbage illustrates when the
constant pdf approximation is exorbitant. However, if a large enough neighbourhood size is used
then the heuristic measurement is more stable and the approximation will remain plausible.
In [68] for each pixel to be synthesised, its spatial neighbourhood has to be compared to
every possible neighbourhood in the sample image. The difference between two neighbourhoods
is taken as the normalised squared sum of individual pixel differences. In addition, this neighbourhood is also weighted with a Gaussian kernel so that the error for nearby pixels in greater
than for pixels further away. An exact breakdown of the computational cost associated with
the Efros and Leung technique will be given later in chapter 4 but intuitively the computational
cost associated with synthesising one pixel is high. Extend this to an entire image and the cost
becomes even more significant.
Notwithstanding the scale dependency and computationally expense associated with the
Efros and Leung algorithm, to date it offers the most powerful and robust means to capture
texture behaviour. If the scale dependency and the computational burden could be overcome
under the same powerful modelling framework, then the resulting algorithm would provide a
complete solution to texture synthesis problem.
Fast Synthesis Using Image Pyramids [213], (2000)
Around the same time that Efros and Leung published their algorithm, Wei and Levoy [213]
published a similar algorithm which as the authors point out3 was not derived from [68] but
rather extended from Popat and Picard [158] and therefore should be considered as a concurrent
work of [68], with hard evidence given in an earlier paper by Wei and Levoy [212]. Similar to [68],
the algorithm proposed in [213] is based on MRF texture models and generates textures through
a heuristic searching process where the example texture image is used to implicitly model the
new texture image to be synthesised. However, there are a number of subtle differences between
[68] and [213]. Firstly, rather than placing a sample “seed” texture in the centre of the new
image to be generated as in [68], in [213] the new texture image Is is initialised with white
Gaussian noise. To improve this initialisation, histogram equalisation is performed between the
noise sample and the example texture image. Beginning in a raster scan order, each pixel is
synthesised in turn by comparing its neighbourhood with all possible neighbourhoods in the
example image Ie . The similarity between two neighbourhoods is given as the sum of squared
difference between individual pixels. The most similar neighbourhood is found and the centre
3

http://graphics.stanford.edu/papers/texture-synthesis-sig00/similarity.html
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Figure 2.17: A causal multi-resolution neighbourhood with size [5×5, 2] as used by Wei and Levoy [213].
The current level l of the pyramid is shown on the left and the next lower resolution level l + 1 is shown
on the right. The pixel to be synthesised at site x at level l must use only a causal neighbourhood as
only the preceding pixels have already been synthesised and all pixels after x are unknown. The position
of the parent pixel of x is x/2 at level l + 1. Since the level of the parent is completely synthesised, the
parent neighbourhood can contain pixels around x/2, marked q. When searching for a match for the
pixel at x, the neighbourhood vector that includes all pixel locations marked o, q and x/2 is constructed.

pixel of this neighbourhood is assigned to Is (x). This is slightly different to the approach taken in
[68] where the set of best neighbourhoods is found and the centre pixels of these neighbourhoods
form an estimation of the pdf for the pixel to be synthesised. This pdf is sampled randomly and
the chosen value is assigned to the unknown pixel location. In addition, because of the raster
scan order taken by Wei and Levoy, the neighbourhood structure used is causal. In addition,
unlike [68] where synthesis is performed at the highest resolution image space, in [213] synthesis
is performed across each level of a Gaussian pyramid structure [38].
The multi-resolution approach proposed in [213] proceeds as follows. Two L level Gaussian
pyramids Ge and Gs are built from Ie and Is , where L is the highest level of the pyramid.
The algorithm synthesises each level of Gs from coarse to fine resolution, such that each higher
resolution level is constructed from the already synthesised lower resolution levels. This coarse to
fine type synthesis allows lower frequency information to be added at the coarser resolutions and
then higher frequency information to be added at the finer resolutions. Within each synthesised
pyramid level Gs l , the pixels are synthesised in a manner similar to the single resolution case
where the pixels are generated in raster scan ordering. The only modification is that for the
multi-resolution case, each neighbourhood N (Gls (x)) contains pixels in the current resolution
l as well as those in the lower resolution l + 1. The similarity between two multi-resolution
neighbourhoods is measured by computing the sum of the squared difference of all pixels within
them. These lower resolution pixels constrain the synthesis process so that the added high
frequency details will be consistent with the already synthesised low frequency structures. An
example multi-resolution neighbourhood is shown in Figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.18: Synthesised texture images obtained using the Wei and Levoy [213] algorithm.
The Wei and Levoy algorithm removes some of the scale dependency associated with Efros
and Leung. However as results in Figure 2.18 will show, it does not remove it entirely. Rather it
uses texture scale as a control (coarse resolution guides finer resolution levels) rather the exploiting it directly. With [213] it is necessary to synthesise each level of the pyramid of the Gaussian
pyramid individually. This is an even larger computational burden than that associated with
Efros and Leung [68]. To reduce the computational expense, tree-structured vector quantisation
(TSVQ) [83] is introduced as the searching algorithm [212]. This avoids the exhaustive nearest
neighbour searching process by considering neighbourhoods as points in a multi-dimensional
space and casting the neighbourhood matching process as a nearest-point searching problem.
One disadvantage of the TSVQ acceleration is the memory requirement necessary to obtain accurate texture representation. High texture accuracy requires large memory allocations. Figure
2.18 shows some results obtained using the Wei and Levoy algorithm [213]. The original example
textures images are as shown in Figure 2.6. Each new synthesised image measures 128 × 128
pixels. Synthesis was performed over three levels of a Gaussian pyramid and a causal multiresolution neighbourhood similar to that shown in Figure 2.17. The synthesised images capture
the texture properties of the original but are not very realistic. The synthesised results appear
incoherent and the structure features of textures Figures 2.6 (ii) and (iii) are not replicated in
the synthesised images in Figure 2.18.
Order Based Synthesis [98], (2001)
Harrison [98] extends the algorithm proposed in [68] to include order based synthesis. The
specific order in which pixels are generated is based on the local interactions of closely neighbouring pixels. Since non-parametric modelling defines no explicit model, often large features
present in the example texture will not be replicated in the synthesised result unless the spatial
neighbourhood used to search the example image is large enough to capture them. This results
in a scale dependent algorithm whereby the neighbourhood size needs to be varied with input
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texture. In [98] this problem of scale dependency is addressed by enforcing order based synthesis. By synthesising pixels in a specific order, large features which may be larger than the
chosen neighbourhood size can still be reproduced in the output image.
Similar to Efros and Leung [68], pixels are synthesised one at a time using a heuristic measurement taken from the input image. In [98] the stability of [68] is improved by introducing
the following features. Firstly, the Manhattan distance is used when computing the similarity
between two neighbouring blocks as it is more forgiving to outliers. Secondly, the order in which
pixels are synthesised in the new image is changed. In the Efros and Leung algorithm, pixels are
synthesised based on the number of known neighbours in their spatial neighbourhood. Pixels
with a higher number of known neighbours are synthesised before those with a lower number.
In [98] the synthesising order is determined by a priority value assigned to each location in
the output image. Higher priority sites are synthesised before those of lower priority. To assign a priority value to each site, a normalised weighting is defined which indicates the relative
amount of information a pixel gives about each of its neighbours. The priority of each empty
location in the output image is then defined as the sum of the weightings from neighbouring
pixels. To create the weightings, interactions between neighbouring pixels in the input image
are analysed. This order based synthesis addresses to some extent the scale dependency of [68],
however it does not remove it entirely. The computational burden associated with the exhaustive
nearest neighbour searching inherent in [68] is also removed in [98]. Rather, a kd-tree [74] structure is introduced in order to reduce the search time. As with most nearest neighbour searching
approximations, the reduction in search time comes at the expense of increased memory storage.
Synthesis using Coherent Searching [14], (2001)
Ashikhmin [14] reduced the computational burden associated with the non-parametric modelling by replacing the exhaustive nearest neighbour searching with the more computationally
attractive coherent searching process. This algorithm was designed to synthesise natural textures (e.g. grass, leaves, clouds, etc.) only. Coherent searching is based on the observation that
during the synthesis process, the neighbourhood of the pixel to be synthesised is likely to be
similar to shifted versions of the neighbourhoods of the other previously synthesised pixels in its
neighbourhood. This information is not used in any way by [68] or [213], where the searching
process starts from scratch at each new pixel, ensuring that the best available choice is made.
However, Ashikhmin uses this observation and assumes that pixels from the input sample that
are appropriately “forward shifted” with respect to pixels already used in the synthesis are well
suited to fill in the current pixel. This idea is shown in Figure 2.19.
The algorithm described in [14] is based on the single resolution version of the Wei and Levoy
algorithm and so a causal neighbourhood (similar to that shown on the left of Figure 2.17) is
used and synthesis is performed in raster scan order. The image to be synthesised is initialised
with a noise sample which has been histogram equalised with the sample texture. The coherent
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Figure 2.19: Coherent searching used in [14]. For each pixel to be synthesised, its causal neighbourhood is constructed (right). Each pixel in this neighbourhood generates a “shifted” candidate pixel
(black) set according to its original position in the input texture. The pixel to be synthesised is chosen
from this set only.

searching texture synthesis algorithm given in [14] can be summarised as follows.
1. The array of original pixel positions is initialised to random valid positions in the input
image.
2. To synthesise pixel Is (x), first construct its spatial neighbourhood.
3. For each pixel in this neighbourhood, use its original source in the example texture image
(taken from an array) to generate a candidate pixel which is appropriately shifted.
4. Remove duplicate candidates and search the candidate list for a pixel with a neighbourhood
most similar to the current L− shaped neighbourhood in the output image. The current
pixel value in the output image is copied from the position in the example image identified
as the most similar by this search and this position is recorded in the array of the original
positions.
5. In raster scan ordering repeat steps 2 − 4 for all pixels to be synthesised. If necessary,
modify the algorithm for the last few rows and re-synthesise the top rows to improve visual
quality of the new texture.
The Ashikhmin algorithm works well and generates a visually pleasing coherent result which
works well for natural textures. In addition, the computational burden associated with [68]
and [213] has been much reduced. Figure 2.20 shows some synthesised textures obtained using
the Ashikhmin algorithm. As before the example images were taken from Figure 2.6 and the
new synthesised textures measure 128 × 128 pixels. A causal neighbourhood of size 15 × 15
pixels was used in the synthesis process. The synthesised images capture the original texture
features but horizontal edges are visible in the synthesised result when patches reach the end of
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Figure 2.20: Synthesised textures using the Ashikhmin [14] algorithm.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Figure 2.21: Synthesised textures using the Hertzmann et al. [101] algorithm.
the source image.
Combining Coherent and Exhaustive Searching [101], (2001)
To avoid the inclusion of artificial horizontal edges in the synthesised result, Hertzmann et
al. [101] combines the exhaustive nearest searching proposed by Wei and Levoy with the coherent
searching proposed by Ashikhmin [14]; the result being that for each pixel to be synthesised,
two searching processes: exhaustive and coherent searching of the example texture image are
evoked. In general the exhaustive searching will return a better match than that of the coherent
searching, but intuitively the coherent value may give a more realistic result since the synthesised
texture should be coherent by nature. To maintain this coherency, in [101] a weighting value
is added to favour the coherent value whenever possible. The more weighting that is added to
the coherent searching process, the more coherency is favoured over accuracy in the synthesised
result. Similar to [213], the algorithm proposed in [101] performs the synthesis over each level
of a Gaussian pyramid structure.
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Figure 2.21 shows synthesised textures obtained using the Hertzmann et al. algorithm. The
synthesised images offer a more accurate representation of the original texture images in Figure
2.6. A considerable improvement is evident over synthesised results obtained using the Wei and
Levoy [213] and Ashikhmin [14] algorithms. However, computationally, the algorithm developed
by Hertzmann et al. is excessive given that both coherent and exhaustive nearest neighbour
searches are required for each pixel to be synthesised. To reduce some of the computational cost
an Approximate Nearest Neighbour (ANN) [13] searching process is introduced, but nevertheless
performing two types of searching processes over all multi-resolution levels of a Gaussian pyramid
is cumbersome.
Because of the wide variability in texture behaviour, it is found that non-parametric approaches are better suited to modelling texture than their parametric counterparts. This is
evident from some of the synthesised results presented as part of this review. However, on the
downside, this improvement in perceptual similarity is at the cost of computational expense.
In addition, many non-parametric algorithms suffer from scale dependence. The patch-based
approaches, discussed in the next section, particularly aim to address the issue of computational
burden.

2.5

Patch-Based Approaches

Parametric and non-parametric approaches can be considered as pixel based, where only one
pixel is synthesised at a time. On the contrary, as its name suggests, patch-based texture synthesis algorithms synthesise entire patches or blocks of pixels at a time. There are two issues to
be resolved in patch-based approaches: (i) which patches to extract and in what order and (ii)
how to merge or “sew” patches together in the new image so that there is no visible boundary
line between two adjoining patches. All of the patch-based approaches are based on the loose
Markovian assumption that was discussed earlier when discussing non-parametric texture synthesis approaches (section 2.4). Given the computational benefits of synthesising entire patches
rather than individual pixels, there have been a number of patch-based approaches developed.
Some of the more popular approaches will be described here.
Chaos Mosaicking [218], (2000)
Xu et al. [218] proposed the use of chaos mosaicking as as a method of producing fast efficient
texture synthesis. The algorithm can be summarised in the following manner. The area to be
synthesised is initially tiled with a tile containing the largest texture feature in the example
image. Inside each tile, a smaller randomly sized block of texture is chosen and placed over any
of the seams introduced as a result of the tiling process. This process of choosing sub-blocks
and placing them over seams is repeated for all tiles in the image. The size of the sub-block
and where it will be placed in the image is determined by a Cat Map iteration. The Cat Map
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Figure 2.22: A set of eight Wang tiles that can be used for the non-periodic surface required for
texture synthesis.

iteration is an iterative process taken from the field of deterministic chaos. Deterministic chaos
denotes the state of disorder and irregularities generated by a nonlinear dynamic system in
which the previous actions uniquely determine future behaviour of the system. It is not the
intention of this work to discuss in detail the Cat Map iteration used in [218], however a good
description of this process can be found in [12]. Once the sub-block tiling has been repeated
a number of times over the entire image, the algorithm finishes by evoking a simple cross-edge
filter across sub-block boundaries. This filtering process should remove any unwanted boundary
edges and mis-matched features. Overall, chaos mosaicking is efficient and simple to implement
but in reality it only works for stochastic textures.
Synthesis using Wang Tiles [52, 197], (1997, 2003)
Figure 2.5 shows eight example Wang tiles than can be used for non-periodic surface mapping.
A Wang Tile set consists of square tiles with colour-coded edges. The squares cannot be rotated
and a valid tiling of the infinite plane consists of any number of copies from the set laid such
that all contiguous edges have matching colours. Stam [197] was the first to consider the use
of square Wang tiles for texture synthesis. Based on a deterministic algorithm that uses a set
of 16 individual square tiles with coloured edges, large non-repetitive textures were created by
defining texture samples on the tiles following the border constraints introduced by the shared
edges.
Cohen et al. [52] extends the idea presented in by Stam [197] to include a coding of the
corners of the tiles and an automatic tile design technique. The corner-coding allows discrete
objects to overlap on more than one edge. These give a more realistic result and avoids the
introduction of visually repetitive patterns. These patterns can occur if for example an object
or texture feature is placed at the corner of the tile. Without colour-coded edges, the vertical
edge colour constraint associated with the original Wang Tiles enforces all the tiles with the
same colour opposite the vertical edges to include the remainder of this object to ensure the
fitting condition. As the same object is also on the horizontal edge, all tiles that contain the
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Figure 2.23: Quilting texture as in [67]. Square blocks of predefined size are patched together to
synthesise a new texture image. To hide the boundary line between adjacent blocks, an overlap region
(1/6 size of neighbourhood) between two blocks is introduced (i) and the minimum cost path through
this area is found and chosen as the new boundary (ii).

corresponding horizontal edges have to be adapted similarly. The result is a repetitive pattern
on the horizontal line. This problem is avoided with the introduction of colour-coded corners.
The automatic tile design technique fills each individual tile with texture from the example
texture image. These tiles will then be used to aperiodically map the new image to be synthesised. Each tile is created by combining diamond shaped (squares rotated by 45o ) sample
portions of the source image, one for each edge colour of horizontal and vertical edges. The
manner in which each diamond block is chosen and merged with others is derived from the
image quilting texture synthesis algorithm proposed by Efros and Freeman [67]. Using Wang
tiles for texture synthesis works well on natural stochastic textures that contain little structure.
However, for more structured textures, a larger set of tiles would have to be used thus reducing
the computational simplicity that was the initial motivation.
Image Quilting [67], (2001)
In [67], Efros and Freeman propose image quilting to solve the texture synthesis problem. Unlike
the Efros and Leung algorithm, where the unit of synthesis is single pixel, Efros and Freeman
synthesise square blocks of user-specified size. The size of these blocks is chosen on initialisation
and remains constant throughout the algorithm. To avoid the appearance of boundary lines
between blocks, an overlap in the placement of blocks onto the new image is incorporated.
Before placing a chosen block into the new texture image, the error in the overlap region is
examined and a minimum cost path through that error surface is found. This minimum cost
path is then defined to be the boundary of the new block. Figure 2.23 illustrates the manner in
which blocks are placed side by side.
The image quilting algorithm given in [67] can be summarised as follows.
1. Go through the image to be synthesised in raster scan order in steps of one block (minus
the overlap).
2. For every location, search the input texture for the best matching block. The best matching
block will be the one whose overlap area is most similar to the overlap area of the previously
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Figure 2.24: Synthesised texture image obtained using the Efros and Freeman [67] image
quilting algorithm.

synthesised block. The error in overlap regions is taken as the L2 norm on pixel values.
3. Once the best matching block has been found, find all blocks that fall within some tolerance
of this best match. Note this is similar to the heuristic measurements inherent with the
approach taken in [68].
4. This set of most similar blocks form an approximation to the probability density function
of the block to be synthesised. By selecting a block at random (uniform) from this list a
sample is generated for this implicit distribution over the blocks.
5. Using the chosen block and the previously synthesised block, compute the error surface
in the overlap region between them. Find the minimum cost path along this surface and
make that the boundary of the new block.
6. Paste the block onto the texture. This procedure is repeated until the new image is fully
tiled or “quilted”.
Figure 2.24 shows some synthesised textures obtained using the image quilting algorithm
given in [67]. The 128 × 128 pixel Brodatz images given in Figure 2.6 are used as the example
images and each synthesised image measures 128 × 128 pixels. A block of size 12 × 12 was used
as the unit of synthesis and the overlap region between blocks was 2 × 2 pixels. The algorithm
generates impressive, stable results that certainly resemble the original texture examples. However, some horizontal and vertical seams are present where patches overlap. Computationally
the algorithm is attractive as entire blocks are synthesised at a time.
One of the problems of patch based approaches thus far is that the size of the patch has to
be defined a priori. There are two issues with this predefined patch size. Firstly, the patch size
needs to be large enough to capture the largest feature present in the example texture. Too
small a patch and these features will not be replicated in the output image while too large a
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Figure 2.25: Graph-cut texture synthesis [131]. Patches from the example texture are placed
in the area to be synthesised as different offsets (sites). These patches will overlap with those
placed previously. The graphcut technique is used to find the minimum cost boundary between
the overlapping patches. Texture inside this boundary is then pasted onto the synthesised image.

patch will result in an output texture which is too structured and loses some of the stochastic
nature of the texture. Since the size of texture features will vary from one texture to another,
the prerequisite of choosing a suitable patch size is dependent on the particular input texture.
Thus the algorithm is scale dependent. The second issue with constant patch size is that hiding
the boundaries between patches is difficult and often horizontal and vertical edges are easily
detected between patches because of patch homogeneity.
Graphcut Textures [131], (2003)
Kwatra et al. [131] proposed an algorithm that avoids the need to define the patch size a priori
and instead the size of the patch transfered from the example texture to the synthesised image is
defined using the graph-cut technique [32]. In order to incorporate the graph-cut technique into
the synthesis problem, the texture is modelled as a Markov Random Field. Under this model,
the output texture can be visualised as a grid of nodes, where each node refers to a pixel or a
neighbourhood of pixels in the example texture. The marginal probability of a pair of nodes
depends on the similarity of their pixel neighbourhoods so that pixels from similar neighbours
in the example texture end up as neighbours in the generated texture. Under this model, the
problem of texture synthesis can be reformulated as the solution for the nodes of the network
that maximises the total likelihood. Maximising the total likelihood over the graph is equivalent
to minimising the energy cost function over the graph. The problem of energy minimisation
over a graph is common in machine learning. Chapter 5 outlines some popular techniques that
are used for finding the optimal minimum energy field. One such energy minimising process is
the graph-cut technique. Essentially, the idea behind the graph-cut technique is to construct a
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specialised graph for the energy function to be minimised such that the minimum cut on the
graph also minimises the energy (either locally or globally). This will be discussed in greater
detail later in chapter 5.
Figure 2.25 illustrates how the graph-cut is used to determine the boundary between patches.
The patch copying process is performed in two stages. Firstly, a candidate rectangular patch
(or patch offset) is selected by performing a comparison between the candidate patch and the
pixels already synthesised in the output image. Second, an optimal (irregularly shaped) portion
of this rectangular patch is computed and only these pixels are copied to the output image. The
portion of the patch to be copied to the output image is determined using a graph-cut algorithm.
For stage one, the manner in which candidate patches are chosen is based on the type of texture
that is being synthesised. For random textures, random placement of patches is chosen. That
is, the entire example image is translated to a random site in the output image. This is shown
in Figure 2.25. For structured or semi-structured textures, entire patch matching is preferred.
Entire patch matching involves searching for translations of the input image that match well with
the currently synthesised output. The set of best matching patches form a probability density
function (pdf) which is sampled randomly and the chosen patch is assigned to the output image.
The third type of patch selection techniques is sub-patch matching. This is used for stochastic
and video (3D) texture. In sub-patch matching, a small sub-patch (significantly smaller than
the input texture) is chosen from the output texture. The algorithm then searches the example
texture for a set of patches that matches the output sub-patch. Similar to entire patch selection,
this set of patches form a pdf which is sampled randomly and the new patch assigned to the
output texture. In entire patch matching and sub-patch matching, the placement of patches in
the synthesised image is governed by a cost function whereby the cost of existing seams is used
to quantify the error in the particular region of the image. The region with the largest error
will be synthesised first and the patch selection algorithm is forced to choose only those patch
locations that completely overlap the error-region.
The graph-cut approach to texture synthesis works well and avoids the problem of choosing
a suitable patch size based on the input texture. This approach has been applied to both 2D
and 3D textures. It works well on stochastic textures but for deterministic textures some visual
seams can be seen along patch boundaries. Results for the graph-cut method can be found in
[131].
Comparing patch-based approaches to the parametric and non-parametric (typically pixel)
based approaches discussed previously, it can be said that patch-based approaches are good at
preserving the global structure of the texture and work well on stochastic type textures. They are
computationally efficient and therefore attractive for synthesising large areas. On the downside,
often the boundary edges between individual patches is visible in the synthesised result.
This concludes the discussion on patch-based texture synthesis algorithms. Note that the
parametric, non-parametric and patch-based algorithms were described in terms of synthesising
gray-scale texture. In general most of the algorithms synthesise colour texture by carrying out
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a similar modelling process on the three RGB (Red-Green-Blue) channels (3D) rather than the
single gray-scale channel (1D). Alternatively, some algorithms translate the colour values into a
different image space (e.g. Y U V ) and perform synthesis on the luminance component only. The
colour components follow the movement of the luminance component. Some of the commonly
used colour spaces are discussed further in chapter 5.

2.6

A New Texture Synthesis Algorithm

The accuracy of any new synthesis process will be highly dependent on the accuracy of the
underlying texture model. Looking ahead, this texture model will also form the basis for the
work on example based segmentation. The idea behind the segmentation approach will be to
characterise objects based on their texture components. Thus the image to be segmented can
be interpreted as a mixture of different textures, each of which represents a particular object.
In order to isolate and recognise objects, it will be necessary to model and define each texture
component. The image segmentation problem will be discussed in chapters 5 and 6 but at
this stage it is worth noting that the choice of model used in the synthesis algorithm will be
influenced by the applicibility of that modelling process to the segmentation problem.
In general, patch-based approaches work well in the texture synthesis domain because the
example texture is composed of only one type of texture. However, if there is more than one
type of texture present (as in the segmentation case) then patch-based modelling and analysis
becomes complicated given that each patch may contain more than one texture. Therefore, for
a more robust modelling process, it is more sensible to consider each pixel individually.
Because of the wide variability in image texture behaviour, non-parametric approaches have
by far out-performed parametric approaches. This is evident from the results given in sections 2.3
and 2.4. However, associated with non-parametric processes are the inherent limitations of scale
dependency and large computational expense. The scale dependency is introduced as a result
of the Markovian assumption on which the non-parametric modelling process is built. Results
in this chapter demonstrated that when the texture scale was misinterpreted and incorrectly
specified, the algorithm failed to capture the basic features of the texture and so the modelling
process failed. Conversely, if the correct texture scale is specified, the synthesised result and
hence the implicit modelling process is accurate in capturing the underlying texture behaviour.
Motivated by the strength of the non-parametric modelling technique and the need to overcome the computational costs and scale dependency typically associated with it, a new algorithm
has been developed as part of this work on example based image processing. This algorithm is
non-parametric and exploits the advantages of wavelet analysis by performing synthesis in the
wavelet domain. This algorithm will be discussed in chapter 4 but before that some aspects of
the wavelet transform are introduced.

3
Aspects of Wavelets

The suitability of the wavelet transform (WT) for use in image analysis has been well established. This is due to its ability to enable the localisation of functions in space, scaling and
orientation [140]. In signal analysis, the WT can be interpreted as a signal decomposition onto
a set of basis functions called wavelets. These wavelets can be described as small finite wavelike
functions or ripples that have their energy concentrated in time. This finite oscillating wavelike
characteristic associated with wavelets makes them suitable for the analysis of transient, nonstationary or time varying phenomena associated with most signals [37, 139]. Figure 3 shows an
example wave function (sinusoid) and a wavelet function (Morlet Wavelet). The wave function is
smooth, periodic and infinite, whereas in contrast the wavelet function is finite and non-periodic.
Wavelet analysis was developed to perform signal analysis in the time-frequency domain.

(i) Wave (Sinusoid)

(ii) Wavelet (Morlet)

Figure 3.1: Representation of a wave (i) and a wavelet (ii) function.
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(i) Fourier Transform

(ii) Short Time Fourier Transform

(iii) Wavelet Transform

(Frequency)

(Fixed Time-Frequency)

(Variable Time-Frequency)

Figure 3.2: The domains within which the (i) Fourier , (ii) Short-Time Fourier and (iii) Wavelet
transforms operate.

Prior to the development of wavelet theory, signals were commonly analysed within the frequency
domain using the Fourier transform (FT). Fourier analysis uses waves (sinusoids) as deterministic
basis functions for the expansion of functions (signals) that are assumed to be time invariant
or stationary. In reality most naturally occurring signals, of which images are an example,
cannot be considered stationary. Therefore, assuming stationarity and performing analysis in
only the frequency domain has serious limitations. So even though the FT gives an accurate
representation of the frequency content of a signal, it cannot offer both the time and frequency
localisation necessary for most naturally occurring (non-stationary) signals.
To address the limitations of the standard FT, the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT)
was introduced by Gabor [75]. The STFT represents a sort of compromise between the time and
frequency based views of a signal. Essentially, the STFT moves a fixed window over the length of
the signal. Inside this window, the signal is assumed to be stationary and so the Fourier analysis
of the windowed signal is performed. This combined windowing and frequency analysis of the
signal provides some information about both when and at what frequencies a signal event occurs.
On the downside, this time-frequency information can only be given with limited precision which
is governed by the size of the window which remains constant for all frequencies. However, many
signals require a more flexible approach in which the window size can be varied to introduce
more accuracy in either time or frequency. Logically, it is sensible to have a small window for
high frequencies and a large window for low frequencies. The wavelet transform provides such a
tool as it was designed to offer flexible time-frequency analysis. Figure 3.2 illustrates the three
domains within which the Fourier, Short-Time Fourier and Wavelet transforms operate.
Wavelet signal analysis is initialised by adopting a specific wavelet prototype function.
Temporal analysis is performed using a contracted, high frequency version of the prototype
wavelet, while frequency analysis is performed with a dilated, low frequency version of the same
wavelet [86]. Since the frequency responses of the bandpass bands are scaled down by a factor
of two at each level, their impulse responses become longer by the same factor but their shapes
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Figure 3.3: Two-band filter banks for analysis (i) and reconstruction (ii).
remain very similar. The basic impulse response wave shape is almost independent of scale and
is known as the mother wavelet.
The WT has found many applications in image processing due to its ability to localise
functions in space, scaling and orientation [56, 59, 140, 169]. Some example applications of the
WT are in image compression [8,9,106,204], image de-noising [61,90,175], digital watermarking
of images [137], object segmentation [50, 186, 198] and texture analysis and synthesis [33, 59, 77,
78, 160].
There are several types of wavelet transform (e.g. continuous, discrete, complex) and depending on the particular application, one type of transform may be preferred over the others.
In the case of image analysis, the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) initially proved the most
popular. Recently, and as a result of limitations imposed by the DWT, the Complex Wavelet
Transform (CWT) and in particular the Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform (DT-CWT)
has become the favoured transform in image analysis. This section will describe both of these
transforms. The DT-CWT will form the domain in which the example based image processing
algorithms developed as part of this work will be conducted. Since the wavelet transform is used
as a tool for signal representation, the focus of this discussion will not digress into an in-depth
discussion of wavelet theory. Therefore, topics such as the mathematical foundations of the
transform, and wavelet filter design will not be discussed here. However, detailed descriptions
of these topics can be found in [118, 121, 128, 139, 169, 211].

3.1

The Discrete Wavelet Transform

The basic building blocks of the one dimensional (1D) Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) are
shown in Figure 3.3. During the analysis stage of the DWT, the input signal Iin is decomposed
into its high frequency and low frequency components using the analysis low pass H0 and high
pass H1 filters. To prevent redundancy in the combined output of the transform, the outputs
from each filter are down-sampled by a factor of two. The outputted low pass signal B0 is known
as the scaling coefficients while the high pass signal B1 which contains the fine details is known
as the wavelet coefficients. A full multi-scale wavelet transform is constructed by repeating this
basic splitting and down-sampling operation a number of times, where at each level the basic
splitting operation is performed on the scaling coefficients generated at the previous level. This
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Figure 3.4: Three-level DWT for a 1D signal.
multi-scale decomposition is shown in Figure 3.4. The ratio of the number of outputs to the
number of inputs is known as the redundancy of the transform. The redundancy of the DWT
is 1 : 1.
Figure 3.3 (ii) illustrates the steps involves in the inverse wavelet transform, where [G0 , G1 ]
denote the reconstruction low pass and high pass filters respectively. The reconstruction operation is the exact inverse of the analysis operation whereby the signals B0 and B1 are up-sampled
by a factor of two and filtered by the low pass G0 and high pass G1 reconstruction filters respectively. The two filtered signals are then summed together to produce the output signal. If
the output signal Iout is identical to the original input signal Iin then the transform satisfies
the perfect reconstruction condition (PR). In practice all transforms are constructed to adhere
to this condition.
For two dimensional signals (2D), e.g. images, the binary tree given in Figure 3.4 can be
extended into the quad-tree structure shown in Figure 3.5. In a separable implementation, each
level of the quad-tree comprises of two stages of filtering. The first stage filters and sub-samples
the rows of the image, generating a pair of horizontal low pass and high pass sub-images. The
second stage of the transform filters and sub-samples the columns of the filtered row signal to
produce four sub-images, denoted B0 , . . . , B3 . This separable filtering implementation is the
most efficient way to perform the 2D DWT [119]. Similar to the 1D case, for the multi-level
transformation B0 the low pass image obtained from the previous level becomes the new input
at the next level of the transform. Figure 3.6 shows a two-level DWT decomposition of an image.
The sub-band images B1 , B2 and B3 represent the detailed or higher pass wavelet coefficients
representing the horizontal, diagonal and vertical components of the input signal. The transform
can be further extended to high dimensions by applying filters to each dimension in turn. For
m dimensional signals 2m sub-band images are produced at each level.
The DWT decomposition given in Figure 3.6 and all subsequent DWTs given here will use
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Figure 3.5: Two-level DWT for a 2D signal.

(i) Input Image

(ii) Two-level DWT decomposition.

Figure 3.6: Two-level DWT decomposition (ii) of the input image (i) using Antonini (7, 9)-tap filters.
In image (ii), the upper right and bottom two quadrants are the level one sub-band images while their
associated “child” sub-band images are nested inside them. The low pass image of scaling functions is
located at the top left corner.
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G0

G1

Figure 3.7: The Antonini (7, 9)-tap filters [119, 120]. [H0 , H1 ] and [G0 , G1 ] are the analysis and
reconstruction low pass and high pass filters respectively.

the Antonini (7, 9)-tap filters [119,120]. The Antonini filters are bi-orthogonal meaning that the
frequency responses of the analysis filters are not the same as that of the reconstruction filters.
These filters are the most favoured in image compression and are used in the FBI fingerprint
compression system [119]. Figure 3.7 shows the analysis and reconstruction filters associated
with the Antonini (7, 9)-tap filters.
Although the DWT is widely used in image compression [106], its application to other image
processing problems has been hampered by two principle disadvantages. These are:
• Lack of shift invariance:
A process is shift invariant if its output is independent of the absolute location of the
data within the input to the process. For example if the process gives an output Iout
when given an input Iin , then the process is shift invariant if it generates a translated
version of Iout when given a translated version of Iin . With reference to the wavelet
transform, the transform is shift invariant if the total energy in the sub-band image is
unaffected by translations applied to the input. The shift dependency occurs as a result of
the aliasing that is introduced by the down-sampling that follows each filtering operation.
The un-decimated (remove the down sampling after the filtering) form of the DWT solves
this problem but this is at the expense of large redundancy and increased computational
expense.
Figure 3.8 illustrates the shift dependence of the DWT. The input signal is a 1D step
response shifted 16 times. Four levels of the DWT are taken and the sub-band signals
associated with each is shown below the input signal. The level four scaling functions are
shown on the bottom of the image. The shift dependence of the transform is evident from
the varying energy in each of the sub-band signals.
In image processing applications, the shift dependence of the DWT has limited its suitability for texture analysis. This is because in any given image, texture may present itself
under any shift. If texture is to be characterised by its sub-band decomposition, then
this decomposition needs to remain constant irrespective of the localisation of the texture
within the image. As a result, any transform used to analyse texture should be as close to
shift invariant as possible.
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Figure 3.8: Shift dependence of the DWT. Input signal is 1D step function at sixteen different shifts.
The sub-band and low pass signals associated with the four-level DWT decomposition are also shown.
The shift dependence is evident from the fact that the energy in each sub-band at any given level varies
with the shift in the input signal.

• Poor directional selectivity:
Separable filtering of the image rows and columns produces four sub-images at each level.
These sub-band images are obtained using real filters which cannot distinguish between
positive and negative frequency components. Therefore, each sub-band contains both
positive and negative frequency components resulting in poor directional selectively of
the DWT. This inability to distinguish between positive and negative edge orientations
increases the DWT unsuitability for texture analysis, given that textures are generally
characterised by their frequency components.
Figure 3.9 shows the poor directional selectivity of the DWT. The two level DWT of the
‘circle’ image (i) is shown in (ii). Level one sub-band images are placed on the boundary
while the corresponding level two sub-band images are nested inside them. The final level
scaling functions are shown at the top left hand corner of (ii). The intensity value in each
sub-band images corresponds to the magnitude of the wavelet coefficient at that particular
site. Each sub-band highlights either the horizontal, vertical or diagonal edge components
of the input ‘circle’ image. The poor directional selectivity of the DWT is especially
evident in the sub-band that contains the diagonal components of the circle (bottom right
quadrant, bottom right of top left quadrant). These sub-bands contain both the diagonal
edges of the circle making it impossible to distinguish between them.
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(i) Input ‘circle’ image
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(ii) Two-level DWT decomposition.

Figure 3.9: The poor direction selectivity of the DWT. The input “circle” image (i) and a twolevel DWT decomposition (ii). Both positive and negative frequency components are represented in the
diagonal sub-band (bottom right corner of (ii)) making it is impossible to distinguish between them
resulting in poor directional selectivity.

To address the lack of shift invariance and poor directional selectivity associated with the
DWT, Kingsbury [118–120] developed the Dual Tree-Complex Wavelet Transform (DT-CWT).
This will be discussed next.

3.2

The Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform

The DT-CWT replaces the single tree structure of the DWT shown in Figure 3.4 with a dual tree
of real-valued filters shown in Figure 3.10. These two parallel trees filter and down-sample the
input signal in the same way as DWT but because there are two rather than one, the aliasing
that resulted in shift dependency of the DWT is removed. At each level one tree produces
the so called “real” part of the complex wavelet coefficients, while the other tree produces the
“imaginary” part. The filters in each tree are real-valued and the notion of complex coefficients
only appears when outputs from the two trees are combined. The addition of the second filter
bank increases the redundancy of the transform to 2 : 1 for a 1D signal. For an mD signal, the
redundancy of the transform is 2m : 1.
As well as removing the shift dependence of the transform, the two tree structure also allows
the positive and negative frequencies present in the original signal to be treated separately. At
each level of the 2D DT-CWT, a low pass image B0 and six sub-band images (B1 , . . . , B6 ) are
produced. Each of the sub-band images contains the wavelet coefficients whose magnitude is
proportional to any one of the ±15o , ±45o and ±75o directional edges in the original image. Thus,
the DT-CWT has associated with it good directional selectivity. This good directional selectivity
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Figure 3.10: Three-level DT-CWT for a 1D signal.
is advantageous for texture representation inherent with many image processing applications [59,
78, 160, 185].
Figure 3.2 shows a two-level DT-CWT decomposition of the sample image given in Figure
3.6 (i). The intensity value of each of the sub-band images is obtained from the absolute value
of the complex wavelet coefficients in each sub-band image. Thus bright pixels in any of the
sub-band images indicate a large frequency content for that particular orientation. Note the
4 : 1 redundancy for the 2D transform. This extra redundancy enables the properties of shift
invariance and good directional selectivity to be associated with the DT-CWT.
To demonstrate the shift invariance of the DT-CWT, an input signal consisting of a step
function at sixteen different shifts is decomposed using a four level DT-CWT. Recall that if the
transform is shift invariant, the energy in each sub-band should remain constant regardless of
the shift in the input. Figure 3.12 shows the sub-band signals associated with the DT-CWT.
Since the energy with each sub-band signal at any given level remains constant regardless of
shift, the DT-CWT is therefore shift invariant.
The good directional properties of the DT-CWT are shown in Figure 3.13. The ‘circle’ image
shown earlier (Figure 3.9) is this time decomposed using the DT-CWT. Unlike the DWT which
combines positive and negative frequencies and produces three sub-band images at each level, the
DT-CWT treats positive and negative frequencies separately and produces six sub-band images
at each level. Each sub-band contains wavelet coefficients whose magnitude are proportional
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Figure 3.11: Two-level DT-CWT decomposition of the image given in Figure 3.6 (i). The level one
sub-band images are located around the boundaries and the level two sub-band images are nested inside
them. The level two low-pass image of scaling coefficients is located in the middle of row one.
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Figure 3.12: Shift invariance of the DT-CWT. Input signal consists of a step function at sixteen
different shifts. The four-level DT-CWT decomposition is show below. At each level, the energy in
each sub-band remains constant regardless of shift. This invariance of energy to shift implies that the
transform is shift independent.

to one of the ±15, ±45, ±75 directional orientations of the input signal. Because positive and
negative orientations are treated separately, the DT-CWT provides greater directional selectivity
than the DWT.

3.2.1

Q-shift DT-CWT

In the initial version of the DT-CWT [119] the filter trees were designed to contain odd and even
length filters alternatively from level to level. This odd/even placement of filters ensured that
the sampling offsets between the filters in the two trees were evenly spaced. However, this system
suffered from a complicated sampling structure and the corresponding filter tree responses were
not identical. These properties of the transform limited its suitability for use in hierarchical
algorithms which rely on a simple sub-sampling relationships between successive resolutions,
e.g. quad-tree relationship. To address this issue, the Q-shift DT-CWT was introduced [120].
In the Q-shift DT-CWT two sets of filters are used: bi-orthogonal filters for level one and the
q-shift filters for all higher levels. The introduction of the q-shift filters for levels ≥ 2 improves
the overall sampling structure of the transform so that each wavelet coefficient at level l is now
parent to four “child” wavelet coefficients at the lower resolution level l − 1. This quad-tree
relationship is illustrated in Figure 3.14 for the 15o sub-band image obtained from the DTCWT decomposition of the ‘circle’ image. Note that, while the Q-shift version of the transform
improves the overall sampling structure, the good shift invariance and directional properties of
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Figure 3.13: The good directional properties of the DT-CWT are shown in the two-level DT-CWT
decomposition of the ‘circle’ image shown in 3.9 (i). The level one sub-band images are located around
the boundary and level two sub-band images are nested inside them. The level two low pass image of
scaling functions is located at the top centre.

Figure 3.14: Quad-tree relationship associated with Q-shift DT-CWT. At each level, each wavelet
coefficient is parent to four children wavelet coefficients at the preceding level.
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Figure 3.15: Q-Shift 16, 16 tap filters [120]. These filters are used for levels ≥ 2 in the Q-shift DTCWT. [H0a , H1a ] and [G0a , G1a ] are the analysis and reconstruction filters for tree a, while [H0b , H1b ]
and [G0b , G1b ] are the analysis and reconstruction filters for tree b.

the original transform are also preserved.
The synthesis and segmentation algorithms developed as part of this work on example based
image processing are hierarchical in nature and so the Q-shift version of the DT-CWT is used.
Therefore, all further references to the DT-CWT will refer to the Q-shift version unless explicitly
stated otherwise. For convenience the Q-shift name will be omitted and the transform will be
referred to as the DT-CWT. As with the DWT decompositions given earlier, the Antonini (7, 9)
tap filters shown in Figure 3.7 are used for all the DT-CWTs presented here. However, unlike
the DWT, these bi-orthogonal filters will only be used at level one since q-shift filters will be used
for all levels greater than one. Kingsbury provides a range of suitable q-shift filters in [120].
In this work, the q-shift “c” (16, 16)-tap filters were used. These filters are shown in Figure
3.15, where [H0a , H1a ] and [G0a , G1a ] are the low pass, high pass analysis and reconstruction
filters for tree a. Similarly, [H0b , H1b ] and [G0b , G1b ] are the low pass and high pass analysis and
reconstruction filters for tree b.
This concludes the discussion on some of the aspects of wavelets which are relevant to this
work. The next chapters will describe how the DT-CWT has been used in the example based
image processing algorithms that have been developed as part of this thesis.

4
Exampled Based Synthesis with Wavelets1

4.1

Introduction

Recall that the aim of a texture synthesis process is to use an example texture image as a guide
in creating a new (typically larger) texture image that is perceptually similar to the example
texture image. The concept of texture synthesis and some existing approaches to the problem
were discussed in chapter 2. It was found that while existing approaches all offer contributions to
the texture synthesis problem, an algorithm that is stable, computationally efficient and robust
enough to work for all texture types has yet to be realised.
To address this deficiency a new texture synthesis algorithm has been developed as part
of this work on example based image processing. In the review in chapter 2, it was found
that the non-parametric modelling approaches offered the most suitable means to capture the
varying statistical behaviour associated with texture images. However, while this non-parametric
framework provides an accurate means to model the texture behaviour, it has associated with it
some limitations which have hampered its use. The algorithm proposed here exploits the strengths
of the non-parametric modelling framework within the wavelet domain.
This chapter will begin by describing the single resolution synthesis algorithm developed by
Efros and Leung [68]. Their algorithm is non-parametric and forms the basis on which the new
Dual Tree-Complex Wavelet Transform Texture Synthesis (DT-CWT TexSyn) algorithm will
be based. A description of this new algorithm will be given as well as some of the synthesised
images obtained using this approach. The chapter will conclude by highlighting the strengths
1

Results from this chapter have been published in [76–78].
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Figure 4.1: Given an example texture image Ie , a new image Is is synthesised one pixel at a time. For
each pixel Is (x) to be synthesised at site x, the algorithm finds all neighbourhoods (boxes on the left) in
Ie that are perceptually similar to the neighbourhood N (x) of Is (x) (box on the right). The centre pixels
of these similar neighbourhoods form an approximation to the pdf p(Is (x)) of Is (x), which is randomly
sampled and the new value assigned to site x.

of the new algorithm and illustrating some possible directions for future work.

4.2

Single Resolution Synthesis

Let Ie denote the example texture image that will be used to generate a new texture image Is
of similar content. The example image Ie is defined on a Me × Ne lattice Xe . Each site in Xe
can be indexed using the spatial vector p = [x, y]T , and Ie (p) denotes the pixel at site p in Ie .
The new image to be synthesised is defined on a similar but typically larger Ms × Ns lattice X.
Each site in X can be indexed using the spatial vector x = [x, y]T such that Is (x) denotes the
pixel at site x in Is . Since Is is generated using only values from Ie , each Is (x) will be taken
from the set {Ie (p), ∀p ∈ Xe }.
The aim of the texture synthesis algorithm is to generate a new image Is that is perceptually
similar to the example image Ie thus giving the overall impression that both images were generated from the same underlying process. In probability terms this can be expressed as finding the
image Is that maximises the probability distribution p(Is |Ie ). Estimating and sampling from
this probability distribution is computationally intractable given the range of possible configurations of Is . To reduce the computational burden and based on the observation that texture
is composed of repeated homogeneous regions all of which have similar statistics, the texture is
modelled as a realisation of a Markov Random Field (MRF). The MRF property was introduced
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earlier in chapter 2 and states that the value of the pixel Is (x) at any site x is dependent only
on the values of the pixels that are located in the spatial neighbourhood N (x) surrounding
I(x). The advantage of the MRF model is that it enables the joint distribution of the entire
image p(Is ), to be uniquely determined by its individual Local Conditional Probability Density
Functions (LCPDF) p(Is (x)), ∀x ∈ X [20]. That is,
p(Is ) =

Y

p(Is (x))

(4.1)

x∈X

Under this MRF property, the problem of texture synthesis is now that of estimating p(Is (x))
for each pixel in the new image to synthesised Is . Efros and Leung proposed an empirical
method of estimating an approximation to the probability density function (pdf) of each pixel
to be synthesised. Their approach is non-parametric and so does not enforce any explicit model
on the new texture image to be synthesised. Instead the new image is implicitly modelled using
empirical measurements taken only from the example texture. These empirical measurements
are based on information from: (i) the spatial w × w neighbourhood centred around the pixel to
be synthesised and (ii) the set of all possible w×w neighbourhoods in the example image Ie . This
is shown in Figure 4.1. Efros and Leung use a w×w block neighbourhood structure and the width
of this neighbourhood w is a user defined parameter which specifies how stochastic or random
the user believes the texture to be. Results at the end of this chapter will demonstrate how the
quality of the overall synthesised texture depends heavily on the the correct interpretation of
the texture scale and hence the correct choice of the parameter w.

4.2.1

Neighbourhood Searching

To obtain an approximation to the pdf p(Is (x)) of Is (x), the w × w neighbourhood around Is (x),
denoted N (x), is constructed and compared to the set of all possible neighbourhoods in the
example texture image, N (p), p ∈ Xe . The perceptual similarity between two neighbourhoods
N (x) and N (p), denoted D(N (x), N (p)), is defined to be the sum of squared intensity differences
between individual pixels in each neighbourhood. To preserve the local structure of the texture,
the error value for sites adjacent to the centre of the neighbourhood receives more weighting
than that for sites located close to the boundaries. To facilitate this variable weighting scheme,
the distance measure D(·, ·) is multiplied by a 2D Gaussian kernel of variance w/6.4. Given this
distance measure, the best matching or most similar neighbourhood denoted Nbest to N (x) is
found from the example image. That is,
Nbest = arg min D(N (x), N (p))
p∈Xe

(4.2)

Using the metric D(N (x), Nbest ) as a reference, the set of neighbourhoods in Ie that fall within
some threshold value of this this metric are collected. This threshold value is given as,
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(4.3)

where the constant ǫ is a scalar value used to control the randomness of the synthesised texture.
A high value of ǫ will result in a large number of neighbourhoods satisfying the criterion in (4.3).
Since the pdf of the pixel to be synthesised is formed from the set of neighbourhoods that satisfy
this criterion, a larger set will imply a more widely distributed pdf. This will result in a greater
choice for Is (x) and so a more random texture. Conversely, a small value of ǫ will result in a
smaller set of suitable neighbourhood candidates, a narrower pdf and thus a more structured
texture. In this application ǫ remains constant for all textures and is set at ǫ = 0.1. Figure 4.4
shows the images obtained using three different values of ǫ.
Using the set of most similar neighbourhoods satisfying (4.3), p(Is (x)) is approximated by
taking the centre pixels of each of these neighbourhoods. This is given in (4.4). The new pixel
to be synthesised Is (x) is obtained by sampling randomly from p(Is (x)).

p(Is (x)) = {Ie (p), ∀p ∈ Xe such that D(N (x), N (p)) ≤ (1 + ǫ)D(N (p), Nbest )}

4.2.2

(4.4)

Synthesising Pixels

The algorithm given in the previous section works for synthesising a pixel when all the neighbourhood pixels are already known. In practice when synthesising an image, some of the values
of the spatial neighbours will yet have to be synthesised and so will be unknown. In theory,
the correct solution for synthesising pixels would then be to consider the joint probability of
all pixels together. However, this is computationally intractable for images of realistic size. To
overcome this Efros and Leung proposed a Shannon [187] inspired heuristic whereby the new
texture image is grown outward in layers from an initial 3 × 3 seed taken randomly from the
example image (in the case of region filling in or in-painting, the synthesising proceeds from the
boundary or edge of the region to be filled in).
To accommodate unknown pixel values in the neighbourhood of N (x), the pixel synthesis
algorithm is modified by only matching the known values in N (x) and normalising the error by
the total number of known pixels when comparing two neighbourhood structures. It should be
noted that this heuristic approach offers no guarantees that the pdf of Is (x) will remain valid as
the rest of N (x) is filled, but Efros and Leung maintain that it appears a good approximation.
However, it should also be noted that the stability of this approximation is very much dependent
on the correct choice of neighbourhood size. In cases where the wrong neighbourhood size is
chosen, the synthesis process enters a loop whereby the new generated texture does not resemble
the original seed texture. Evidence of this is shown in the results presented in Figure 4.3.
The image to be synthesised is initialised by placing a “seed” of the example texture in its
centre. In the Efros and Leung algorithm a 3 × 3 seed is used, however in this implementation
it was found that this “seed” was too small to kick start a stable synthesis process. In practice,
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Figure 4.2: Synthesised textures obtained using the Efros and Leung algorithm. The synthesised
images are of size 256 × 256 pixels and the example textures (shown inside the black square) are of size
128 × 128 pixels. The algorithm parameters of neighbourhood width and randomness were set to w = 9
and ǫ = 0.1.

it was found that the “seed” needs to be at least of size w × w. In this implementation when
the images to be synthesised are significantly larger than the example images, it seems sensible
to use the entire example texture images as a “seed”. As well as providing a stable initialisation
point, the large seed speeds up the synthesis process by reducing the number of pixels to be
synthesised.
The order in which pixels are synthesised is determined by the number of known neighbours
in each individual pixel neighbourhood. Pixels with a higher number of known neighbours will be
synthesised before those with a lower number of known neighbours. Boundary neighbourhoods
are treated in a manner similar to the partially synthesised neighbourhoods whereby only known
pixels in the neighbourhoods are matched and the difference in neighbourhoods is normalised
by the number of known pixels.
Results obtained using the Efros and Leung algorithm are shown in Figures 4.2, 4.4 and 4.3.
The synthesised images are of size 256 × 256 and were generated from the 128 × 128 example
texture images. These example images were used as a seed to initialise the synthesis process
and are shown inside the black square of each new image. These textures can be classified as
being mainly stochastic and in all three implementations a neighbourhood size of 9 × 9 and a
randomness parameter of ǫ = 0.1 was used.
The results shown in Figure 4.2 demonstrate that under the correct conditions the Efros and
Leung algorithm will generate impressive results which provide an accurate representation of the
original example texture. However, it should be noted that stochastic textures are the easiest
to replicate accurately. This is because their random nature implies that neighbourhoods are
less structured and so their is greater choice in suitable pixel values. In general for stochastic
textures the algorithm parameters of ǫ and especially w can remain constant at approximately
w = 9, ǫ = 0.1.
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Figure 4.3: The scale dependence of the Efros and Leung algorithm is demonstrated by examining the
results obtained using different values of neighbourhood width w. The neighbourhood size w × w used
during the synthesis process must be large enough to capture the underlying scale of the texture. In this
case three different values of w were used; (i) w = 5, (ii) w = 9 and (iii) w = 17. Widths w = 5 and
w = 9 were not large enough to capture the scale of the example texture and so the synthesised texture
does not resemble the example texture (inside the black box). The neighbourhood width w = 17 is large
enough but this large width adds to the computational burden of the synthesis process.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Figure 4.4: Varying the value of ǫ will effect the randomness of the synthesised texture. In (i) ǫ = 0.1,
(ii) ǫ = 0.5 and (iii) ǫ = 1. Images (ii) and (iii) illustrate how taking too large a value of ǫ will reduce
the accuracy of the result.
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However, for more rigid and deterministic textures, it is necessary to vary these parameters
(particularly w) to suit specific texture types. This is shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.3.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the effect of varying ǫ. The algorithm parameter ǫ controls the randomness of the synthesised texture; a large value of ǫ will result in a widely distributed pdf for
each pixel to be synthesised and hence a more random synthesised texture. Figure 4.4 shows
the synthesised images when (i) ǫ = 0.1, (ii) ǫ = 0.5 and (iii) (i) ǫ = 1. Overall it is found from
observation that ǫ = 0.1 gives the best results and this parameter can remain constant for all
texture types.
The value of the neighbourhood width w is much more fundamental to the success of the
algorithm. In addition it is found that there is no one value of w that is suitable for all texture
types. The effect of taking different values of w is shown in Figure 4.3. The example textures
used in Figure 4.3 are deterministic and so are more difficult to synthesise given there is less
margin for error. Therefore, if the incorrect neighbourhood size is used the effect on the quality
of the synthesised result is visibly obvious. In Figure 4.3 the neighbourhood widths were set
as: (i) w = 5, (ii) w = 9 and (iii) w = 17. The synthesised results obtained using w = 5 and
w = 9 fails to resemble the example texture shown inside the black box. This is because the
neighbourhood sizes of 5 × 5 and 9 × 9 are not large enough to capture the structural features
intrinsic with this texture pattern. In addition, toward the edges of the texture, the growing
garbage phenomena discussed earlier is shown. This garbage texture is produced when the
approximation to the pdf of the pixel to be synthesised is far from the true pdf and thus it
enters a loop whereby all preceding pixels in the neighbourhood to be synthesised are not a
true representation of the texture pattern. The neighbourhood size of 17 × 17 is large enough
and so the synthesised texture is perceptually similar to the example texture. The randomness
parameter ǫ remained constant for all three implementations at ǫ = 0.1. Choosing the correct
value of w is related to interpreting the underlying texture scale.
Scale dependence and computational inefficiency are the two main limitations of the Efros
and Leung approach. These will be discussed next.
• Scale Dependence:
The quality of the synthesised image Is depends on the accuracy with which the underlying
pdf p(Is (x)) is approximated at each site x ∈ X. Since p(Is (x)) is constructed using a
nearest neighbour searching technique, the neighbourhood N (x) and primarily the size of
the neighbourhood w × w will directly influence the accuracy with which the approximated
pdf represents the true pdf. As mentioned earlier, the width of the neighbourhood w is a
user controlled parameter and specifies how stochastic the user believes the texture to be.
If the texture is presumed to be deterministic then the size of the window should be on
the scale of the largest regular feature in the texture. Taking too small a value for w will
result in this regular feature not being replicated in the synthesised texture. On the other
hand, taking too large a value of w can result in some of the randomness of the texture
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being lost. The texture scale and the corresponding correct neighbourhood size will vary
for each texture. The result is a parameter that has to be adjusted for each texture thus
implying a scale dependent algorithm.
• Computational Inefficiency:
Intrinsic to this algorithm is the need to search and compare each neighbourhood in the
example image to the neighbourhood of the pixel to be synthesised. Since neighbourhood
comparison is based on the normalised sum of square pixel intensities, the overall computationally liability introduced as a result of such an exhaustive search is cumbersome to
say the least. It will be shown later that to synthesise a Ms × Ns image from a Me × Ne
example image, the computational load is of the order of 4Me Ne w2 for one pixel and
4Ms Ns Me Ne w2 for the entire image. This large computational burden implies that for
realistically sized images, the synthesis process is slow. In addition and as a result of the
scale dependence of the algorithm, the neighbourhood width w needs to be big enough
in order to capture the largest feature present in the texture. For example, for some of
the 128 × 128 pixel example images shown later in the results section, a neighbourhood
size of w ≥ 11 pixels is required in order for the synthesised result to replicate the sample
texture. A large neighbourhood size further increases the computational burden.
In order to speed up the process an alternative implementation of the single resolution
texture synthesis algorithm was carried out. This implementation exploits the extra processing
power available via the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) and speeds up the synthesis process by
performing the computationally intensive nearest neighbour searching on the GPU. This work
was done in collaboration with Francis Kelly and was published in [76, 116]. A description of
this GPU implementation of the single resolution synthesis algorithm is given in Appendix A.
The strength of this non-parametric modelling technique is evident from the synthesised
results and indeed the number of algorithms that have evolved from this technique [14,27,98,101,
213]. The means by which the algorithms described in [14, 27, 98, 101, 213] extend and alter the
Efros and Leung algorithm were discussed in chapter 2. It should be noted that while they offer
significant improvements, none of these approaches can be classified as fully scale independent,
computationally efficient and suitable for all texture types. As part of this work on example
based processing a new texture synthesis algorithm has been developed. This algorithm is nonparametric and exploits the strength of the DT-CWT representation by performing synthesis in
the wavelet domain. This algorithm will be described next.

4.3

DT-CWT TexSyn

The Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform (DT-CWT) developed by Kingsbury [119] has found
many applications in image processing [50, 76, 160, 186] due to its strong shift invariance, good
directional sensitivity and relatively low redundancy. Aspects of the wavelet transform were
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discussed in chapter 3. In the discussion on texture features in chapter 2 it was found that
two commonly used features to describe a given texture are resolution and regionality. The
resolution property refers to the frequency components present in a given texture and so it
is a natural progression to represent texture in a multi-resolution domain so that the various
frequency components of the texture can be analysed. The DT-CWT provides such a suitable
domain since the DT-CWT is a multi-resolution transform that allows simultaneous spectral and
spatial analysis of a given image. At each level or resolution of the transform, six directionally
sensitive sub-band images and one low pass image are produced. These directionally sensitive
sub-band images are orientated at ±15, ±45 and ±75, implying that the DT-CWT has an overall
redundancy of 4 : 1 for a 2D image.
Figure 4.5 shows the sub-band and low pass images produced in the DT-CWT decomposition
of an image taken from the Brodatz collection [34]. The sub-band images are made up of complex
coefficients and as a result the intensity values of the images shown in Figure 4.5 represent the
absolute value of these wavelet coefficients. The idea behind the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm
developed as part of this work is to perform synthesising at each level of the wavelet tree using a
non-parametric modelling technique derived from the Efros and Leung algorithm. Modelling the
texture at different resolutions allows the different frequency components of the texture to be
analysed and thus synthesised separately. Because of correlation among the sub-band images at
any given level and to speed up the process, each of the sub-bands will be synthesised in parallel.
The algorithm will be described in three stages: (i) algorithm initialisation, (ii) multi-resolution
neighbourhood searching and (iii) synthesising the wavelet tree. Before describing each of these
stages, the symbols that have been defined so far and those that will be used in the description
of the wavelet based algorithm are summarised in Table 4.1.

4.3.1

Algorithm Initialisation

Similar to the single resolution algorithm described earlier, the input parameters of the DTCWT TexSyn algorithm are the example texture image Ie and the dimensions Ms × Ns of
the new image to be synthesised. The algorithm begins by taking the L-level DT-CWT of
Ie . An example three-level decomposition is shown in Figure 4.5. The input image measures
128 × 128 pixels and due to the sub-sampling inherent with the DT-CWT, sub-band images
at levels 1, 2 and 3 measure 64 × 64, 32 × 32 and 16 × 16 pixels respectively. The level 3 low
pass image measures 16 × 16 pixels. The idea behind the wavelet approach is to analyse the
dominant frequency components present in the example texture and perform synthesis at each
level of the transform. Beginning at the coarsest level and moving toward the finer resolution,
each level of the wavelet tree will be synthesised using a technique derived from the nearest
neighbour searching process discussed earlier. Given the correlation among the sub-band levels
and orientations, the synthesis process is constrained in two ways. Firstly, correlation among
the sub-band levels is acknowledged by the fact that at any level l the synthesis process will be
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Figure 4.5: Three level DT-CWT decomposition of texture image showing six sub-band images produced at levels 1 − 3 and the level 3 low pass image.

4.3. DT-CWT TexSyn
Symbol

Meaning

Ie
Xe

Example Image of size Me × Ne
Lattice on which Ie is defined

Is

Image to be synthesised of size Ms × Ns

X
Ie (p)

Lattice on which Is is defined
Pixel at site p in Ie

Is (x)
Ble

Pixel at site x in Is
Example set of six sub-bands at level l

Xle
Bel (p)
N (p)

Lattice on which each image in Ble is defined
Set of six wavelet complex coefficients at site p in Ble
Neighbourhood around site p

Bls

Synthesised set of six sub-band at level l

Xl
Bel (p)

Lattice on which each image in Bls is defined
Set of six wavelet complex coefficients at site p in Ble

N 6 (p)
Ge

6D Neighbourhood around site p
Final level example low pass image

Gs
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Final level synthesised low pass image

Table 4.1: Symbols used in description of wavelet based texture synthesis algorithm.
guided by the result obtained at the immediate coarser level l + 1. Secondly, correlation among
the sub-band orientations within each level is accounted for by performing the neighbourhood
searching process in the six sub-band images in unison. That is, rather than considering each
wavelet coefficient at site x in each sub-band image, the wavelet coefficients in all six sub-band
images at site x will be synthesised together.
Given the dimensions Ms × Ns of the image to be synthesised, the DT-CWT wavelet tree
is initialised by calculating the dimensions of each of the L level sub-band images and the final
low pass image. This is easily done given the simple sub-sampling structure under which the
DT-CWT operates. That is, the dimensions of the images at level l are double those at level
l + 1 and so one pixel at level l + 1 is “parent” to four “child” pixels at level l + 1. Each of the 6L
sub-band images, Bls ∀l = 1, · · · , L and the coarse level low pass image Gs in the wavelet tree to
be synthesised is initialised with zeros to denote unknown wavelet coefficients to be synthesised.
To kick start the synthesis process a “seed” from each example sub-band image is placed
in the centre of each sub-band and low pass image in the wavelet tree to be synthesised. The
source and location of this seed should be consistent throughout the transform. For example if
the “seed” placed in each of the sub-band images in the set Bls is centred around site x, then
the size of the “seed” placed in the sub-band images at the coarser resolution Bl+1
should be be
s
centred around x/2 and quarter the size of that placed at the previous level. Correspondingly,
if the “seed” placed in Bls is sourced from Ble centred at site p, then the seed placed in Bl+1
s
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Figure 4.6: Sourcing the “seed” texture from the example sub-band image to the synthesised sub-band
image at different resolutions.

should be sourced from Bl+1
and centred on p/2. This idea of consistent “seed” placing is
e
illustrated in Figure 4.6 for one sub-band image at levels l and l + 1.
Using the quad-tree relationship illustrated in Figure 4.6, this seeding process should be
repeated for all sub-band images Bls ∀ l = 1, · · · , L and the coarse level low pass image Gs in
the wavelet tree to be synthesised. Once each image has been initialised with a “seed”, the
algorithm proceeds to the next step, neighbourhood searching.

4.3.2

Multi-directional Neighbourhood Searching

The idea behind the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm is to synthesise a wavelet tree similar to the
example wavelet tree by considering a non-parametric synthesis procedure at each level of the
transform. At the coarsest level L of the transform, large features in the texture are represented
by fewer pixels and so much of the intensive block matching process will be performed at this
level. Using estimates obtained at the coarse level, the finer resolution levels will be updated
using one of three methods described in the next section.
Note that this section is titled multi-directional rather than multi-resolution as it will describe the manner in which each of the coarse level six sub-band images of different directional
orientation in the set BL
s are synthesised using a variant of the non-parametric synthesis process
given in section 4.2.
Because of correlation between the sub-band images at each orientation, each of the subband images in the set BL
s will be synthesised in unison thus implying that the set of six
wavelet coefficients BsL (p) at site p in BL
s will be synthesised together. Similar to the single
resolution synthesis algorithm, a Markovian assumption over each of the sub-band images will
be introduced. Under this assumption, the wavelet coefficient at any site will be dependent only
on the set of wavelet coefficients in its predefined spatial neighbourhood. This neighbourhood,
N (x), will be a square block of size w1 × w1 and centred on the site x of the wavelet coefficient
to be synthesised. The low pass image is not included in this neighbourhood search and scaling
functions in the low pass image will be synthesised based only on information taken from the
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Figure 4.7: Multi-directional neighbourhood searching. The coarse level L sub-band images are synthesised using a variant of the single resolution algorithm discussed previously. Block matching is 6D
given that each neighbourhood is made up of individual neighbourhoods from each of the six sub-band
images.

sub-band search.
To synthesise each set of six wavelet coefficients BsL (x) at site x in level L, it is necessary
to construct an approximation to the pdf of BsL (x), denoted p(BsL (x)). To estimate p(BsL (x))
the w1 × w1 2D neighbourhood N (x) centred at site x in each of the six sub-band images in
BsL (x) is constructed. The width of this neighbourhood remains constant for all texture types.
This implies that the algorithm is scale independent. Initial testing of the algorithm found that
w1 = 5 is large enough to capture both the deterministic and stochastic features of most natural
textures. The set of six 2D neighbourhoods taken from each sub-band image in BL
s is combined
to form one 6D neighbourhood structure N 6 (x).
Similar to the single resolution case N 6 (x) is compared to the set of all possible w1 × w1
6D neighbourhoods in the example sub-band image set BL
e . The similarity between two 6D
neighbourhoods is given as the sum of the absolute value of differences between the corresponding
complex wavelet coefficients. Under this metric, the most similar neighbourhood to N 6 (x) is
found and given as,
6
Nbest
= arg min D(N 6 (p), N 6 (x))
p∈XL
e

(4.5)

6 , N 6 ) as a reference, the set of most similar 6D neighbourhoods that
Using the metric D(Nbest
x

fall within some threshold of this metric is collected. This set is composed of neighbourhoods
that satisfy the following criterion:
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(4.6)

where ǫ is a constant that controls the randomness of the synthesised texture. As with the single
resolution case, ǫ remains constant at ǫ = 0.1. The set of neighbourhoods that satisfy (4.6) are
used to form an approximation to the 6D pdf of BsL (x) by collecting the six wavelet coefficients
at the centre of each of the 2D neighbourhoods that make-up the 6D neighbourhood. The 6D
pdf p(BsL (x)) is given as,
6
6
6
6
p(BsL (x)) = {BeL (p), ∀p ∈ XL
e such that D(N (x), N (p)) ≤ (1 + ǫ)D(Nbest , N (x))}

(4.7)

The pdf p(BsL (x)) is sampled randomly and the six chosen wavelet coefficients are assigned
to the corresponding sub-band image at location p. Figure 4.7 illustrates the multi-directional
neighbourhood searching process that takes place at the coarse level. On the right are the coarse
level sub-band images to be synthesised and on the left are the coarse level example sub-band
images. The 6D neighbourhood of the wavelet coefficients to be synthesised are shown together
with the set of most similar neighbourhoods from the example sub-band image set.
A Note on the DT-CWT and DWT
It is worth at this point reinforcing why the DT-CWT was favoured over the discrete wavelet
transform (DWT). Inherent with both transforms is the separation of an input signal (image)
into its high and low frequency components. Using the high frequency information, the DWT
creates three sub-band images whose wavelet coefficients are proportional to the 0o , 45o and
90o directional components of the input signal. In contrast, the DT-CWT creates six sub-band
images with wavelet coefficients proportional to the ±15o , ±45o and ±75o directional components
of the input signal. The DWT is non-redundant while the DT-CWT has a redundancy of 2m : 1
for an mD signal. In the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm, wavelet coefficients are synthesised by
considering the set of six coefficients at any level l. By summing the neighbourhood matches of
the six individual sub-band coefficients, all the high frequency information is in fact combined.
Thus, it could be argued that the directional information gained through the separation of high
frequency components is lost and so in theory synthesising texture using the DWT should give
a similar result to that obtained using the DT-CWT.
The direction orientation information given in the DT-CWT could be exploited by introducing a weighting between sub-band images. The weight assigned to each sub-band image would
be dependent on the energy contained in that image. High energy in a sub-band image implies
that there exists a large occurrence of that particular directional orientation in the input signal. A weighting function would give matches from these high energy sub-bands priority in the
neighbourhood searching process. This weighting function will be discussed later in chapter 6 as
it used in the DT-CWT segmentation algorithm developed as part of this work. However, it was
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Figure 4.8: Quad-tree relationship where one wavelet coefficient at level l is “parent” to four “child”
coefficients at preceding higher resolution level l − 1.

found that in the case of texture synthesis, adequate results are obtained without this weighting
function and so it was not necessary to incorporate it into the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm.
So, if not due to the directional qualities of the DT-CWT, then why was it favoured over
the DWT? The answer to this question is that the DT-CWT is shift invariant. Since texture
and texture features (textons) can present themselves under any shift, it is important that
a transform is shift invariant to these shifts so that features can be identified, analysed and
replicated independent of shift. The shift dependency of the DWT was discussed earlier in
chapter 3 where it was shown that the energy in each sub-band varied with the shift of the
input signal. In contrast, the shift invariance of the DT-CWT implied that the energy in each
sub-band remained constant regardless of shift. Phase discontinuities introduced as a result of
the shift dependence of the DWT would result in structures not joining up and ultimately an
incoherent synthesised texture. In contrast, the shift invariance of the DT-CWT avoids this
problem and results in a more coherent realistic synthesised texture.
The block matching process described here generates wavelet coefficients at the coarsest level
L of the DT-CWT. The next stage in the algorithm is to synthesise the coefficients at the higher
resolution levels l < L aswell as the scaling functions in the coarse level low-pass image. To
synthesise these, one of the following methods can be used.
4.3.2.1

Copy

Wavelet coefficients at higher resolution levels Bls , ∀ l < L and scaling coefficients in the coarse
level low pass image Gs are synthesised according to the translated source location of the
synthesised wavelet coefficients at the coarse level. Under the quad-tree relationship which the
DT-CWT obeys, the wavelet coefficient at location x will be “parent“ to four “child” wavelet
coefficients at next higher resolution level, l − 1. This is shown in Figure 4.8. To illustrate,
consider the scenario where the six wavelet coefficients BsL (x) at location x = [x′ , y ′ ]T at the
coarse level L were sourced from the site p = [x, y]T in the example sub-band image set BL
e (x).
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Figure 4.9: In the refined searching method coefficient locations at level l are transformed and passed
down to the higher resolution level l − 1 where they are used as a guide for performing a reduced nearest
neighbourhood search.

The simplest choice for the four coefficients at [2x′ , 2y ′ ]T , [2x′ − 1, 2y ′ ]T , [2x′ , 2y ′ − 1]T and [2x′ −
1, 2y ′ − 1]T in the preceding finer resolution level L − 1 is to directly source and copy the wavelet
coefficients from locations [2x, 2y]T , [2x − 1, 2y]T , [2x, 2y − 1]T and [2x − 1, 2y − 1]T . Similarly,
the scaling functions in Gs follow the same relationship and can be sourced directly from Ge .
This process of using the source location of adjacent coarser resolution l wavelet coefficients as
a reference for sourcing coefficients at higher resolution levels l − 1 is repeated at all levels of
the wavelet tree.
Using the copy method of syntheising the wavelet tree is efficient given that the computationally intensive block matching is only conducted at the coarse resolution where the data set
is much reduced. The source and fetch process by which higher resolution level coefficients are
found is fast given that the computational demands are light. On the downside, performing the
block matching at the coarse resolution only means that finer detail, which may discriminate
between individual neighbourhoods at a higher resolution, is not considered. While finer texture
detail is added as the tree is synthesised, there is no guarantee that the higher resolution levels
would be synthesised in the same manner if a more refined higher resolution neighbourhood
searching process was evoked at each level. In theory this efficiency could compromise the accuracy and sharpness of the synthesised results. However, observable textures contain a large
stochastic element and in practice this copy updating method is adequate for synthesising these
textures.
4.3.2.2

Refined Searching

At the coarse level L the set of best matching 6D neighbourhoods is sought and their centre
wavelet coefficients form an approximation to the pdf of the unknown set of six wavelets to
be synthesised. This pdf is sampled and the chosen coefficients are assigned at the specified
location. At the preceding higher resolution level l = L − 1, the refined searching method uses
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the information provided by the set of best matching neighbourhoods as a guide for performing
a reduced neighbourhood search. By noting the coordinates of the centres of the best matching neighbourhoods at the coarser level and translating these coordinates using the quad-tree
relationship, a new set of neighbourhoods is constructed and searched. This new set of neighbourhoods is composed of translated locations taken directly from the coarse resolution search
as well as neighbourhoods centred in the 3 × 3 window around these translated coarse level
locations. This idea is illustrated in Figure 4.9. The neighbourhood of the wavelet coefficients
to be synthesised is compared to all neighbourhoods centred at each new location. For practical
purposes the neighbourhood width is increased as the resolution increases. In this implementation, the neighbourhood width at level l is set to w1 + 2(L − l), where w1 = 5 is the width at
the coarsest resolution. The set of best matching neighbourhoods are found from this reduced
neighbourhood search and as before the centre wavelet coefficients form an approximation to
the pdf of the wavelet coefficient to be synthesied. This pdf is sampled and the new values assigned to the wavelet coefficients. The pdf at level l or correspondingly the set of centre wavelet
coefficients from the best matching neighbourhoods is then passed down to the preceding higher
resolution level and used as a basis for a further refined search. This process is repeated at all
levels of the transform.
Performing neighbourhood searching at higher resolutions allows finer details in the texture
to be considered when finding the best match. This results in a sharper synthesised texture. It
should be noted that this increased sharpness comes with extra computational burden. Given
the stochastic nature of many real world textures, such an improvement is not visually obvious
and so the extra expense associated with the refined searching process is only justified for very
deterministic fine detailed textures, e.g. text.
4.3.2.3

Single Resolution Synthesis using Coarse Resolution Searching

This method is only concerned with synthesising pixels in the single resolution image Is and
uses the nearest neighbourhood results obtained from the coarse level as a basis for performing a
reduced neighbourhood search over Ie . This updating method is similar to the refined searching
process discussed previously with the exception that rather than synthesising the wavelet tree,
only pixels in Is are synthesised. For each unknown pixel in Is , the algorithm finds the parent
wavelet coefficient at the coarsest level. This is done using the quad-tree relationship shown
earlier. The set of neighbourhoods that are most similar to the neighbourhood of this parent
wavelet coefficient is found and the centre locations of these neighbourhoods are then transformed
back to image space using the inverse quad-tree relationship. This list of best matches is passed
down to the single resolution synthesis process and the neighbourhoods around each of these
sites is compared to the neighbourhood of the pixel to be synthesised. In addition, sites in the
5 × 5 block surrounding each site in the best matches list is also considered. The idea is to
obtain a rough estimate of where exactly the best match for x lies using information obtained at
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Figure 4.10: Nearest neighbour searching is performed at the coarse level and the best matches found
are used as a basis for a reduced neighbourhood search in image space.

the coarse level. This speeds up the synthesis process by allowing the computationally intensive
exhaustive nearest neighbourhood search to be performed at the coarse level. Using this set of
possible best matches, a reduced neighbourhood search is conducted at the highest resolution to
find the optimal value of the pixel to be synthesised. This process is repeated for all unknown
pixels in Is . Figure 4.10 illustrates how the best matches at the coarse level can be used for a
reduced neighbourhood search in image space.
As was the case with the refined searching method, the width of the neighbourhood used
at the high resolution image space is increased from that used at the coarse level. In this
implementation, the neighbourhood width used in the single resolution searching process is set
to 2w1 + 1, where w1 = 5 is the width used at the coarse level. This method has the advantage of
reducing the computational burden of the Efros and Leung algorithm. In addition, the growing
garbage problem associated with the single resolution algorithm is removed as the pdf remains
more stable because of the coarse level initialisation of the searching process.
This adaptation of the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm should in theory give the sharpest results
and still remain more efficient than the Efros and Leung algorithm. However, it is the most
expensive of the three variants of the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm and is only necessary for the
most deterministic textures, e.g. text. Overall, it was found that for most observable textures
the overall improvement is not visually obvious and similar to the refined searching process, the
extra computational burden is unnecessary.
For update methods 1 and 2, once all of the wavelet coefficients have been generated, the
sub-band Bsl , ∀l = 1, · · · , L and low pass Gs images are transformed using the inverse DT-CWT
and should result in a new texture image Is that is perceptually similar to the example texture.
For update method 3, pixels in the single resolution are synthesised directly and so there is no
need to inverse transform.
To illustrate the visual differences obtained using the three variants of the wavelet algo-
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(ii) Refined Searching

(iii) Single Resolution using
Coarse Searching

Figure 4.11: Comparing the three variants of the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm: (i) Copy, (ii) Refined
Searching and (iii) Single Resolution Synthesis using Coarse Resolution Searching. The synthesised
images are of size 512 × 512 and the original texture “seed” is shown inside the black square and is of
size 128 × 128. The algorithm parameters were set to L = 3 and w1 = 5.
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rithm, Figure 4.11 presents three different textures that were synthesised using the (i) Copy,
(ii) Refined Searching and (iii) Single Resolution Synthesis using Coarse Resolution Searching
implementations. The copy and refined methods give very similar results and so the extra computation expense associated with the refined method makes it inefficient given that the overall
improvement in the results in not visually obvious. The synthesised textures obtained using
the single resolution method are sharp in patches. However, the overall quality of the result
is compromised by the visual presence of artificial edges introduced as a result of the coherent
searching process. These edges could be removed by further refining the estimate at the single
resolution but this would add to the computational burden.
In general, because variants (ii) and (iii) perform neighbourhood searching and hence pdf
estimation at finer resolutions in addition to the coarse level approximation, the resultant synthesised textures should in theory expected to be sharper. This is due to the fact that more
high frequency information will be included in the nearest neighbour searching process. However,
numerical analysis of the number of suitable neighbourhoods found during the neighbourhood
searching stage of the algorithm reveals that in the majority of cases there is only one choice
for the best neighbourhood. That is to say once a pixel has been synthesised, it is highly likely
that all its spatial neighbours will be sourced from an adjacent translated location in the example texture. This implies that although a refined searching process is evoked, the chances
are that the chosen wavelet coefficient will be the same as that obtained using only the coarse
level approximation. This observation formed the original motivation behind the Efros and
Freeman [67] patch based and the Ashikhmin pixel-based coherent searching [14] algorithms
discussed in chapter 2. By extension, the copy method may be considered a type of patch based
synthesis.
In-depth visual analysis of the generated results obtained using each of the variants of the
wavelet based algorithm indicates that in all three cases the copy method performs as well if not
better than the refined and single resolution coherent searching methods. Therefore, because
of the increased computational burden associated with methods (ii) and (iii), method (i) is the
preferred update method of choice.

4.3.3

Synthesising Colour Texture

The single resolution synthesis and DT-CWT TexSyn algorithms described so far have been
aimed at synthesising gray-scale texture images where each pixel Ie (p) and Is (x) in the example
and synthesised images take their value from the set λ = {0, 1, · · · , 255}. To extend these
algorithms to synthesise colour textures as in the case of results shown in Figure 4.11, one of
the following two methods can be used.
1. Three Channel Synthesis:
Unlike gray-scale images which are mapped in a 1D space, colour images are represented
in a 3D space. There have been many different colour spaces designed for colour represen-
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tation but the most popular is the Red-Green-Blue (RGB) colour space. As a result of
the popularity of RGB colour representation, many hardware devices are designed to work
within this colour space. In RGB colour space, each pixel is given as I(x) = [r, g, b] where
the r, g and b components take their value from the set λ = {0, 1, 2, · · · , 255}. To synthesise
a pixel in RGB colour space using three channel synthesis, the neighbourhood searching
is performed across the three R, G, B channels. That is the neighbourhood around the
r, g and b components pixels are constructed and compared to all possible r, g and b
neighbourhoods in the sample texture. Neighbourhood similarity is then taken as the
combined differences of neighbourhoods in the RGB channels. Similar to the gray-scale
synthesis process, the set of best neighbourhoods is found and the centre pixels of these
neighbourhoods form an approximation for the pixel to be synthesised.
Performing neighbourhood searching across the three colour channels is computationally
expensive and increases the work load of the already slow gray-scale algorithm by a further
factor of three. In addition, searching the three colour channels is wasteful given that the
human eye is more sensitive to the brightness of a pixel rather than colour changes. The
next method described uses this observation to speed up the synthesis process.
2. Luminance then Chrominance Synthesis:
The sensitivity of the human eye to luminance or brightness fluctuations in an image has
been well established [108] and exploited for years through black and white images and
video representation. To isolate the luminance components of an image, the image is
moved from RGB colour space to a colour space which has a dimension associated with
the luminance components. Some of these colour spaces are discussed in chapter 5. In this
application, the Y U V colour space is chosen because of the linear transformation between
RGB and Y U V colour spaces. In this colour space, the Y component corresponds to the
luminance, the U represents the chroma or more specifically the blue component and V
denotes the other chroma red component. The transformation between RGB and Y U V
is given by,
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The inverse relationship is given by,

The range of values for Y ,U and V are defined as Y = 16, . . . , 255 − 16 and U, V =
−128, · · · , 0, · · · , 128. Performing texture synthesis in Y U V space is very similar to the
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gray-scale process discussed earlier. To synthesise the pixel Is (x) = [y, u, v], the nearest
neighbourhood search is performed in the Y channel only. A best match is found and
assuming that the best match is sourced from site p in the sample image, then the corresponding u and v components of Is (x) are also sourced from site p in the U and V
channels of the sample image.
This method is the most efficient since the fetch and copy methods used to update U and V
are computationally inexpensive. This means that the computational expense associated
with colour synthesis is similar to gray-scale synthesis. All DT-CWT TexSyn synthesised
textures shown here were generated using the luminance then chrominance method of
texture synthesis. The next section will present some of these results.

4.3.4

Synthesised Textures

To demonstrate the robustness and scale independence of the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm it
has been applied to a wide variety of observable textures. The synthesised images presented in
this section were all grown from a “seed” composed of the entire example texture image. This
“seed” or equivalently the example texture image is located in the centre of each synthesised
image and is highlighted by surrounding it with a black square.
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show synthesised textures obtained using the copy variant of the DTCWT TexSyn algorithm. Synthesised images in Figure 4.12 measure 512 × 512 pixels and were
sourced from a 128 × 128 pixel example image. The images in Figure 4.13 measure 1024 × 1024
pixels and were taken from a 256 × 256 pixel example texture. The example textures used to
synthesise the images in Figure 4.12 (i)-(vi) and 4.13 (i)-(iii) fall under the observable category
discussed previously in chapter 2. These observable textures contain a mixture of stochastic
and deterministic features. The example texture used as the source in Figure 4.13 (iv) is an
artificial texture composed of a series of thick black horizontal lines on a white background. The
reason for the inclusion of this synthesised result is to illustrate the efficiency and accuracy with
which the best match at a coarse level can be translated down to the finer resolution levels by
means of the quad-tree relationship. If the transform did not obey such a relationship or the
best match at the coarse level was not a close approximation to that at the high resolution then
the crisp horizontal lines would be replaced by a more blurry version of the example texture.
All results in Figures 4.12 and 4.13 where generated using the following algorithm parameters:
L = 3, w1 = 5, ǫ = 0.1. The DT-CWT decomposition used the bi-orthogonal Antonini 7, 9 tap
and the Qshift ‘C’ 16, 16 tap filter sets [120]. The frequency responses of these filters was given
earlier in chapter 3.
Close inspection of the images in Figures 4.12 and 4.13 indicate that the new synthesised
texture is perceptually similar to the original sample texture and gives the overall impression
of being generated from the same underlying process. The wide variety of observable textures
generated demonstrates the suitability of the algorithm to both deterministic and stochastic
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

Figure 4.12: Synthesised textures of size 512 × 512 pixels obtained using the copy variant of the
DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm. The example image used as the “seed” to initiate the process is of size
128 × 128 and is shown inside the black square.
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Figure 4.13: Synthesised textures of size 1024 × 1024 pixels obtained using the copy variant of the
DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm. The example image used as the “seed” to initiate the process is of size
256 × 256 and is shown inside the black square.
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Algorithm

One Pixel Is (x)

Whole Image Is

Efros and Leung synthtesis (nhood = w)

4Me Ne w2

4Ns Ms Me Ne w2

DT-CWT TexSyn (nhood = w1 )

6 M2e2LNe w12 × 6

M e Ne 2
w1 × 6
6 Ms N2s4L

Table 4.2: Comparing the computational load of the single resolution [68] and the wavelet based
algorithms.

texture types. Furthermore, the scale independence of the algorithm is demonstrated by the
fact that the algorithm parameters (neighbourhood size especially) remained constant for all
types of texture.
Before comparing the visual quality of the results to previous approaches, the efficiency
of the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm will be highlighted by discussing the computational loads
associated with both the DT-CWT TexSyn and Efros and Leung algorithms.

4.3.5

Computational Load

Table 4.2 summarises the computational expense associated with the DT-CWT TexSyn and the
Efros and Leung algorithms. The new image to be synthesised and the example image are of size
Ms ×Ns and Me ×Ne pixels respectively. The neighbourhood width used in the Efros and Leung
algorithm is denoted w while that used in the wavelet based algorithm is w1 . It is assumed that
the Copy method of updating the wavelet tree was used in the wavelet based algorithm. The
computational load for each algorithm is given in terms of performing neighbourhood searching in
one channel only and so it is suitable for both gray-scale and colour (luminance then chromiance)
texture generating. The load for performing the DT-CWT decomposition of the example image
is O(Me × Ne ) and similarly to invert the new synthesised wavelet tree the computational load
is O(Ms × Ns ) [119]. These loads are not included in the table as they are minuscule when
compared to the overall computational expense associated with the synthesis process.
To synthesise a pixel Is (x) using the Efros and Leung method, it is necessary to perform
an entire search of the example image Ie . This searching process involves comparing the neighbourhood of Is (x) with the Me × Ne possible neighbourhoods in the example image. When
comparing neighbourhoods, the square of the individual differences in pixel values is calculated
(2w2 operations). This difference is multiplied by a 2D Gaussian Kernel in order to add more
weight to differences at the centre of the neighbourhood (w2 operations). Finally the differences
over the neighbourhood are summed to give the total neighbourhood difference (w2 operations).
Thus, the load for comparing two neighbourhoods is given as 4w2 algebraic operations. Since
the neighbourhood of the pixel to be synthesised will be compared to all possible neighourhoods
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in Ie , the total load for synthesising one pixel is given as 4Me × Ne w2 operations. To synthesise
an entire image Is of Ms × Ns pixels, 4Ms Ns Me Ne w2 operations are needed.
In order to capture the underlying texture characteristics, the neighbourhood size w×w needs
to be big enough to accommodate the largest visual feature present in the texture. Generally,
a neighbourhood width of w ≥ 11 is needed for most observable textures. This large neighbourhood compounds the computational burden of the algorithm resulting in a slow synthesis
process.
Conversely, the wavelet based algorithm performs block matching at a low resolution level
where the data set to be analysed is reduced considerably over the single resolution equivalent.
To synthesise a wavelet coefficient at the coarsest resolution L, its neighbourhood is compared
to the set of all possible neighbourhoods in the example sub-band images. This neighbourhood comparison occurs over the six sub-band images where is made up of 6 individual 2D
neighbourhood searches. When comparing two 2D neighbourhoods, the absolute value of individual complex wavelet coefficient differences is calculated (5w12 operations). These differences
are summed over the entire 2D neighbourhood (w12 operations). This neighbourhood process
is undertaken in each of the six sub-band images and the differences at each site are summed
together. Therefore the load for comparing two 6D neighbourhood is given as 6w12 × 6 algebraic
operations. At the coarsest level L, there are M2e2LNe wavelet coefficients to be searched and so to
synthesise one wavelet coefficient 6 M2e2LNe w12 × 6 operations are needed. To synthesise the entire
M e Ne 2
level 6 Ms N2s4L
w1 × 6 operations are needed.

Under the Copy method, wavelet coefficients at higher resolution levels are synthesised using
a copy and fetch process, no additional algebraic operations are needed. It also should be noted
that because neighbourhood searching is performed at the coarse level where large features are
represented by a smaller number of wavelet coefficients, the neighbourhood size needed is much
smaller than the single resolution equivalent. In this application a constant neighbourhood
width of w1 = 5 was used and the number of levels used in the DT-CWT decomposition was set
to L = 3.
In comparing the number of operations needed with each approach, the DT-CWT TexSyn
algorithm is more efficient than the Efros and Leung algorithm by a factor of approximately
24L w 2
. Given w = 11, w1 = 5 and L = 3, the DT-CWT TexSyn process is approximately 2203
9w 2
1

times faster than the Efros and Leung algorithm. Using a C++ implementation of the algorithms
on a computer with an Intel Pentium 2.4GHz processor and 1GB RAM, to synthesise a 256×256
pixel gray-scale image from a 128 × 128 pixel example image, the wavelet synthesis process took
roughly 0.81 seconds. In comparison, the Efros and Leung algorithm took approximately 1276.8
seconds (21.28 minutes) to synthesise an equivalent image. It should be noted also that the
“seed” used to initialise the synthesis process was the same in both algorithms and consisted of
the entire example image.
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Figure 4.14: Example texture images from the Brodatz collection [34].

4.4

Comparison to Other Algorithms

To demonstrate the accuracy of the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm, its synthesised results were
compared to those obtained using some of the more saliant previous approaches. These algorithms were discussed in chapter 2. The example texture images used as a source for the
synthesis process are taken from the Brodatz album [34] and are shown in Figure 4.14. These
images are of size 128 × 128 pixels and are classified as observable textures. In the taxonomy
of texture synthesis algorithms presented earlier in chapter 2, texture synthesis algorithms were
classified as being either parametric, non-parametric or patch-based. The comparison given here
will follow that classification and present results obtained from algorithms from each of the three
categories.

4.4.1

Parametric Results

Synthesised texture obtained using the 2D AR process are shown in Figure 4.4 (i). This algorithm can be classified as single resolution, parametric and MRF based. The 2D process
used in this implementation is an adaptation of the in-painting algorithm proposed by Kokaram
in [123]. Under the 2D AR model, each pixel is given as a linear combination of pixels in the
neighbourhood around that pixel plus an excitation or residual error that is assumed Gaussian.
The model parameters are made up of coefficients which govern the influence each neighbouring
pixel will have on the pixel to be synthesised and the variance of the residual error process. In
the implementation used here, a 9 × 9 causal neighbourhood was used and the residual error at
each point was modelled as a Gaussian distribution with mean and variance determined by the
residual error calculated from the example image.
All of the synthesised results obtained using the 2D AR process fail to capture the underlying
features of the original texture samples. Reasons for such poor results may be due to the fact that
the model order was invariant to input texture. In addition, the residual error was modelled
as a Gaussian process and it is widely acknowledged that most images cannot be considered
Gaussian. Chellappa and Kashyap [47] offer a more accurate means to approximate the residual
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(i) Kokaram [123]

(ii) Portilla and Simoncelli [160]

(iii) Efros and Leung [68]

(iv) Wei and Levoy [213]
Figure 4.15: Comparing texture synthesis algorithms (1).
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(v) Ashikhmin [14]

(vi) Hertzmann et al. [101]

(vii) Efros and Freeman [67]

(viii) DT-CWT TexSyn
Figure 4.16: Comparing texture synthesis algorithms (2).
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error and better synthesis results can be found in their paper.
In a process that can be classified as parametric, multi-resolution and MRF based, Portilla
and Simoncelli [160] synthesise texture in the wavelet domain using a parametric process. The
deterministic and stochastic aspects of texture are captured by a finite set of parameters whose
value is dependent on: 1) the local spatial correlation of wavelet coefficients within each subband, 2) the local spatial correlation of wavelet coefficient magnitudes, 3) the cross-correlation
between coefficient magnitudes at adjacent scales and orientations, and 4) the first few moments
of the pixel histogram. Synthesised images obtained using this approach are given in Figure
4.4(ii). The initial impression of these images suggests that both the synthesised and example
images come from the same underlying statistical process. The deterministic and stochastic
features of the example image are replicated in the synthesised result and overall the synthesised
image is very realistic. However, close inspection of each image (especially the middle image)
reveal regions where the texture pattern is not well defined and fails to resemble the example
image. These regions compromise the accuracy of the result.

4.4.2

Non-Parametric Results

Parametric approaches aim to model and synthesise texture using a definable process and a finite
number of parameters estimated over the example image. During the review of existing texture
synthesis algorithms, it was found that because of the wide variability of texture behaviour
and texture types, it is impossible to define a processes and a list of parameters suitable for
all texture. As a result, non-parametric process which offer no such model and rather aim to
measure texture statistics using only information taken from the example texture have achieved
the most impressive results. Figure 4.4 (iii) and (iv) shows some of the results obtained using
some non-parametric approaches.
Figure 4.4 (iii) shows the results obtained using the Efros and Leung [68] algorithm. This
algorithm was revolutionary in demonstrating the strength of the non-parametric modelling
approach. Their algorithm can be described as non-parametric, single resolution and MRF
based. This algorithm was described in detail at the beginning of this chapter and forms the
foundation on which the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm developed as part of this work was based.
The synthesised images are realistic and similar to the example image on which they are based.
In each case a neighbourhood size of 9×9 was used to generate the results. Similar to Portilla and
Simoncelli, the middle texture proves problematic. This is due to the fact that the neighbourhood
size used is not big enough to capture the largest feature present in this texture. This scale
dependency of the algorithm is its main limitation since the accuracy with which the texture is
modelled is very much dependent on the correct interpretation of texture scale. Another large
drawback of the approach which was highlighted in section 4.3.5 is the computational burden
associated with synthesing realistically sized images.
The next method to be compared is that of Wei and Levoy [213]. The authors state that
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this method is not a direct extension of the Efros and Leung algorithm but rather a concurrent
process developed around the same time. The Wei and Levoy algorithm can be classified as nonparametric, multi-resolution and MRF based. Texture is synthesised at each level of a Gaussian
pyramid using heuristic measurements taken from the equivalent level of the example texture
pyramid. The process begins at a coarse resolution and updates each level using information
from the previously synthesised coarse resolution and the present level to be synthesised. The
neighbourhood used is causal on the present level and non-causal on the coarse level. An
illustration of this neighbourhood structure was given earlier in chapter 2.
Synthesised textures obtained using the Wei and Levoy algorithm are shown in Figure 4.4
(iv). A neighbourhood size of 9 × 9 was used in each case and the Tree Structured Vector
Quantisation (TSVQ) [213] implementation of the algorithm was used. This TSVQ reduces
the computational burden associated with synthesising each level of the Gaussian pyramid by
avoiding an exhaustive nearest neighbour search at each point. The downside of the introduction
of TSVQ is that the quality of the synthesised results is decreased. This is evident from the
synthesised images in Figure 4.4 (iv), where visual speckle of mis-matched pixel values are
rampant throughout the images. In addition, the middle and right most images fail to capture
the texture behaviour of the example texture. Similar to Efros and Leung, this failure to capture
the texture pattern can be attributed to the scale dependency of the algorithm. Although Wei
and Levoy address this scale dependency problem by performing synthesis at different levels or
resolutions of a Gaussian pyramid, they use scale as a control and do not attempt to measure it
directly.
In an algorithm derived directly from the single resolution version of the Wei and Levoy
algorithm, Ashikhmin [14] replaces the computationally expensive nearest neighbour searching
process associated with the Wei and Levoy algorithm with an intuitive coherent searching process. This coherent searching process is based on the observation that the source from which a
pixel is taken in the example image will be governed by its immediate neighbours. Therefore, it
is highly likely that all pixels in the same neighbourhood will be taken from approximately the
same location in the example image. So in theory, to synthesise a pixel, just look where its neighbours were sourced from. This method of coherent searching is much faster than performing
exhaustive searching.
The Ashikhmin algorithm can be classified as non-parametric, single resolution and MRF
based. The results presented in Figure 4.16 (v) were synthesised using a 9 × 9 causal neighbourhood. The algorithm was originally designed for synthesising natural textures which are largely
stochastic by nature. As a result, it performs very well on the right most texture. In the left
and middle images the result is not as convincing as the algorithm does suffer from some scale
dependency. In addition, the coherent searching seems to have difficulty restarting effectively
when a neighbourhood being copied ends (e.g. runs off the end of an image). This problem
produces abrupt discontinuities in the form of visual lines between texture patterns.
To avoid the inclusion of artificial lines between texture patterns, Hertzmann et al. [101]
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combined the power of exhaustive nearest neighbour searching with that of coherent searching.
The result of this combination is that for each pixel to be synthesised, both exhaustive and
coherent searching processes are evoked. In general the exhaustive searching will return a better
match than the coherent searching process but from observation the coherent match may give a
more realistic result since the texture should be coherent by nature. To maintain this coherency
a weighting favouring the coherent result is introduced. Similar to Wei and Levoy, Hertzmann
et al. perform synthesis at each level of a Gaussian pyramid. The Hertzmann et al. algorithm
can be classified as non-parametric, multi-resolution and MRF based.
Synthesised images obtained using an implementation of the Hertzmann et al. algorithm are
shown in Figure 4.16 (vi). These results offer an improvement over those obtained using the
Ashikhmin approach. Note that there still exists some visual lines and the middle texture image
does not accurately resemble the example texture from which it was generated. In addition,
the algorithm is slow as performing two searching process for each pixel to be synthesised is
cumbersome. To reduce some of the computational cost an Approximate Nearest Neighbour
(ANN) [13] searching process can evoked.

4.4.3

Patch Based Results

The third class of synthesis algorithms are patch based approaches. Rather than sourcing and
copying individual pixels from the example texture, these approaches work by copying entire
patches at a time. Synthesised textures obtained using the Efros and Freeman [67] image quilting
algorithm are given in Figure 4.16 (vii). This algorithm can be classified as patch based, single
resolution and MRF based. The motivation behind the Efros and Freeman algorithm is similar
to that of the Ashikhmin algorithm described earlier. That is, in the majority of cases the pixel
to be synthesised and its spatial neighbours will have been sourced from the same location in
the example image. It therefore seems logical and more efficient to synthesise entire patches
rather than individual pixels. In the Efros and Freeman algorithm, patches are placed in the
region to be synthesised and joined to other patches using a minimum distance path. This
minimum distance should avoid the introduction of unwanted visual lines at patch boarders. In
this implementation a patch size of 12 × 12 and an overlap of 2 × 2 pixels was used.
The results obtained using the image quilting algorithm are impressive and give a good
representation of the true texture pattern. The texture pattern of the middle image is almost
consistent but there is some evidence of the visual lines between individual patches. The synthesis process is fast given that entire patches rather than individual pixels are synthesised at
a time. However, there sill exists an element of scale dependency whereby if the wrong patch
size is chosen then features which characterise the example texture may not be replicated in the
synthesised result.
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DT-TexSyn Results

Results obtained using the copy variant of DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm are given in Figure 4.16
(viii). In all variants of the algorithm (copy, refined and single resolution reduced searching),
the algorithm parameters of number of levels and neighbourhood width remained constant at
L = 3 levels and w1 = 5 pixels. This implies that the algorithm is scale independent. All
three texture images are perceptually similar to the example texture from which they were
generated. Comparing the synthesised results to those obtained using previous approaches (i)(vii), it can be said that the results obtained using the DT-CWT TexSyn process are the most
accurate and stable. In addition to the visual quality of the results, the algorithm is the most
computationally efficient. This high efficiency is due to the fact that most of the computational
intensive neighbourhood searching is performed at the coarse level. At this level the data set is
much reduced and so the computational burden associated with the exhaustive searching process
is much lighter than the single resolution equivalent.

4.5

Final Comments

This chapter presented a new texture synthesis algorithm, DT-CWT TexSyn. This algorithm
can be classified as multi-resolution non-parametric. It builds upon the strengths of previous
non-parametric modelling techniques by exploiting the manner in which heuristic measurements
taken from a training example image can be used to implicitly model a new texture image.
Associated with these previous approaches were the problems of scale dependency and large
computational expense. The algorithm proposed here overcomes these difficulties by performing
synthesis in the wavelet domain. The wavelet domain provides a natural environment in which
to analyse and model the frequency characteristics of texture images. By analysing the texture
over different frequency bands and orientations, the dominant features of the texture can be
ascertained and replicated in the new image. The new algorithm also has the benefit of being
fast given that much of the computational intensive neighbourhood searching is performed at a
coarse scale where the data set is much reduced.
The chapter began by presenting the single resolution non-parametric algorithm proposed by
Efros and Leung. Using this non-parametric modelling framework as a basis, the new algorithm
DT-CWT TexSyn was described in detail. To demonstrate the efficiency with which this new
algorithm synthesises texture, its computational expense was compared to that of the Efros
and Leung algorithm. The strength and robustness of the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm was
illustrated by the wide range of texture images that were synthesised. Synthesised images
were presented and a detailed comparison with some of the more pertinent previous approaches
was given. This comparison demonstrated that results obtained using the DT-CWT TexSyn
algorithm are a more accurate representation of the true texture pattern of the example image.
This concludes the discussion on texture synthesis. More results of the DT-CWT TexSyn
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algorithm can be found in appendix B. The next chapters will focus on the problem of segmentation and discuss how the modelling process inherent with the DT-CWT TexSyn can be
adapted and applied within a segmentation framework.

5
An Overview of Image Segmentation

5.1

Introduction

The segmentation of an observed image into an unknown number of distinct and in some way
homogeneous regions remains a fundamental issue in low-level image analysis. Image segmentation is the research area that addresses this problem. Segmentation may be interpreted as
the process of partitioning an observed image into some non-intersecting regions such that each
individual region is homogeneous and the union of no two adjacent regions may be considered
homogeneous [152]. The homogeneity constraint that defines a region is a low-level image feature which, over the region, may be considered uniform. There have been many different types
of image features used and the success of the segmentation will be very much dependent on
identifying the most suitable feature by which regions can be characterised and ultimately the
image can be modelled.
Direct applications of a successful automated segmentation algorithm are broad and varied.
For example, in medical image analysis [18, 72, 207] accurate and reliable segmentation of medical images such as X-ray and Magnetic Resonance (MR) images can enable the automatic and
efficient detection of medical abnormalities such as tumors and lesions. In satellite image analysis [63, 105, 157, 183], segmenting or delineating regions of different texture provides information
on the geographical topology of the land. Another large example application of segmentation
algorithms is object recognition. By automatically detecting and separating objects in images,
large databases can be searched without the need for manual intervention. This is an important
issue in content-based retrieval [10, 43, 185] and in image compression [39, 167].
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(ii) Segmented image (labels)

Figure 5.1: Segmentation is the process of separating an observed image into its homogeneous or
constituent regions. The homogeneity is captured in the meaning of the scene portrayed by those pixels.

This chapter will present the image segmentation problem and discuss the complexities
associated with estimating a label field that in some way summarises the content of an observed
image. The chapter will begin by describing the uncertainties associated with segmentation
and the low level features that can be used to characterise regions within a given image. A
taxonomy of segmentation algorithms will then be given. In this taxonomy, it was found that
many approaches could be unified within the Bayesian framework. The segmentation algorithm
that has been developed as part of this work is based within this framework and so the taxonomy
of segmentation algorithms will concentrate on Bayesian segmentation algorithms.

5.2

Segmentation: The User’s Interpretation of a Scene

To demonstrate the result of an image segmentation process, consider the colour image in Figure
5.1 (i) and an example label field or segmentation given in (ii). At each site in the observed
image there exists a RGB (Red-Green-Blue) value used to represent the exact colour of the pixel
at that site. At each site in the segmentation image there exists a label indicating to which class
the pixel at the equivalent site in the observed image belongs. In this case, the observed image is
assumed to be composed of three regions of interest. The labels c0 , c1 and c2 are used to denote
the three homogeneous regions (of interest) present in the observed image. Note that the exact
meaning of each ensemble of class labels is drawn from the semantic interpretation of the image
scene by the user. That is, segmentation may be considered as the division of a given image
into separate regions that are either individually or collectively meaningful to the user [185].
In the case of Figure 5.1, the segmentation highlights each of the two horses, labelled c0 and
c1 , from a background of trees and grass, labelled c2 . To isolate each of the horses in the image,
the intensity and texture features associated with each horse is identified. The segmentation
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process then finds all pixels in the image that satisfy these colour and texture constraints and
assigns them the appropriate label. Any pixels that do not satisfy both the intensity and texture
constraints are then labelled as the background region. However, this segmentation is successful
if and only if the overall presence of horses are of interest in the picture. To illustrate, consider
the following two scenarios. What if the trees, grass and fence regions of the image were of
interest? In such circumstances the segmentation would fail given that all of these regions
have been collectively assigned the one label c2 . Thus, because they have not been labelled
individually they are lost in the overall solution. Another possible circumstance in which the
segmentation would be inadequate is if the solution required is one which represents some of the
finer details in the image, e.g. the various anatomical areas of each horse. In this case should the
segmentation isolate the legs, head, tail of each horse etc? Since each horse has been assigned
one overall label, some of the detail present has been lost in the result. To achieve the desired
segmentation in each of these two scenarios, additional image features would be needed in order
to identify the segments of interest. These two example cases where the segmentation would be
inadequate demonstrate that the nature of the segmentation problem is very much determined
by the particular application.

5.3

Uncertainty in Image Segmentation

As with many problems in computer vision, while the solution may be visually obvious, it can
be difficult to devise a computational algorithm whose performance is comparable to that of the
human visual system (HVS) [215]. In reference to the problem of segmentation, one of the major
impediments to the development of an accurate automated algorithm has been the tendency
to underestimate the complexity of the problem at hand, given that human performance on
segmentation is both prodigious and mediated by processes that are primarily subconscious [142].
To demonstrate the uncertainty present in segmentation, consider the gray-scale image given
in Figure 5.2 (i). Initial perception of the image insinuates that there exists three distinct
homogeneous regions or classes, labelled c0 , c1 and c2 . Each of these regions is spatially distinct
and has associated with it a specific homogeneous constraint. However, closer inspection of
each individual region reveals pixels whose gray-level intensity are are more in line with the
gray-level intensities of the other regions. To illustrate, in the top left quadrant, pixels coloured
black are labelled as belonging to the region labelled c0 . Likewise for the top right quadrant,
pixels coloured white are assigned to region labelled c1 . However, consider the pixels in the
bottom half of the image. These are coloured black and white respectively. Is this a new region
requiring a new label c2 ? Or should the black pixels be labelled c0 and the white pixels be
labelled c1 ? Intuition and logic suggests that these pixels combine to form a new region which
should be assigned a new label c2 . This suggests that segmentation performed by the HVS is
not simply a pixel-by-pixel classification of the image but rather some form of local averaging
of gray-level intensities is evoked at each site.
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(i) High resolution intensity image
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(ii) Low resolution intensity image

Figure 5.2: Uncertainty in image segmentation. Image (i) is the original image to be segmented. The
uncertainty arises as a result of the trade-off between spatial and class properties. Looking at only spatial
intensity values, then image (i) contains two classes c0 and c1 . On the other hand, if the global properties
such as a texture are considered then image (i) is composed of three classes c0 , c1 and c2 . Image (ii) is
the lower resolution version of image (i) obtained by filtering image (i) with a low-pass filter. At a lower
resolution the class properties are more obvious and so the image can be seen to be composed of three
regions c0 , c1 and c2 . However, the boundaries are now less well defined. At a lower resolution there
exists a trade off between spatial and class properties.

As a result of this averaging process, there exists an uncertainty as to the representative value
of the homogeneous property which defines the region. If gray-level intensity is the feature used
to characterise a region then the resulting segmentation would contain only two labels, c0 and c1 ,
representing the two distinct regions. However, if texture is the homogeneous constraint which
characterises a region then the image is composed of three distinct regions and the segmentation
will therefore contain three labels, c0 , c1 and c2 . To compound the problem further, consider
the location of the boundary lines between regions labelled c0 , c2 and c1 . Close inspection of the
image indicates that there exists an ambiguity as to the exact location of the boundary lines.
For example looking at the boundary line between the region labelled c0 and that labelled c2 ,
it is impossible to determine exactly where the region c2 begins and where the region c0 ends.
This difficulty is a direct consequence of the local spatial averaging process evoked by the HVS.
The result is that in certain locations the boundary lines appear blurred and their exact location
cannot be ascertained.
From these two observations, it is clear that two types of uncertainties exist in the segmenting
of an image. One is uncertainty about the representative value of the relevant property (e.g
image intensity) in each region due to fluctuations in this property. The second uncertainty
relates to the exact location of the boundary. The location is not well defined because of the
spatial averaging conducted at each point. Given that these uncertainties are observable in a
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simple two tone gray-scale image, then it is clear that they are likely to be further compounded
when more complex region properties, such as complex texture, shape or colour are introduced.
To worsen the situation, the two uncertainties are inversely linked. That is, precision in class
properties can only be achieved at the expense of precision in boundary location. The result of
this is an inverse relationship between the gain in feature separation between classes and the
loss of accuracy in boundary position. To illustrate this inverse relationship consider the image
in Figure 5.2 (ii). This image represents the lower resolution version of the image in Figure 5.2
obtained by passing image (i) through a 10 × 10 averaging filter. The result is a lower resolution
image where some of the high frequency information has been removed. Note that this image is
not sub-sampled. In the low resolution image, large homogeneous regions can be detected more
easily given that there are less fluctuations in the homogeneous constraint which defines that
region. As expected the properties of the regions labelled c0 and c1 remain constant given that
their intensity values are uniform and thus they contain no high frequency information. The
task of labelling the region in the bottom half of the image has now become easier given that the
high frequency or fine detail which complicated the process has been removed and this region
can now be clearly labelled as c2 .
The downside of the averaging process is that the boundaries between regions c0 , c1 and c2
become less well defined. In the original image the boundary between the regions label c0 and
c1 was sharp and well defined. By definition, boundaries or edges are characterised by their
high frequency content, removing this high frequency information will result in the location of
the boundary line becoming unclear. This difficulty in determining boundary locations is the
compromise which must be undertaken in order to simplify the task of region identification.
Mathematically, the uncertainty in segmentation arises as a consequence of the difficulty in
combining the signals of which images are composed and the resulting symbolic descriptions
that are the output of the segmentation process. It is found that this uncertainty can be
linked to the uncertainty principle of signal theory [153], which arises because of a lack of
compatibility between local and global descriptions of a signal. Wilson and Spann document
and illustrate this uncertainty clearly and concisely in their book titled “Image Segmentation
and Uncertainty” [215].

5.3.1

Multi-resolution framework: A means to reduce the uncertainty

Given that this uncertainty is a direct consequence of the relationship between signals that are
defined locally and symbols that are defined globally, to reduce the overall uncertainty a compromise is needed between the spatial and class resolutions in the segmented image. Figure
5.2 (ii) illustrates how increased class resolution can be achieved by removing high frequency
information. Reintroducing high frequency information increases the spatial resolution. The
multi-resolution or multi-scale approach to image analysis is an ideal way to achieve this compromise between spatial and class resolutions.
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Figure 5.3: 3−level multi-resolution image pyramid. Level 0 represents the original image and images
at levels k > 0 are obtained by low pass filtering and sub-sampling the image at level k − 1 by a factor
of two.

A multi-resolution representation of an image allows both class and spatial information to be
distributed across various scales. This results in the provision of a simple hierarchical framework
for detailed image analysis of image information [122]. Typically, a multi-scale representation
will reduce the spatial resolution of the image by a factor of two at each scale resulting in a
pyramid of successively smaller but similar images. A simplified illustration of a multi-resolution
transform is shown in Figure 5.3.
Performing image analysis within a multi-resolution domain allows increased class resolution
to be achieved at the higher (coarse resolution) levels of the transform while greater positional
resolution can be achieved at the lower (fine resolution) levels. In practice, this implies that at the
coarse resolution large features present in the image will dominate because many of the impulsive
intensities associated with finer features will have been averaged out. By performing the analysis
at a coarse level and moving gradually to a high resolution level, large homogeneous regions can
be detected more readily considering there are less fluctuations in image intensities. Such coarseto-fine strategy is widely used in many pattern recognition problems [17, 50, 115, 185, 215] and
forms the basis of the approach adopted in this work. The multi-scale transform used in this
work is the wavelet transform, which essentially performs image decomposition into low and
high frequency components. This splitting of an image into low and high frequency components
allows the global class and local positional information to be analysed separately. That is, local
positional information is more accurate in the high frequency components while low frequency
components can be used to determine the homogeneity constraints of class membership. Since
the combination of this positional (local) information and class constraints (global) is the root
of the mathematical uncertainty in segmentation, separating these components is advantageous
for minimising this uncertainty [114, 215]. Aspects of the wavelet transform were presented in
chapter 3.
The next section will discuss some of the low-level image features that are generally used
to characterise the regions present in an image. The selection and accurate description of these
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(i) Natural scene

(ii) Texture image

(iii) Satellite (urban) image

(iv) MRI of human head

(v) Sporting image

(vi) Satellite (weather) image

Figure 5.4: Image feature selection: the success of the segmentation will be determined the correct
choice of image feature on which the image can be modelled.

features is fundamental to the success of segmentation. Once suitable features have been selected,
they will form the basis for the underlying image model around which a segmentation algorithm
will be built.

5.4

A Note on Features

Figure 5.4 shows six example images to be segmented, each of which is composed of very different content. When performing the task of segmentation on each individual image the HVS
automatically identifies and locates a particular low-level image feature or features that can be
used to discriminate between the various regions or objects present in the image. This process
is largely subconscious and attempting to do this manually is the problem of feature selection.
The notion of feature selection is a large issue in content based image retrieval (CBIR). In CBIR
systems, it is necessary to find given objects in large databases and to do so, image features are
normally collected and labelled. Once a particular feature set has been chosen, a suitable segmentation algorithm will be developed using the chosen feature(s) as a basis for the underlying
image model. As will be seen later, if the feature set chosen to model a given image is unsuitable
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for the particular image content, then it will not matter how strong or sound the algorithm is,
the resultant segmentation will be poor given that the underlying model is not suitable for that
particular image content.
To illustrate the wide variability in image behavior and the importance of suitable feature
selection, consider again the set of images given in Figure 5.4. Image (i) is based on a natural
scene and each region can be characterised by its underlying colour intensity. For example,
to isolate the horse, a thresholding technique could be used to find all dark coloured pixels in
the image. Pixels satisfying this colour constraint would then be assigned to the same class.
However, in the case of the image in (ii), intensity information alone would prove insufficient
to define each region. Given that the gray-scale intensity of the pixels in this image all fall
within a very close range, a feature which is representative of a group of sites rather than an
individual site feature would be more suitable. Texture is such a feature and for the image in
(ii), each region could be adequately defined by its texture. How to define and describe texture
then becomes an issue. Similarly, in image (iii) the satellite image of the city of Rome, including
spatial information in the modeling process would provide a more accurate representation of the
underlying image content.
Images (iv), (v) and (vi) are more complicated in content and as a result, a combination of
image features will need to be included in each region description. For example, in image (iv),
the MRI of a human head, a combination of gray-scale intensity and shape information would
provide the most accurate representation of the underlying image content. Similarly, in image
(v) and (vi) both colour and texture would be the most descriptive.
As can be seen from just this small set of images, no particular combination of image features
may be considered suitable for every possible image type. Therefore, the problem of feature
selection arises and the resultant segmentation will be very much dependent on the correct
choice of feature. In general, feature selection is made up of two principal issues:
1. What are the best features on which to model the image?
2. How should these features be represented?
A good segmentation will try and use as much information as possible in the underlying
modeling process. The most commonly used visual features are colour, texture and geometric
information. These will be discussed next.

5.4.1

Colour

Colour is probably the most expressive of all visual features and possesses a high visual impact
on the semantic interpretation of image. Given the volume of information obtained from colour,
it is surprising to observe that up until recently colour information as a suitable feature to model
images has been widely ignored by the computer vision and pattern recognition community [196].
This indifference to colour information could be attributed to the additional computational
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burden and difficulty associated with working within the 3D colour space, as opposed to the
1D luminance (brightness intensity) space which was previously favoured. It has been assumed
that many images could be identified and classified using luminance values and thus the extra
colour information become redundant. However, recently the additional information provided by
colour has been found to strengthen the analysis process and yield better results than approaches
using only luminance values [49]. As a result many traditional gray scale algorithms have been
extended to work with colour information [49, 79, 91, 196, 219].
The first factor to be considered when using colour information is to decide which colour
space to base the information in. The traditional and most commonly used colour space is the
Red-Green-Blue (RGB) colour space. The popularity of the RGB colour space partly stems
from the manner in which the human visual system (HVS) perceives colour. In the HVS,
colour is interpreted using receptors (cones) in the retina and these receptors correspond to the
three broad colour channels in the region of red, green and blue. All other possible colours: red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet (ROYGBIV) are created through various combinations
of the RGB components. Based on this observation most hardware devices are designed to work
within the RGB colourspace. The numerical values for the intensities are chosen such that equal
increments in value result in approximately equal apparent increases in brightness. However,
one of the limitations of the RGB colour space is that it is not perceptually uniform. That is the
Euclidean distance between two colour triples does not equate to the human semantic perceived
difference between the colours represented by the triples.
There have been a number of colour spaces developed to address the lack of perceptual
uniformity evident in the RGB color space format. For example, the Hue Saturation Value
(HSV ) colour space provides an intuitive representation of colour approximating the manner
in which humans perceive and manipulate colour. The transformation from RGB to HSV is
non-linear and reversible. The hue (H) represents the dominant spectral component colour in
its pure form, i.e. one of ROYGBIV. Adding white to the pure colour changes the colour; the
less white, the more saturated the colour is. This corresponds to the saturation (S) component.
The value (V ) corresponds to the brightness of the colour. Because the HSV format provides
good perceptual uniformity through its colour space representation, and its non-linear transform
is easily invertible, the HSV colour space format has been widely used in many image analysis
applications [192].
An alternative colour space that is popular in content based image retrieval systems is the
L∗ a∗ b∗ [24] colour space. Similar to HSV , the transformation from RGB to L∗ a∗ b is a nonlinear and the L∗ a∗ b colour space has been explicitly designed to achieve perceptual uniformity.
The luminance channel L∗ represents the intensity content and the a∗ and b∗ channels capture
the colour content from yellow to blue and green to red respectively.
The colour space that will be adopted in this work is the Y U V colour space. This colour
space was introduced as part of the work on texture synthesis (chapter 4). Similar to the
HSV and L∗ a∗ b∗ colour spaces, the Y U V colour space exploits the fact that the eye is much
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(ii) Histogram representation

Figure 5.5: Observed gray scale image (i) and its representative histogram (ii) showing the frequency
of the observed pixel values in the image.

more sensitive to luminance than to colour changes. In Y U V , the Y components corresponds
to the luminance value and U and V represent the chrominance or colour information. The
transformation between RGB and Y U V colour spaces is linear and was given earlier in chapter
4. The Y U V transformation mapping was widely used in the 1950’s in order to enable black and
white television sets to view colour television signals. The main advantage of the Y U V colour
space algorithms is that they are compatible with both gray-scale and colour information. When
used in television, another primary advantage was that the Y U V format required less bandwidth
than the traditional RGB format.
Once the colour space has been decided upon, the next issue to be addressed is to define a
suitable measurement that will correctly characterise the colour properties. Undoubtedly, the
most commonly used descriptor for colour information is the histogram. Given a discrete colour
space defined by some colour axes (e.g. red, green, blue), the colour histogram is obtained by
discretising the image colours and counting the number of times each discrete colour occurs in
the image array. Figure 5.5 shows a gray-scale image in (i) and its resultant histogram plot
in (ii). Once the histogram has been computed, various first-order statistics can be obtained,
for example the mean and variance of the image intensities, and the energy and entropy of
the image. In a basic segmentation, regions in an image can be located through peaks in the
histogram. These peaks can be used to decide a threshold value for each class. Pixels that
fall under this threshold will then be assigned to that particular class. Thresholding will be
discussed in more detail in section 5.6.
Histograms are invariant to translation and rotation about the viewing axes. In general
they change very little under varying scale and occlusion. Swain and Ballard [200] use the
colour histogram for object indexing. Their algorithm is designed specifically for content based
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retrieval where it is necessary to locate and compare similar objects in large image data sets.
Their approach works well but is sensitive to noise interference in the form of illumination
changes and quantisation errors. To overcome this, the concept of Fuzzy Colour Histograms was
proposed in [91]. In contrast to conventional hard colour histograms that assign each pixel to
one bin only, fuzzy colour histograms considers the colour similarity information by spreading
the membership value of each pixel to all of the histogram bins. A high membership value
will indicate that the pixel is likely to belong to that particular intensity bin. This technique
draws inspiration from the popular fuzzy clustering algorithms. One large disadvantage of the
histogram approach is the high dimensionality generally associated with histograms. Smith
and Chang [195] proposed binary colour sets as an alternative to histograms. These binary
sets reduce the dimensionality of the representation and also allow the ability to localise colour
information spatially within images.
In more complicated images, colour alone is insufficient to define a region and as a result,
other features have been defined as a basis to characterise regions. These will be discussed next.

5.4.2

Geometry

To describe regions using spatial based features, metrics based on object area and maximum /
minimum shape encompassing the region have been used. For example, many systems use the
ellipse to describe region shape. The feature descriptors used could then take the form of the
ratio of the length of the major and minor axes or/and the orientation of the major axis with
the x−axis [43, 104, 194]. Other spatial methods sometimes used include moments, typically in
the first (centre of gravity) or second (size) [191]. In general, using spatial features on its own
will only work for the simplest of images. A more robust and powerful feature description is
based on using texture information.

5.4.3

Texture

The concept of texture was first introduced and discussed earlier in chapters 2 and 4 where the
different categories and features of visual texture are discussed. Texture is an area feature that
can be defined according to its statistical and structural properties. It is an intrinsic property
of most surfaces and objects and therefore forms an important visual feature by which the
identification of regions can take place.
There have been many different approaches proposed to extract textural information from
images. Review papers on texture feature extraction [94, 166, 209] conclude that because of
the wide variability in texture behavior, no one method may be considered suitable for all
texture types [208]. Traditionally, the first approaches to texture analysis were statistical based
techniques which aimed to capture the spatial distribution of pixel gray level values within the
textured image. Haralick [93] proposed the use of second-order pixel statistics of the image
by considering interactions between pixels. Pixel pairs are defined according to their relative
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displacement and angular spatial relationship. Depending on the displacement chosen, a cooccurrence matrix is formed and texture features such as uniformity of energy, entropy and
maximum probability can be extracted from this matrix. Despite the success of this method,
this form of texture analysis is very much dependent on the correct choice of neighbourhood over
which the analysis takes place. This correct interpretation of image scale is difficult to predicate
given the wide variability of texture behavior. In reality, the texture analysis should be scale
invariant and thus be suitable for all texture types.
An alternative approach to texture analysis is to model the texture using the Markov Random
Field (MRF) model [54, 99, 216]. In particular the Gaussian Markov Random Field model
(GMRF) has been widely used in texture analysis [46, 214]. The MRF and its variants form
a probabilistic model for a set of variables that interact on a lattice structure. It facilitates
the distribution of a single variable at a particular site on the lattice to be conditional on
the configuration of a predefined neighbourhood surrounding that site [20]. A comprehensive
examination of Markov Random Fields is given in [80].
The size and shape of the neighbourhood which each pixel is dependent on is captured by
the order of the model. In practice, computational constraints normally dictate the size of the
neighbourhood and for all intensive purposes, it should be be kept small. To illustrate how
the MRF can be used for texture analysis, consider the approach proposed by Zhu et al. [220].
Their approach first applies a set of filters to the samples of a given texture. The histograms of
the resulting filtered images are then extracted as texture features. These histograms provide
estimates of the marginal distributions of the underlying probability distribution, which can be
used to describe the given texture. By evoking a maximum entropy principle, a new distribution
is generated that has the same marginal distributions as those extracted via the filtering procedure. This maximum entropy distribution provides an approximation of the underlying texture
distribution.
More recently and in order to address the computational burden associated with the MRF
based techniques, much of the research into texture description has been focused on multiscale techniques. Of these multi-scale approaches, those based on the wavelet transform have
been prevalent. The multi-resolution framework provides the most natural setting for texture
analysis given that by definition textures are composed of various frequency components. Multiresolution analysis exploits this inherent feature of textures and provides a basis on which
analysis can be performed at different resolutions. This multi-resolution analysis will allow the
more dominant frequencies present in the texture to be determined.
Based on the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) domain Smith and Chang [193] used the
mean and variance statistics extracted from each of the wavelet bands as a way to describe the
texture. To improve this method and introduce better directional selectivity and shift invariance,
the Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform has been used as a basis for texture analysis [60].
Markovian structures have also been included in the multi-resolution modeling framework to
capture any form of interaction between wavelet coefficients. In particular for the case of the
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wavelet transform, the Hidden Markov Tree (HMT) [50, 55] has been widely used.
A more expensive alternative to the wavelet transform are Gabor decompositions. In essence,
Gabor filters are Gaussians modulated by complex sinusoids. Each filter has associated with
it a set of parameters that determine the location and orientation of the area of the frequency
domain which it analyses. In texture applications, banks of these filters are chosen to analyse
the particular spatial frequencies and orientations present in the texture [29, 110]. Although
Gabor filters have shown considerable success in texture analysis, their widespread use has
been hampered by two large inherent limitations associated with their use. Firstly, the filter
parameters have to be set intuitively by the analyst and secondly their computational inefficiency
in analysing low frequency information [133].

5.4.4

The Symbiosis between Texture Analysis and Synthesis

The structure of texture analysis methods is very similar to the texture synthesis algorithms
discussed previously in chapter 2. The goal of a texture synthesis algorithm is to accurately
model the sample texture in an attempt to replicate this texture on a much larger scale. Chapter
2 listed some of the more popular approaches that have been developed to address the texture
synthesis problem. Algorithms that synthesise one pixel at a time were classified as either
parametric or non-parametric based approaches. In comparing both types of algorithms it was
found that non-parametric methods offer the most accurate means by which the sample texture
can be modelled. In particular the results presented at the end of chapter 4 demonstrated
the strength of the wavelet based non-parametric algorithm developed as part of this work.
Importantly for image analysis, this algorithm was scale independent and therefore suitable for
a wide range of images. Given the success of this technique in relation to texture modeling, it
is attractive to consider using such an approach inside a segmentation process. This notion of
“example based image segmentation” is powerful and will be explored and expanded upon in
chapter 6.
However, in order to gain a more in-depth understanding of the nature of the problem of
segmentation, some of the existing segmentation methods will be reviewed. These algorithms all
aim to segment a given observed image using low-level information such as the colour intensity,
texture and spatial information described previously.

5.5

A Taxonomy of Segmentation Algorithms

As a result of the magnitude of potential applications for an accurate automated segmentation
algorithm, there have been many different approaches developed over the years. Due to the
sheer volume of literature focused on image segmentation, it would be almost impossible and
certainly impractical to provide a full review of all existing segmentation algorithms available.
However, this review will focus on those techniques that have had the biggest influence on the
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work carried out in this thesis. A more detailed review of existing segmentation algorithms can
be found in [64, 96, 109, 149, 152, 184].
Note that because of the wide variability in image types, it has been found that no one
approach is suitable for all image types. As a consequence of this general observation, a successful segmentation algorithm will generally combine more than one technique within a suitable
framework. As a result, categorising the various segmentation algorithms developed is an arduous task. However, in 2005 the editorial panel for the IEEE Transactions on Image Processing
attempted to classify many of the broad areas of image and video segmentation [6]. Nine categories were defined in an attempt to create a “people friendly” classification. These categories
are: (i) edge or colour segmentation, (ii) texture segmentation, (iii) active-contour and level-set
based methods, (iv) morphological-based methods, (v) clustering-based methods, (vi) modelfitting-based methods, (vi) statistical methods, (vii) video object segmentation and tracking,
(viii) video shot / scene segmentation and (ix) other.
For the purposes of this review, algorithms will be categorised based on the dominant processing strategy employed. Thus, algorithms will be categorised under the headings: Thresholding,
Edge detection, Region growing, Clustering and Bayesian Framework methods.

5.6

Thresholding

Thresholding is one of the oldest, simplest and most popular techniques for image segmentation [152]. It is generally based on colour or gray scale intensity features and be performed on
global information (e.g. gray level intensity histogram of the image) or it can be performed on
local information (e.g. co-occurrence matrix). In histogram thresholding, dominant regions in
the image are characterised by crests in the histogram of image intensities. These crests are used
to determine a suitable threshold intensity value for class membership. An example of an image
histogram is shown in Figure 5.5. An example of an algorithm based on thresholding is that
proposed by Nakagawa et al. [147]. Here, the authors assume that the object and background
populations are distributed normally with distinct means and variances. The optimum thresholding for assignment of class labels is then chosen by minimising the total misclassification
error.
While simple to implement, the selection of an optimum threshold remains a difficult task.
In addition, the lack of spatial information present in the estimation means that thresholding
methods have limited use. Saha et al. [181] addressed this by proposing a thresholding method
that accounts for both intensity-based class uncertainty (histogram based property) and region
homogeneity (image morphology based property). Their method included a scale-based formulation for region homogeneity computation. At any threshold, intensity based class uncertainty
is computed by fitting a Gaussian to the intensity distribution of each of the regions to be segmented. Based on the observation that pixels with high uncertainty are located around region
boundaries, they define a thresholding energy criteria based on class-uncertainty and region ho-
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Figure 5.6: Observed gray scale image (i) and its corresponding edge field (ii).
mogeneity such that, at any image location a high energy is created when both class uncertainty
and region homogeneity are high or both are low. The optimum threshold value is that which
corresponds to the minimum energy. This method was applied to medical image segmentation.
Overall the need to include other image features in the modeling process has meant that
thresholding techniques in themselves have limited use. However, for simple images thresholding
provides an effective and efficient means to obtain a basic segmentation.

5.7

Edge Detection

In any image to be segmented, the various regions of interest are assumed to be homogeneous
and separated by well defined distinct boundaries. These boundaries may be considered as discontinuities in the image and edge detection is concerned with locating and identifying these
discontinuities within the image. Edge detection approaches may be broadly divided into local
and global techniques. Local techniques are based on identifying edge points using only information in the local spatial neighbourhood around the point of interest. These methods approach
segmentation from a position perspective using high frequency information to determine where
edges occur. On the other hand, global techniques are based on first finding the homogeneous
regions within the image and then calculating where the boundaries lie between individual regions. These methods lead to a global energy minimisation problem and will be discussed further
in section 5.10.
One approach to local edge detection is based on identifying the locations of discontinuities
by convolving the image with an edge operator. The operator should provide maximum response
in areas of the image where the intensity is rapidly changing. Supplementary processing steps
are then introduced to connect these edges into edge chains that correspond better with borders
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in the image [84]. Figure 5.6 gives the result obtained from an edge detection process using the
Wilson and Spann edge detector [215]. Many forms of detectors have been developed and in
general it can be said that methods can be characterised by the strategy used in the final border
construction and the nature of the prior information used [114].
One of the simplest forms of edge detection is based on measuring gradients. For example,
the Sobel and Prewitt [84] operators are based on the first derivative and use a 3 × 3 convolution
mask to approximate the absolute value of the gradient at each site in the image. Canny [42]
developed a similar approach where the first derivate of a Gaussian was used to locate edges
using the maximum gradient magnitude. To reduce the effect of noise on the segmentation,
the raw image is first convolved with a Gaussian mask. An edge in an image may point in a
variety of directions, so the Canny algorithm uses 4 masks to detect horizontal, vertical and
diagonal edges. The results of convolving the original image with each of these masks is stored
and for each pixel, the largest result and its direction of the mask which produced the edge is
noted. A map of intensity and direction gradients are thus produced. The algorithm then uses
thresholding to determine which points are edges by following edge lines through the image. Marr
and Hildreth [142, 143] found that improved results can be achieved using the second derivative
of the image. These Laplacian operators locate zeros based on the rate of zero crossing in the
second derivative.
By definition, an edge is characterised by an abrupt change in intensity. Thus they contain
significant energy at high spatial frequencies. Unfortunately, this is also a characteristic of noise.
As a result, distinguishing between the presence of an edge and that of noise is difficult at times.
Rakesh et al. [165] proposed a statistical approach to local edge detection which aims to be
more robust to noise. Their methodology is based on the following steps. Initially, the image
surface is extracted using a bivariate smoother. The gradient vector at each site is calculated and
variation in the gradient vector at each site is estimated using the variance covariance matrix.
The covariance is then used to standardise the gradient vector at each site. The resultant
statistic is used to extract regions in the image and edge points are found by locating sites with
significantly large magnitudes. This algorithm is robust and works well on a large range of
images using a fixed set of parameters. The statistical nature of the analysis makes it robust to
noise.
In general, because edge detection algorithms approach the segmentation problem from a
local positional perspective only, there is no class property information included in the solution.
The result of this indifference to class property information can mean that the accuracy of
the segmentation is compromised. As with all segmentation techniques, the uncertainty can
be reduced by introducing a multi-resolution transform into the framework but this is at the
expense of increased difficulty in detecting edges at coarser resolutions.
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Region Growing

The region-based approach combines the features of both thresholding and edge detection and
thus takes class and positional information into account in the estimation of the segmentation.
Regions are generally “grown” based on some particular homogeneity criteria, for example colour
intensity, texture or shape. The most natural method of region growing is to initialise a region at
pixel level by planting a “seed”. Adjacent pixels are then sampled and assigned the region class
if their particular feature vector satisfies the particular homogeneity predicate which defines
the region. The feature vector will be based on a description of the particular low-level image
features on which the image is modelled. A method for evaluating the similarity measure between
regions satisfying some weak constraints is given by Fiorio et al. [71]. Here they give a generic
predicate for determining whether two regions are to be merged. The predicate is composed of
six features and can be applied to any region growing algorithm.
An alternative type of region based algorithm was suggested by Buecher [36]. It is based
on morphological operations drawn from a topographic analogy of the image. The idea is to
imagine the gray-level intensity of the image to be segmented as a topographic relief, where
minima can be identified and “pierced”. The entire relief is immersed in water so that areas
adjacent to the piercing points become flooded. As the relief goes down, flooded areas tend to
merge. This merging can be prevented by raising infinitely tall dams along the “watershed” lines.
When finished, the resulting network of dams defines the watershed of the image. These nonintersecting areas or catchment basins form the segmentation of the image [114]. The watershed
approach was originally proposed for gray-scale images [36, 145] but has been extended to work
for colour information [156] and texture information [102]. A full description of the watershed
approach and some of the variants of the watershed approach can be found in [170]. As with
other segmentation techniques, the watershed algorithm has also been extended to work within
a multi-scale environment [102].
In general, because region based algorithms use a non-linear optimisation approach, both the
final solution and the number of iterations required to obtain such a solution are highly dependent
on the initial conditions. There is no guarantee that a given image would be segmented in the
same way by the same algorithm with two different sets of initialisation points.

5.9

Clustering

Clustering techniques are based on the classification of similar objects into different groups.
More precisely, clustering may be considered as the partitioning of a given data set into subsets
“clusters”, so that the data in each subset (ideally) share some common homogeneity predicate
- often proximity according to some defined distance measure. Clustering takes place in feature
space and the chosen feature space is dependent on the low-level features which are used to
model the underlying intensity image. These features were described previously and are normally
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(i) 2D Feature space before clustering

(ii) 2D Feature space after clustering

Figure 5.7: 2D feature space showing the position of image feature vectors (i) and an example clustering
(ii).

composed of colour intensity or/and texture or/and spatial information. If intensity information
is used alone then clustering is performed in image space.
Figure 5.7 illustrates a 2D feature space (left) with the feature vectors spread over the domain.
After clustering has been performed, feature vectors are not moved but rather a cluster boundary
placed over each set of features associated with that cluster. In general, clustering algorithms
may be classified into one of four groups: (i) exclusive, (ii) overlapping, (iii) hierarchical and
(iv) probabilistic clustering.

5.9.1

Exclusive Clustering

Exclusive clustering or hard clustering implies that data are grouped in an exclusive way, so that
if a certain datum belongs to a definite cluster then it cannot be included in another cluster.
One of the most popular hard clustering algorithms is the K−means algorithm [138]. K−means
clustering is a simple and easy to implement technique for classifying a given data set into a
certain number of clusters (assume K clusters) fixed a priori.
The algorithm is developed based on an iterative minimisation of the following objective
function given in equation 5.1.
U (f ) =

K X
n
X

(i)

D(fj , ui )

(5.1)

i=1 j=1

where f = {f1 , f2 , · · · , fn } represents the n feature vectors representing the image to be clus(i)
tered, fj indicates that the feature vector fj has been assigned to cluster i, u = {u1 , u2 , · · · , uK }
denotes the K cluster centres and D(fj (i) , ui ) is the chosen distance measure between the clus-
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(i) Gray-scale image

(ii) Feature space (grayscale histogram)

(iii) Clustered intensity values

(iv) Feature space showing cluster locations.

Figure 5.8: K-means clustering. (i) Gray-scale image to be clustered, (ii) its gray-level values plotted
in feature space in the form of an image histogram, (iii) the segmentation obtained using K−means
clustering with K = 4, and (iv) the label map transfered to the original histogram illustrating which
intensity values were assigned to each cluster.
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(i)

ter centre ui and the feature vector fj . Normally, the L2 Euclidean distance is used, i.e.
(i)

(i)

D(fj , ui ) = ||fj − ui ||2 .
The K−means algorithm begins by intuitively initialising the centroid value of each of the
K cluster centres. In step 1 each pixel in the image is assigned to one of the clusters based on a
minimum distance measure from the data point to the cluster centre. When no point is pending,
the first step is completed. In step 2 the cluster centroids are recalculated based on the assigned
data points from step 1. Step 1 and 2 are repeated with the centroids of each cluster centre
changing their location at each iteration. The algorithm terminates when the centroids remain
static between iterations or some maximum number of iterations has been obtained. Figure 5.8
(iii) illustrates the segmentation obtained using the K−means clustering algorithm on the gray
scale intensity values of the image in (i). The K = 4 classes in the image are highlighted by
the different colours. The original feature space in the form an image histogram is shown in (ii)
and the location of the clusters is shown in this feature space.
While the K−means algorithm is simple to implement and generates impressive results even
in its most basic form, it suffers from some limitations that have hampered its widespread use.
These limitations include, (i) the number of clusters K must be fixed a priori making the
algorithm unsuitable for unsupervised segmentation, (ii) the overall result of the algorithm is
very much dependent on the initialisation position of the cluster centres, (iii) the algorithm
does not include any positional information in its estimation of the segmentation and (iv) the
algorithm is computationally expensive and has difficulty in handling irregular spaced clusters.
Alasbti [11] improved the efficiency of the K−means approach by introducing a K − d structure
that is suitable for fast pattern matching. This reduces the computational burden without
compromising the accuracy of the results.

5.9.2

Fuzzy Clustering

Overlapping or fuzzy clustering methods use fuzzy sets to cluster data, so that each data point
may belong to one or more clusters with different degrees of membership. In this case, data will
be associated with an appropriate membership value. The fuzzy c−means (FCM) algorithm [22,
66] is the most widely used example of an overlapping clustering method. The algorithm is
developed based on an iterative minimisation of the following objective function:
U (g, f ) =

n
c X
X

m
gij
D(fj (i) , ui ), ∀ 1 ≤ m < ∞

(5.2)

i=1 j=1

where m is any real number greater than 1, f and u are as before for the K−means algorithm,
c is the number of cluster centres fixed a priori and g = [gij ] is a membership function which
determines the strength by which each feature vector is associated with each cluster. g is a
c × n matrix, where n is the number of feature vectors and gik is the ith membership value of
P
the kth feature vector fj . g must satisfy the following conditions: 0 ≤ gij ≤ 1, ci=1 gik = 1; and
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≤ n∀ i = 1, 2, · · · , c; j = 1, 2, · · · , n. The fuzzy partitioning process is repeated

for a finite number of iterations. A general termination criterion is when the distance between
cluster centres at successive iterations is less than 1.
The FCM algorithm has proved popular in the literature but again its overall use has been
hindered by the need to specify the number of clusters (c) a priori. This makes the algorithm
unsuitable for unsupervised segmentation. In addition, similar to the K−means approach,
the success of the algorithm is highly dependent on the initial location of the cluster centres.
Initialising the algorithm with incorrect or unsuitable cluster centres can result in a failure to
converge.

5.9.3

Hierarchical Clustering

The third type of clustering algorithm falls under the heading of hierarchical clustering [112].
This type of clustering is based on the union between the two nearest clusters. Algorithms are
initialised by setting every datum as a cluster. At each iteration, clusters are merged and the
algorithm ends when all the clusters have merged into one. Of course there is no point in having
the N items grouped in a single cluster but, the output of the algorithm is a hierarchical tree so
if k clusters are required, it can be fetched from the output tree.

5.9.4

Probabilistic Clustering

Probabilistic clustering is a model-based approach that consists of introducing certain models
for clusters and attempting to optimize the fit between the observed data and the chosen model.
In practice, each cluster may be mathematically represented by a parametric or non-parametric
distribution and the entire data set is therefore modelled by a mixture of these distributions.
The parametric approach is generally based on the assumption that the underlying data density
can be modelled using some definable process. For example, Carson et al. [44] use a mixture of k
Gaussian densities modelled in an 8D feature space. The feature space is composed of a mixture
of components from colour, texture and positional features. By estimating and refining the
parameters associated with the Gaussian distributions, data can be partitioned based on their
proximity to the nearest cluster space. The Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm [57] is
then used to determine the maximum likelihood parameter estimates for each Gaussian in the
combined feature space.
Probabilistic clustering algorithms can generate accurate segmentations of most image types.
However, the number of clusters still needs to be specified a priori thus implying that the
algorithm cannot be used for unsupervised type problems. In addition, it is found that many
real world signals are not perfectly Gaussian and making such an assumption compromises the
accuracy of the result.
Overall, clustering methods work well for segmentation and this fact is supported by the volume of literature focused on clustering methods. However, clustering suffers from a number of
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Figure 5.9: An observed image may be interpreted as a mixture of textures, which are combined in
a specific topology. The goal of the segmentation is to characterise and identify each of these texture
regions and estimate where they occur in the observed image.

limitations which have hampered its widespread use. Firstly, many of the clustering algorithms
developed are suitable for semi-unsupervised segmentation only, thereby requiring the number
of regions present in the image to be specified a priori. Another disadvantage is that in order
to attain accurate representation of the image, a mixture of colour, textural and spatial information is needed. This results in high dimensionality of the feature space and overall increased
computational burden. Finally, because of the wide variability in image behavior it is impossible
to define a feature space that will be suitable for all image types. Therefore, a given clustering
algorithm could work well for one image type and completely fail for a different image type.
The next category of algorithms is more robust and considered suitable for all image types.
This class of algorithms can be derived from a Bayesian framework and assume that the underlying image model can be specified as a Markov Random Field model. The Bayesian framework
introduces some kind of stratification of segmentation processes and will be presented next.

5.10

The Bayesian Segmentation Framework

Let I denote the observed image to be segmented and L denote the segmentation to be estimated
or the label field. Both I and L are defined on an identical rectangular M × N lattice X. Each
site in the lattice can be indexed using the spatial coordinate vector x, such that x = [x, y]T .
The goal of the segmentation is to assign to each pixel I(x) in I a label L(x), indicating to which
region or class that pixel belongs. Each class label L(x) is taken from the set λ = {c1 , c2 , · · · , cK },
where K is the number of class labels present in L.
Each of the K regions in the observed image has a particular homogeneous constraint which
will be used to characterise that particular region. From the discussion on image features (section
5.4), texture is the most powerful and robust feature by which to characterise a region. This is
because by definition texture is composed of a mixture of intensity and spatial information. Using
texture as a region identifier implies that each region has a distinct texture pattern associated
with it. This idea is shown in Figure 5.9 where the observed image is interpreted as a mixture
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of textures. Let TL(x) denote any texture associated with the class label L(x). Each pixel in
the observed image can then be given as,
I(x) = TL(x) (x)

(5.3)

where TL(x) (x) represents the intensity value associated with the texture labelled L(x) at position
x. The problem of segmentation now becomes that of:
1. Estimating the textures Ti for i = 1, · · · , K which make up the observed image.
2. Mapping the corresponding label field L using both the estimated textures and the observed image.
By its nature segmentation is an ill-posed problem in that the observed image itself is insufficient to unambiguously define the segmentation problem [146, 176]. As a result it is necessary
to introduce suitable prior information regarding the solution in order to constrain the nature
of the problem. Let [θ L , θ I ] denote two parameter vectors that have been introduced in order
to add some prior information into the image model. The parameter θ I is associated with the
likelihood that characterises the relationship between the label field L and the observed data I.
Similarly, θ L is the parameter vector associated with the prior. This prior is introduced in order
to relate some physical understanding as to the nature of textures. Generally a prior will act as
a smoothness constraint on the overall solution.
Hence it is required to estimate both the texture parameters and the label field given the
observed data. This is best done by maximising the following probability distribution,
p(TL(x) (x), L(x)|I(x), θ I , θ L )

(5.4)

To manipulate this distribution, a Bayesian approach is natural. The Bayesian framework
provides a basis to allow identification of unknown model parameters from noisy observations
of a given process, given certain prior information about those parameters [176]. Under the
Bayesian framework, expression (5.4) can be decomposed into a mixture of conditional and
marginal distributions.

p(TL(x) (x), L(x)|I(x), θ I , θ L ) ∝ p(I(x)|L(x), TL(x) (x), θ L ) p(TL(x) (x)|θ I )p(L(x)|θ L )
|
{z
}|
{z
}
likelihood

(5.5)

prior

where p(TL(x) (x), L(x)|I(x), θ I , θ L ) is the posterior distribution, p(I(x)|L(x), TL(x) (x), θ L ) is the
likelihood distribution, p(TL(x) (x)|θ I ) is the prior distribution for textures and p(L(x)|θ L ) is the
prior over the label field.
The posterior distribution expresses the state of knowledge about the model after the parameters have been estimated and the aim of the segmentation is to estimate the parameters that
will maximise this distribution. This is known as Maximum-A-Posterior (MAP) estimation. If
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the prior information is omitted, the estimation process is known as Maximum Likelihood (ML)
estimation. However, since segmentation is ill-posed, prior information is necessary in order
to constrain the solution and so MAP estimation will be used here. MAP will involve both
the likelihood and prior distributions. The manner in which these distributions influence the
solution is as follows:
• The likelihood distribution is the conditional probabilistic model linking the unknown
parameters to the observations I. It connects the texture regions and assignment of labels
to the observed image data through the image model given in (5.3).
• The prior distributions are marginal probabilistic models which introduce some physical
understanding or intuition into the nature of images. The label field prior provides information on the expected organisation of the label field, perhaps by introducing a bias
toward certain types of configurations that are intuitively more likely than others. For example some priors may impose a smoothness or regularisation constraint on the solution.
The prior on the likelihood model is concerned with the mechanism by which the texture
regions present in the observed image can be modelled. Thus a suitable model is chosen
and each texture feature in the image is described using this chosen model.
Note the likelihood and the prior on the likelihood are very closely related given that they
are both based on the underlying image model given in (5.3). The means by which the likelihood
prior distribution can be incorporated within the likelihood distribution is described next.

5.10.1

The Likelihood and Texture Prior

The relationship between the observed gray-scale values I(x) and the unknown parameters
[L(x), TL(x) (x)] is given by the likelihood. The likelihood should discourage label and texture
region estimates that are not supported by the observed data. To incorporate the element of
uncertainty associated with the modelling process, the image model given earlier in (5.3) can be
re-expressed as:
I(x) = TL(x) (x) + e(x)

(5.6)

where e(x) represents any error in the image model. This expresses the idea that every pixel in
the image is an observed manifestation of some “hidden” texture TL(x) (x). The residual term
e is formed by combining the noise components in the image formation process together with
errors in the underlying modelling of the original signal. In most applications, it is assumed
that this residual term can be modelled by a Gaussian process with zero mean and variance σe2 ,
i.e. e(x) ∼ N (0, σe2 ) [176].
Given that the observed image is composed of texture regions Tk , k = 1, · · · , K each of
which must be modelled, the manner by which these underlying textures will be modelled will
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be dependent on the choice of expression for p(TL(x) ). This is a key point in this thesis. There are
two broad choices for texture descriptions: parametric and non-parametric. A good parametric
model is the Gaussian Markov Random Field (GMRF). Under the GMRF model, the texture
is assumed Gaussian and the intensity at any site x can be given by the following difference
equation,
TL(x) (x) =

P
X

ak (TL(x) (x + qk ) + TL(x) (x − qk )) + ǫ(x)

(5.7)

k=1

where ǫ(x) is a zero mean stationary Gaussian sequence, ǫ(x) ∼ N (0, σǫ2 ). The P coefficients of
the model are denoted ak for k = 1, · · · , P . The pixels used in the prediction are known as the
support or neighbourhood of the model and are mapped by the P spatial offset vectors qk .
However, it was shown in chapter 4 that non-parametric techniques for texture synthesis are
vastly more powerful than parametric approaches. This has important implications for “example
based image segmentation”, a term that is coined here to describe the new class of techniques
presented in this thesis. The non-parametric means by which texture can be modelled will be
discussed later. For the moment however, consider that p(TL(x) ) is described with a GMRF.
More specifically, the model used here is the non-causal 2D Autoregressive (AR) model which
is a sub-set of the GMRF. The 2D AR process is given by,
TL(x) (x) =

P
X

ak TL(x) (x + qk ) + ǫ(x)

(5.8)

k=1

Using this 2D AR model, any particular pixel in the texture region TL(x) at site x can be
predicated by a linear combination of pixels also associated with the texture region plus the
added excitation or residual error which is assumed to be Gaussian, ǫ(x) ∼ N (0, σǫ2 ). As with
the general GMRF model, the P coefficients of the model are denoted ak and the spatial offset
vectors or support are given by qk for k = 1, · · · , P . The 2D AR model parameters are given
by θ I = [σǫ2 , a] (arranged in a vector of P elements).
This prior on the likelihood model (5.6) can be incorporated into the initial image model
(5.8) to give the overall image model,
I(x) =

P
X
k=1

=

P
X

ak TL(x) (x + qk ) + e(x) + ǫ(x)
|
{z
}
v(x)

(5.9)

ak TL(x) (x + qk ) + v(x)

k=1

where v represents the overall residual error in the modelling process, and v is obtained by
summing the two Gaussian functions e and ǫ. The noise v is Gaussian with v(x) ∼ N (0, σv2 ).
Since the noise is independently identically distributed (i.i.d.) over the data, the likelihood
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p(I(x)| · · · ) ∝ p(v(x)). Therefore, the likelihood expression required in the assembly of the
posterior may now be expressed as:
"

#M ×N


 P
v(x)2
x
p(I(x)|L(x), θ ) = p
exp −
2σv2
2πσv2
#M ×N
"
!
P
2
1
x (I(x) − TL(x) (x))
exp −
= p
2σv2
2πσv2
L

1

(5.10)

Having already discussed how the texture prior can be incorporated into the likelihood
model, the following section will introduce some priors that have been developed in order to add
smoothness to the solution.

5.10.2

Regularisation Priors

This probability distribution is used to introduce constraints on the label field. Similar to the
texture prior discussed previously, the MRF model will be evoked in order to form a probabilistic
model for the labels at each individual site on a lattice. From the definition of the MRF
model, the label at each site will be dependent only on the labels at the sites of its predefined
neighbourhood. The size and structure of this neighbourhood will be dependent on the model
type and order chosen. In segmentation, many types of MRF models have been used but three
types have remained dominant. These are the Gaussian Markov Random Field (GMRF) [46],
the Potts model [161] and more recently the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [163]. The GMRF
was discussed earlier as the prior on the texture model and so will not be discussed in this
section. The Potts model can be considered a classical Markov model, which aims to model
only one variable or feature set at a time. The HMM model was introduced to model more
than one variable at any one time. The manner in which these MRF models have been used in
segmentation will be discussed next.
5.10.2.1

The Potts Model

The Potts model is used to evoke a smoothness constraint over the label field. It can be said
that images are composed of smooth homogeneous regions; the corresponding segmentation or
label field should mirror this smoothness by containing large areas of labels assigned to the same
class. The Potts model provides a method by which the label at each site can be influenced
by the labels at neighbouring sites [58, 82, 103]. The order of the model is determined by the
neighbourhood size over which a pixel is modelled. Figure 5.10 illustrates a first and second
order neighbourhood structure. Higher order MRF models include more sites in the estimation
process and so result in a more accurate modelling framework. It should be noted that this
increased accuracy brings with it an increase computational load. In practice and as a trade-off
between accuracy and computational expense, most segmentation algorithms use second-order
MRF models.
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Figure 5.10: Neighbourhood structures used in MRF models, x is the site in question and o denotes
sites on which the value of x will be dependent. (i) is a first order and (ii) is second order neighbourhood
system.

Under the Potts model, the prior can be expressed as,
p(L(x)|θ L ) ∝ exp −

P
X

!

βk [1 − δ(L(x), L(x + qk ))]

k=1

(5.11)

where the neighbourhood labels are obtained using the P offset vectors qk , the P coefficients of
the model are denoted by βk for k = 1, · · · , P and δ(.) is the delta Kronecker function defined
such that, δ(L(x), L(x+qk )) = 1 for L(x) = L(x+qk ). The regularisation model parameters are
given by θ L = [β]. The parameter β represents the weight that is attached to each neighbouring
site in the estimation process of the centre site.
Choosing suitable values for β is by no means a trivial task, given that choosing values that
are too large will result in over smoothing of the label field [81]. Similarly choosing values that
are too small will result in a weak prior which will not penalise labels that are unrealistic given
the already labelled local neighbours. For example, consider the following values of β suitable
for a second order Potts model.


√1
1 1 1
 2


β1 = 1 0 1 ; β2 = 
1
√1
1 1 1
2


1
0
1



√1
2

1
.

(5.12)

√1
2

The parameter matrix β1 applies equal weighting to all sites in the neighbourhood structure.
The result of this equal weighting is block type smoothness constraint on the label field. These
blocks are sometimes evident in the overall solution, making it look artificial and patchy. An
alternative approach is to apply less weighting to sites located diagonal to the centre site; β2
is an example of such a parameter which will applied this variational weighting. Giving less
emphasis to diagonal sites seems natural given that physically diagonal sites are further away
from the centre site and so should have less influence than those sites located directly above
or beside the centre site. This variation in weighting also decreases the blocky appearance of
the segmentation. Figure 5.11 illustrates the subtle differences obtained by slightly varying the
parameter vector β.
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Figure 5.11: Illustrating the smoothness obtained using two different smoothness parameters: β1 and
β2 . Images (i) is the observed intensity image to be segmented, image (ii) is an example segmentation
obtained using K means clustering with k = 4. Images (iii) and (iv) are the segmentations obtained
after the Potts prior constraint has been applied. Note the subtle differences introduced as a result of
the different parameter vectors, in (iii) β1 was used and in image (iv) β2 was used.
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The Hidden Markov Model

In the classical Markov model, there is only one variable being modelled at any one time and the
state of this variable is directly visible to the observer. The Potts model described previously can
be categorised as a classical Markov model, where the label alone is the variable being modelled.
The state of the label is directly visible to the observer and the state transition probabilities β
are the only model parameters that needs to be estimated. However, in some cases it is found
that a more powerful model can be obtained if more than one variable is modelled. These
variables represent different types of features that are all related but do not characterise the
same feature. That is, there may exist variables that are not directly visible to the observer but
the parameters that are associated with these variables will influence other variables that are
visible to the observer. Thus, the state of the model may not be not be directly visible to the
observer but variables influenced by the state are visible. The hidden Markov model (HMM)
provides such a model.
HMMs were first used in speech recognition [164] but have recently have been applied to many
image processing problems. To illustrate how HMMs can be used in segmentation, consider the
approach taken by Chen and Kundu [48] which aims to solve the problem of unsupervised
texture segmentation. In supervised texture segmentation, the number of textures present in
the observed image is known a priori. The problem of segmentation then involves estimating
the parameters which characterise each of these texture regions. In contrast, in unsupervised
texture segmentation the number of textures present in the image is not known beforehand
and so the segmentation problem involves estimating the number of texture regions and the
parameters that are associated with each texture region. Estimating the number of texture
regions present in the image is by no means a trivial task and there have been many attempts to
solve this problem including [17,51,110,141]. Chen and Kundu propose a two stage segmentation
procedure. Initially, a feature map of the observed image is formed by moving a square averaging
window over the image. This window is used to extract the textural and directional properties
at each site in the image. Each pixel in the feature map is then represented by a sequence of
4D feature vectors. The feature sequences belonging to the same textures are modeled using a
HMM. Under this scheme, if there are K different textures present in an image, there will be K
distinct HMMs to be found and trained. Consequently, the unsupervised texture segmentation
problem becomes a HMM-based problem where the appropriate number of HMMs, the associated
parameters and the discrimination among the HMMs is the focus of the algorithm.
Another example of HMMs in segmentation is that of Marroquin et al. [144]. Here the authors proposed the use of the HMM as a means to find the optimal estimator for the region
parameter vector θ I and the label field L. The classical MRF segmentation approach estimates
the optimal θ I and L using a two step Segmentation/Model Estimation (SM) process such as
the Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm. During any SM estimation process, the best
segmentation given the current estimate of the model parameters θ I is found during the S step,
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while the best estimate for θ I given the current estimate for the segmentation is found during
the M step. The problem with this approach is that it is computationally intractable to obtain
an exact optimal segmentation in the S step. Therefore, approximations based on deterministic
methods have to be introduced in order to make the problem more computationally manageable. However, to avoid some of these problems and obtain exact optimal estimators for the
label field and model parameters, Marroquin et al. model the label field as a HMM. The label
field is generated by a two step stochastic function. This doubly stochastic prior model for the
label field is achieved by introducing a hidden Markov random vector field that is used as a
discrete probability measure on the observable label state space. They applied this method to
the segmentation of MRIs and motion segmentation.
Multi-scale Hidden Markov Models
In general, the main instance in which HMMs are found in segmentation algorithms is in those
that incorporate a multi-scale approach. In section 5.3 it was shown that the some of the uncertainties inherent with the segmentation can be reduced by adopting a multi-scale approach to the
problem. Of the different forms of multi-scale transforms available, the wavelet transform has
been the most prevalent among the image segmentation literature. Aspects of the wavelet transform are presented in chapter 3. In order to model the statistical dependencies among wavelet
coefficients at different scales, Crouse et al. [55] developed wavelet-domain HMMs. These models
have associated with them two intrinsic properties which summarise the probabilistic structure
of the coefficients of the wavelet transform. These are: (i) mixture densities: which model the
marginal probability of each wavelet coefficient as a mixture density with a hidden state variable and (ii) probabilistic graphs: which characterise the key dependencies between the wavelet
coefficients together with a Markovian dependency between the hidden state variables. Crouse
et al. proposed three types of model based on different probabilistic graphs. Model 1. is the
independent mixture model which leaves the state variables unconnected and hence ignores any
inter-coefficient dependencies. Model 2. is the hidden Markov chain model which connects the
state variables horizontally within each scale. Model 3. is the hidden Markov Tree (HMT)
model which connects the state variables vertically across scale. The HMT model is the most
powerful of these models given the strong dependences between coefficients at different scales.
One drawback of the HMT model is the computational expense associated with the training of
the HMT to a given data set which should have similar texture characteristics as the regions to
be modelled.
Romberg [172] address the computational burden of the Crouse et al. HMT and apply this
model to the problem of segmentation. Their reduced parameter HMT model is constructed
using two empirical tertiary properties of image wavelet coefficients. These tertiary properties
reflect the self-similar nature of images and their resulting generalised 1/f requency spectral
behaviour [65, 177]. They can be summarised as the exponential decay of wavelet coefficients
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across scale and the stronger persistence of wavelet coefficients at fine scales. Using these
properties, Romberg et al. propose a reduced parameter set HMT which is independent of the
size of the image and of the number of wavelet scales used. In [171], this algorithm is altered
to work with the Dual Tree-Complex Wavelet Transform (DT-CWT).
Similarly, Choi and Baraniuk [50] also take the HMT model proposed by Crouse et al. as a
basis for an image texture segmentation algorithm they call HMTSeg. The HMTSeg algorithm
consists of three main steps. In step one the HMT model is trained using separate homogeneous
images. Step two involves computing the likelihood at each scale of the wavelet tree and step
three involves fusing these multi-scale likelihoods using a labelling tree to form the multi-scale
MAP classification. This HMTSeg algorithm is applied to synthetic images.
Algorithms based on HMMs have proved popular among the segmentation literature, as they
offer the means to model more than one feature at a time which can often lead to an improved
segmentation. The strength of HMMs is especially evident in wavelet based segmentation algorithms as they offer a basis to model the dependences between multi-scale wavelet coefficients.
However, this improved modelling framework is at the expense of computational load given the
increased parameter set that has to be estimated. This computational burden is increased further by the fact that the HMMs need to be trained initially and the accuracy of the model will
be determined by the data on which it is trained.
Moving on from this discussion on HMMs, the next section will illustrate how the likelihood
and prior terms of the Bayesian framework combine to form an energy minimisation problem
that is equivalent to the maximum-a-posterior estimator discussed earlier.

5.10.3

From Probability to Energy

MAP estimation is concerned with finding the label field L that will maximise the posterior
probability function given in (5.5) based on the observed intensity image I and the model parameters [θ I , θ L ]. This section will illustrate how maximising this posterior can be expressed as
an energy minimisation problem between L and I. Realising the problem as an energy minimisation problem avoids the computationally expensive likelihood prior product present in (5.5)
and instead replaces it with a more computationally manageable likelihood prior summation.
To achieve this, the natural logarithm (Ln) of (5.5) is taken giving,


Ln p(TL(x) (x), L(x)|I(x), θ I , θ L ) ∝ Ln p(I(x)|L(x), θ I )p(L(x)|θ L )


∝ Ln p(I(x)|L(x), θ I ) + Ln p(L(x)|θ L )

(5.13)


The next step is to find the natural logarithm of the likelihood Ln p(I(x)|L(x), θ I ) and prior,

Ln p(L(x)|θ L ) . Recall the likelihood distribution given in (5.10). Taking the natural logarithm
of this distribution yields,
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Let Ψ(I(x), TL(x) (x)) denote the energy between the observed image I and the texture region
TL(x) such that,
Ψ(I(x), TL(x) (x)) = −

MN
Ln(2πσv2 )(I(x) − TL(x) (x))2
(2σv )2

(5.15)

Similarly, taking the natural logarithm of the regularisation prior term given in (5.11) yields

the following expression for Ln p(L(x)|θ L ) ,
!!
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βk (1 − δ(L(x), L(x + qk )))

k=1

Let Φ(L(x)) denote the energy at site x over the label field L such that,
Φ(L(x)) ∝ βk (1 − δ(L(x), L(x + qk )))

(5.17)

Combining the likelihood and prior energy terms given above yields the following energy term,
P
X
X

Ln p(TL(x) (x), L(x)|I(x), θ I , θ L ) ∝ −
Ψ(I(x), TL(x) (x)) −
Φ(L(x))
x

(5.18)

k=1

Maximising p(TL(x) (x), L(x)|I(x), θ I , θ L ) over the entire lattice implies maximising exp(−U (I, L))
which is equivalent to minimising U (I, L), where the energy term U (I, x) is given as:
U (I, L) =

X

Ψ(I(x), TL(x) (x)) +

x

|

{z

datadriven

}

P
X

Φ(L(x))

(5.19)

k=1

|

{z

}

regularisation

The data driven term tends to give a solution similar to the data, while the regularisation term
tends to favor homogeneous regions. The MAP estimator is the configuration that maximises
the posterior probability or minimises the energy function U (I, L) across the entire lattice X.
Unfortunately this energy function has many local minima which makes it a difficult optimisation
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problem to solve. In addition, the optimisation problem is further complicated by the high
dimensionality of the lattice structure X. Some of the approaches that have been developed to
solve this optimatisation problem are discussed next.

5.10.4

MAP Optimisation

As shown the segmentation problem can be formulated as a maximum a posteriori (MAP)
Markov random field (MRF) problem which is equivalent to minimising of the energy function
in (5.19). There have been many methods developed to solve the MAP-MRF problem. At the
heart of all of these methods is a step that locally perturbs the solution at a pixel or subset
of pixels with the aim of minimising the global energy at each iteration. A comparative study
of energy minimisation methods for MRFs is given in [201]. In general, energy minimisation
techniques fall into two categories: stochastic and deterministic methods. One of the main
class of stochastic techniques used are Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, of which
simulated annealing (SA) is one example. Deterministic methods such as Iterative Conditional
Modes (ICM) [21] were developed in order reduce the computationally load of MCMC methods.
In recent years, Graph-Cuts [30] and Bayesian Belief Propagation [154] have been widely used
in MAP-MRF estimation.
5.10.4.1

Markov Chain Monte Carlo Techniques

For MAP-MRF estimation, the posterior distribution for the label field L to be estimated is
given as,
L ∼ p(L|I)

(5.20)

where L represents the entire label image containing M × N unknown elements to be estimated.
The aim of the segmentation algorithm is to manipulate this probability distribution to yield
the best segmentation given the observed image I. The essence of a stochastic solution is to
draw samples of L from this distribution and then numerically evaluate the probability density
function (pdf) for each L. The optimal L will be the one which is most probable. For example,
a possible approach would be to directly evaluate p(L|I) at each possible configuration of L and
hence obtain the cumulative density function (cdf). A numerical method may then be used to
draw a sample from L [162].
However, because of the high dimensionality of the problem1 , this technique is not computationally feasible. To make the problem more manageable, Geman and Geman [82] proposed
the Gibbs sampler. The Gibbs sampler allows the problem of drawing samples from p(L|I) to be
1

At each site x, the label assigned will be taken from the set λ, therefore there are |λ| choices of labels,
where |λ| is the number of elements in the set λ. Across the entire M × N label field, the number of possible
configuration of L is (M × N )|λ|
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broken down into a draw from a number of conditional distributions which are easier to sample
from.
The Gibbs sampler [82] can be interpreted as a special case of the MCMC MetropolisHastings algorithm [203] and is a method for drawing samples from complicated high dimensional
distributions. It does this by decomposing high dimensional distributions into a number of
conditional distributions of smaller dimension. These techniques rely on the locality of the
Markov based model which enables the probability density function of the entire label image
to be defined in terms of the sum local conditional probability density functions. Thus, the
multidimensional draw is decomposed into draws from local conditional distributions at every
site xi ∈ X, beginning with an initial estimate for the label field L defined as L0 . This initial
estimate may be a zero estimate or quite often it can be obtained using a simpler non-Bayesian
method such as the K-means clustering algorithm discussed previously. With the Gibbs sampler,
samples for each site xi are drawn as follows,
L1 (x1 ) ∼ p(L(x1 )|I, L0 (−x1 ))
L1 (x2 ) ∼ p(L(x2 )|I, L0 (−x1 , −x2 ), L1 (x1 ))
..
.

(5.21)

L2 (x1 ) ∼ p(L(x1 )|I, L1 (−x1 ))
..
.
where L0 (−x1 ) denotes all the labels in the label field at iteration 0 that are not at site x1 and
Li (xj ) denotes the ith sample of the label L at site xj .
The Gibbs sampler method proceeds by drawing samples for L(x), ∀x ∈ X given the current
state of samples for the label field. Each new sample drawn at a site xj then replaces the
previous sample at that site. The process continues at the next site where a label sample is
drawn based on the current state of the label field which now includes the sample just drawn
at the previous site. This updating process is repeated iteratively until convergence is achieved.
Thus the samples being generated form the multidimensional p(L|I) as required.
A number of methods can be used to draw samples from the conditional distribution p(L(x)|.).
As before, a direct method of evaluating all possible values of L(x) to generate the cdf can be
used. Alternatively, an approximation to the cdf can be obtained by evaluating p(L(x)|.) on
a subset of grid points using a technique known as the Griddy sampler [203]. A sample from
the distribution can then be obtained by transforming a uniformly distributed random variable
using the numerically evaluated cdf. The location of the grid points will dependent on the
implemented used.
Once the step of random sample generation has been completed, the next step will involve
manipulating these samples to yield the MAP estimate. Computationally this process is very
expensive and slow. Even though stochastic methods are guaranteed to converge toward a global
minimum, the computational burden associated with reaching this global minimum is unrealistic
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for most practical applications
To address this computational burden, deterministic methods have been developed. These
methods replace the global optimisation problem associated with the MCMC with a succession
of local optimisations each of which is more computationally manageable.
5.10.4.2

Iterative Conditional Modes

The Iterative Conditional Modes (ICM) algorithm developed by Besag [21] is based on iteratively
choosing the best estimate at each site using a local energy function rather than a global energy
function. The ICM process works by maximising the local conditional probabilities at each
site in the lattice and thus converges to some local minimum over all sites in the image. Its
implementation can be linked to that of the Gibbs sampler discussed above, but in the ICM
case the label chosen at each site is the one which maximises the local conditional probability,
rather than drawing a value based on the conditional probability distribution.
The MAP estimation problem to find the label field that gives the maximum posterior
probability is given as,
L̂ = max p(L|I)
L

(5.22)

where L̂ is the optimum label field. To find the MAP, ICM chooses labels that will maximise
the conditional distributions at each site and proceeds in a similar manner to that of the Gibbs
sampler. That is,
L̂1 (x1 ) = max p(L(x1 )|I, L0 (−x1 ))
L(x1 )

Lˆ1 (x2 ) = max p(L(x2 )|I, L0 (−x1 , −x2 ), L1 (x1 ))
L(x2 )

..
.

(5.23)

Lˆ2 (x1 ) = max p(L(x1 )|I, L1 (−x1 ))
L(x1 )

The ICM algorithm converges much faster than the stochastic simulated annealing algorithms. However, this convergence is to a local minimum and there is no guarantee that this
will coincide with the global minimum. In addition, the success of the ICM algorithm is very
much dependent on the initialisation estimate, therefore a good initial estimate is required.
5.10.4.3

Graph-Cut Technique

More recently and with particular application to the binary (two label) segmentation problem,
techniques based on graph-cuts have been introduced into the segmentation framework to minimise the energy function given by (5.19) [30, 87, 127]. The idea behind the graph-cut technique
is to construct a specialised graph for the energy function to be minimised such that the minimum cut on the graph also minimises the energy (either locally or globally). The minimum
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cut can be computed using very efficient max flow algorithms. The two most popular graph-cut
algorithms are the swap move and the expansion move algorithms introduced in [30].
To illustrate, let [c0 , c1 ] be the pair of symbols used to label the object and background
pixels in the image. A swap move takes some subset of pixels currently given the label c0 and
assigns them the label c1 , and vice-versa. The swap move algorithms finds a local minimum
such that there is no swap move, for any pair of labels c0 , c1 that will produce a lower energy
labelling. Similarly, during an expansion move the label c0 will increase the set of pixels that are
given this label at each iteration. The expansion move algorithm finds a local minimum such
that no expansion move, for any label c0 , yields a labelling with lower energy. When deciding
whether a pixel should be re-labelled in the expansion or swap move algorithms, the graph-cut
technique is used to find the minimum energy. The criteria for a local minimum with respect to
expansion or swap moves are so strong that there are much fewer minima in high dimensional
spaces compared to standard moves.
The graph-cut technique for energy minimisation has been applied to many vision problems
including image restoration [30], stereo and video motion [25], image synthesis [131], multicamera scene reconstruction [126] and image segmentation [31]. The graph-cut technique offers
a stable and efficient way to solve the binary segmentation problem. More recently algorithms
have been developed that use the graph-cut technique for multiple label segmentation problem [125]. However, the computational burden and complexity associated with solving the
multiple label energy minimisation problem using the graph-cut technique has limited its use in
many segmentation applications.
5.10.4.4

Belief Propagation

The method of Belief Propagation (BP) [154] arises directly from the need to manipulate p(L|I),
the probability of a particular segmentation solution L given the data I. It is a form of marginal
inference given that the algorithm requires the manipulation of p(L|I) at each site x. Essentially, BP algorithms are reliant on the factorisation of p(L(x)|I) into a number of probability
distributions known as “messages”. Each node (site or group of sites) sends each of its neighbours a message containing information about what state it believes that node should be in.
After a certain number of iterations of message passing, each node calculates a “belief” based
on its local data and the messages received from neighbouring nodes. This belief is a probability
distribution over its own state. The state which maximises the belief at each node is chosen as
the state for that node.
BP is an exact inference method if the network contains no loops, that is its is singularly
connected. However, if the network contains loops, then the original BP algorithm proposed by
Pearl is not guaranteed to converge [154]. Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP) is belief propagation
that ignores the existence of loops in the network [199]. There are two variants of the LBP
algorithm used. In max-product LBP, the algorithm is designed to find the lowest energy
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solution while the sum-product algorithm will compute the marginal probability distribution at
each node in the graph. However, in general LBP is not guaranteed to converge and may go
into a infinite loop switching between two labellings.
This concludes the discussion on MAP optimisation. The following section will discuss the
problem of model selection.

5.10.5

Model Selection

In any data analysis problem of which segmentation is an example, the overall problem can be
sub-divided into two basic issues to be resolved. The first issue concerns model selection2 . This
involves choosing from a set of candidate models, a model that is best supported by the observed
data. Once a suitable model has been selected, the second issue to be resolved is of parameter
estimation. In the case of segmentation, the parameter set represents both the label field and
the selected model parameters. The estimated parameters will be dependent on the observed
data sets. Analogous to the parameter estimation problem, Bayesian evidence p(I|Mk ) can be
used to select the signal models and the noise statistics [173, 176] appropriate to the observed
data. Evidence is defined in the following multiple integral,
p(I|Mk ) =

X

p(I|θk , Mk )p(θ|Mk )dθk

(5.24)

Θ

where Θ is the model parameter space, θk is the vector containing the parameters of the signal
model, Mk is the model structure and I represents the observed image. The term Mk is known
as the data model and represents the joint assumption of both the noise statistics and the signal
model. The probability of a given data model being correct given the set of M possible data
models {M1 , M2 , · · · , MM } is given by the relative evidence for that model:
p(I|Mk )p(Mk )
p(Mk |I) = PM
i=1 p(I|Mi )p(Mi )
p(I|Mk )
= PM
i=1 p(I|Mi )

(5.25)

assuming that all models are equally likely a priori, that is p(M) = 1|M . It is important to note
that in terms of the observed data, the correct data model may not be in the set of possible data
models chosen. In such an instance, all that can be done is to compare the candidate models
that have been defined and determine which model is the most plausible [173].
In general there exists a trade off between the number of parameters that can be used in
the modelling process against the accuracy of the model. The more complex the chosen model,
the more accurately it will fit the observed image. To illustrate, an image consisting of M × N
observations can always be described exactly in terms of a model with M × N parameters. This
2

Note that this discussion on model selection will cover the two concerning issues of model type and model
order.
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model will describe the observation data set with zero error. However, this model will be specific
to that particular M × N image only. To model other observed images which may have different
noise realisations and dimensions a new model would be needed in order to describe the new
data with equivalent zero error. Very often, the new parameter estimates can be vastly different
to the old parameter estimates. Based on this observation it is found that model simplicity is
the key to maximising the degree of consistency between parameter estimates computed from
independent realisations of the data [111, 176].
The computation of the model selection evidence is difficult as it involves integrating the
product of the likelihood and the prior probability density functions over all the possible parameters in the model. This is a global energy minimisation problem over the model parameter
space and similar to the parameter estimation problem, Monte Carlo methods can be used.
Combining the problems of model selection and parameter estimation, results in the following
optimisation criterion,
K̂, θˆk , L̂ = max p(L, θk , M|I)
K,θk ,L

(5.26)

where K is the number of classes present in the segmentation image L. Estimating the optimum
parameters in (5.26) constitutes the unsupervised segmentation problem, where both the number
of classes K and the associated model parameters are unknown a priori. To solve this problem,
Barker et al. [15, 16] proposes incorporating reversible jumps into the Markov Chain process.
These reversible jumps allow movement between model spaces and reduces the optimisation process to a single annealing run. The reversible jump algorithm consists of a Metropolis Hastings
sampler with a dimension balancing element. This dimension balancing is introduced in order
to facilitate sampling from different model spaces, by incorporating proposals that increase or
decrease model order. Barker et al. apply this reversible jump algorithm to both isotropic and
Gaussian MRF models.

5.10.6

The Multi-resolution Approach

Multi-scale or multi-resolution algorithms were mentioned briefly in the discussion on hidden
Markov models. In summary, multi-resolution or multi-scale algorithms are designed to represent
signal information over a fixed number of resolutions or scales. This allows image features to
be represented at a range of scales so that any distinctive behavior exhibited can be captured
and modelled independently of scale. Section 5.3.1 illustrated how the uncertainty inherent with
the segmentation process can be reduced by adopting a multi-scale approach to the problem.
This is because the multi-resolution representation of an image introduces a trade off between
high positional accuracy versus high class accuracy. In addition to the ability to providing this
class positional trade off, multi-scale approaches have the following attractive features which has
ensured they have remained popular among the segmentation literature.
1. They are computationally attractive. Given that multi-scale approaches allow rough pa-
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rameter estimates to be obtained at coarser scales where the data set is much reduced,
the computational demands are light. These rough estimates are refined with increasing
resolution but overall much of the heavy computational effort is undertaken at the coarse
level.
2. Many powerful modelling frameworks (e.g. Wavelet Based HMMs [55], Multi-scale Random Field Model [28], Multi-resolution Gauss Markov Random Fields [129]) have been
developed to exploit the features provided by multi-scale representations.
3. Multi-scale representations allow a natural domain in which to model texture features.
Unlike colour or gray-scale intensity which are point specific, texture is a localised phenomenon that occurs over many scales. Therefore, it makes sense to analyse texture in a
multi-scale environment and since many objects can be identified by their textural component, they can be more readily identified.
Of the multi-scale representations used in image segmentation, the wavelet transform is by far
the most prevalent. The popularity of the wavelet transform is partly due to the good directional
selectivity and low redundancy of the wavelet transform. The Dual Tree-Complex Wavelet
Transform developed by Kingsbury [117] also has the attractive feature of shift invariance which
makes it especially attractive for texture analysis and thus image segmentation. Aspects of the
wavelet transform were presented in chapter 3.

5.10.7

Parametric Bayesian Segmentation

Depending on the manner in which the observed I and label L images are modelled, Bayesian
segmentation algorithms can be classified as parametric or non-parametric. Parametric techniques attempt to model the image using some definable process. For example, in the Bayesian
segmentation model described previously, the observed image is considered to be composed of
a mixture of texture features all of which are modelled using a parametric Gaussian Markov
Random Field (GMRF). Under the GMRF model, texture features are described and identified
using a finite set of parameters and the set of GMRFs that make up the observed image are then
characterised by a Gaussian distribution. This allows the likelihood function to be calculated
between the intensity and class values. An expression for this parametric likelihood function
was given in (5.10). Similarly, to impose a regularisation on the label field, it is modelled using
a parametric Markov Random Field (MRF). This may be in the form of the Potts model or the
doubly stochastic hidden Markov model (HMM) discussed earlier.
In general, parametric approaches are advantageous given that they allow the observed image
and its associated segmentation to be described using a finite set of parameters, each of which
has to be estimated. By and large parametric algorithms are efficient. In addition, there have
been many complex models developed which can be applied to a wide range of image types. On
the downside and because of the wide variability in image behaviour, it is impossible to define a
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model or set of models that are suitable for all image genres. To illustrate, consider the Bayesian
segmentation model given previously. Under this framework the observed image is assumed to be
composed of independent texture regions, which are modelled using a GMRF. This GMRF model
with its associated finite set of parameters is efficient for representing and analysing different
texture types; however it is intractable to define a finite set of parameters that can accommodate
all possible texture realisations. The limitations of this model were shown earlier in chapters
2 and 4, when parametric methods to synthesise new textures failed to accurately model some
example texture types. As a result it can be concluded that while parametric methods may
generate impressive results with some image types, they may completely fail for other image
types. Another limitation inherent with the GMRF comes from its definition which states
that the relationship between pixel intensity and class membership is governed by a Gaussian
distribution. Image analysis has found that many images exhibit non-Gaussian behaviour [7,
134, 148, 180] and so assuming a Gaussian behaviour over all images types is unrealistic.
To illustrate another disadvantage of the parametric segmentation model, consider the label
field which is generally modelled using a parametric Markov Random Field model. This MRF
model offers a prior constraint on the label field by injecting a degree of smoothness into the
segmentation result and section 5.10.2 outlines two MRF models used in segmentation. While
these models have been popular in the literature and are robust to different image types, they
do suffer from some serious limitations which hamper their use. For example, the task of parameter estimation is by no means trivial. Specifying or estimating the wrong set of parameters
may result in the dependencies between labels being unsuitable or unrealistic for the desired
segmentation. This can lead to under segmentation (over smoothing) or over segmentation (too
many classes). Another limitation is that the size and shape of the model used is often dictated
by computational constraints. Long range dependencies are difficult to implement due to the
computational costs associated with high order MRF models. A third limitation is that complex
configurations of the labeling process are difficult to define mathematically and so cannot be
modelled using a (realistic) parametric model.
Motivated by the limitations associated with parametric methods and the success of nonparametric texture synthesis processes, Mignotte [146] proposed a non-parametric Bayesian segmentation model. This will be described next.

5.10.8

Non-Parametric Bayesian Segmentation

Unlike parametric approaches that model the image using some definable model, non-parametric
approaches offer no such definable process and rather attempt to measure the image statistics
using heuristic means. These heuristic measurements can be obtained from the image itself
or some other training image that is similar in content to the image to be segmented. Efros
and Leung [68] demonstrated the strength of this heuristic technique in their non-parametric
texture synthesis algorithm which was discussed in chapters 2 and 4. To synthesise a new
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(iii) Example label field Le

Figure 5.12: Non-parametric energy based modelling. Using the input parameters of (i) observed
intensity image to be segmented I, (ii) training example image Ie and (iii) example segmentation of
image (ii) Le .

texture image, Efros and Leung proposed the use of an implicit model obtained directly from
heuristic measurements taken from an example image. This differed from previous approaches
which were generally parametric and so used a definable explicit model for the image to be
synthesised. Given the wide variability in texture behaviour, it was found that results obtained
using the non-parametric approaches outperformed those obtained using parametric methods.
The symbiosis that exists between texture synthesis and analysis algorithms was discussed
earlier in section 5.4.4 where it was found that if an algorithm is successful at texture synthesising, then it must be able to model the underlying example texture accurately. Because objects
in an image to be segmented can be characterised and identified by their individual texture
features, the success of a segmentation algorithm will be dependent on its ability to analyse and
model texture regions accurately. Based on the success of the non-parametric texture synthesis
algorithms, it makes sense to extend this non-parametric sampling technique to work within a
segmentation framework. Mignotte [146] was the first to propose such an approach in his work
on non-parametric multi-scale models. His approach may be considered as the reverse of the
texture by numbers texture mapping process proposed in [35, 101].
Mignotte expressed the Efros and Leung sampling technique as a global cost function minimisation problem between the texture image to be synthesised and the given example texture
image. To illustrate how this modelling technique can be applied to the segmentation problem,
consider the image set given in Figure 5.12. Image (i) is the observed image I to be segmented
and images (ii) and (iii) are the training example intensity image Ie and its a priori segmentation or label field Le . Both Ie and Le are defined on an identical lattice Xe and this need
not be of the same dimension as the lattice on which I is defined. A prerequisite of the training
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image Ie is that it must contain texture samples similar to those of I and these samples must
be of sufficient size to allow the underlying statistics of the texture to be ascertained. The idea
behind the non-parametric approach is to implicitly model I using heuristic measurements taken
from Ie . Similarly, the segmentation to be estimated L will be implicitly modelled on the label
field Le . Thus rather than defining explicit parametric models for the intensity image and label
field, two non-parametric energy based models are proposed.
Under this non-parametric framework, the segmentation of I can be expressed as the minimisation of the following energy function,
U (I, L, Ie , Le ) = Ud (I, Ie ) +α Ur (L, Le )
| {z }
| {z }
datadriven

(5.27)

regularisation

This energy function is similar to that defined earlier in (5.19) for MAP estimation. In
the non-parametric energy function, the likelihood or data driven term Ud (I, Ie ) represents
the energy between the observed intensity image I and the training example image Ie and
the regularisation constraint on the label field is obtained by minimising an energy function
Ur (L, Le ) between the label field to be estimated L and the training label field Le . The scalar
α allows a weighting to be given to the regularisation term.
The data driven and regularisation energy functions Ud (I, Ie ) and Ur (L, Le ) are estimated
using the non-parametric sampling technique proposed by Wei and Levoy [213]. The optimum
segmentation is then found by minimising the energy function in expression (5.27) where energy
minimisation was achieved ICM algorithm. To kick start the segmentation process the label
field is initialised by considering only the data driven term Ud (I, Ie ).
In order to exploit the advantages of the multi-resolution approach, Mignotte extends the
energy based model to work within a multi-scale environment. Similar to the Wei and Levoy algorithm, a Gaussian pyramid is used. Moving from coarse to fine resolution, energy minimisation
is conducted at each resolution using the previous level segmentation as an initialisation.
5.10.8.1

Observations on Non-parametric Energy Based Models

The non-parametric approach proposed by Mignotte offers a fresh approach to the segmentation
problem. It avoids the complicated process of model selection and model parameter estimation.
Rather, it utilises a priori segmented image(s) of similar content to implicitly model the observed
image to be segmented. The strength of the underlying implicit modelling technique has been
proven in texture synthesis applications, where it was tested on a wide range of image types.
Because of the relationship that exists between synthesis and analysis, if the modelling technique
is successful within the texture synthesis domain, then it will be suitable for the texture analysis
and ultimately the segmentation problem.
As with any segmentation, in order to constrain the nature of the solution, some regularisation over the label field is needed. Mignotte proposes the use of a heuristic measurement
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between the label field to be estimated and an a priori estimated label field. While this implicit
model can offer the possibility of obtaining complex neighbourhood configurations that cannot
be expressed using parametric models it does suffer from some serious limitations that question
its effectiveness.
Experimental results (chapter 6) indicate that this regularisation prior does not impose a
strong enough smoothness over the segmentation. There are a number of outliers present in the
segmentation result which reduce the accuracy of the segmentation. In addition, in order for the
non-parametric energy model over the label field to be suitable, the topology of texture regions
in the training image must be similar to that of the observed image. To illustrate, if the texture
region labelled c1 is located beside the texture region labelled c2 , then the label field model will
be biased toward configurations in which texture c1 is beside c2 . However, consider the case in
the segmented image where the texture region c1 is located beside the texture region c3 . Since
this labeling configuration does not exist in the training label field the regularisation term will
not support it.
Since the algorithm proposed in [146] is based on the multi-scale texture synthesis algorithm
developed by Wei and Levoy [213], the multi-scale representation is of the form of a Gaussian
pyramid structure. From the work on texture synthesis (chapters 2 and 4), it was shown that the
Wei and Levoy algorithm is scale dependent and computationally expensive. This computational
expense can be reduced by evoking an Approximate Nearest Neighbour [13] searching process
and Mignotte adopted such a reduced search technique. However, this compromises the accuracy
of the modelling process and the scale dependence is still an inherent feature of the Gaussian
pyramid approach.
The wavelet based texture synthesis algorithm developed as part of this work was shown
in chapter 4 to overcome the problems of scale dependence and computational expense. The
comparison of results obtained using the wavelet based algorithm and that of Wei and Levoy
demonstrated that more accurate texture reproduction could be achieved using the wavelet
based algorithm. Thus, this wavelet based algorithm provides a more stable domain in which to
model and replicate the example texture. It thus seems a natural transition to extend or alter
the wavelet synthesis process to work within a segmentation framework.

5.11

Towards Example Based Segmentation

Based on the work of existing segmentation approaches, a new algorithm is proposed which
will combine the strengths of some of the previous segmentation approaches together with the
advantages of the wavelet based texture modelling framework developed in chapter 4. Bayesian
segmentation offers the best means by which to combine observed data with a priori information
necessary to constrain the solution. Unlike previous algorithms which have either been totally
parametric or non-parametric, the approach taken here will be a mixture of both. The observed
image will be modelled implicitly using an example training image of similar content. This
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approach will be similar to the data based energy model developed by Mignotte. However, to
account for dissimilarities between the two images, an additional constraint will be imposed on
the model. In contrast to the non-parametric modelling of the observed image, the segmentation
to be estimated or label field will be modelled using a parametric Markov Random Field. This
new example based segmentation algorithm will be discussed in the next chapter.

6
Example Based Segmentation

The problem of segmentation was introduced in chapter 5 and a taxonomy of some the existing
approaches to the problem was given. It was shown that a Bayesian framework is able to unify
many of the existing approaches. Building on the strengths of that framework, this chapter
will describe a new segmentation algorithm that has been developed as part of this work on
example based processing. This new algorithm entitled “Example Based Segmentation” exploits
the strengths of the non-parametric modelling technique developed as part of the work on
texture synthesis. Similar to the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm described in chapter 4 the new
segmentation algorithm will be based in the wavelet domain.

6.1

An Energy Based Model

Using the notation defined earlier in chapter 5, let I and L denote the image to be segmented and
its estimated segmentation or label field respectively. Both I and L are defined on an identical
M × N lattice X and each site in X can be indexed using the spatial vector x = [x, y]T . The goal
of the segmentation is to assign to each pixel I(x) ∈ I a label L(x) indicating to which region
or class that pixel belongs. The Bayesian segmentation framework was presented in chapter 5
and it was shown how the MAP problem can be distilled to an energy minimisation exercise.
Energies relate observed pixel intensities to measurements of texture as well as label smoothness.
This energy function U (I, L) can be expressed as,
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U (I, L) =

X

Ud (I(x), TL(x) (x)) +

Ur (L(x), L)

(6.1)

x∈N

x∈X

|

X
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where N denotes the neighbourhood of sites surrounding x, Ud (I(x), TL(x) (x)) denotes the
energy derived from a relationship between the intensity image I and the texture regions TL(x)
and Ur is a regularisation energy. The MAP segmentation will be the particular configuration of
the label field that maximises the posterior probability or minimises the energy function U (I, L)
across the entire lattice X.
To estimate the data driven and regularisation terms over the intensity image and label field
respectively, it is necessary to impose a model on both of these images. The two classes of image
models available are parametric and non-parametric and these were discussed in chapters 2 and
5. Recall that parametric models attempt to model an image explicitly using some definable
process. They characterise image behaviour using some set of parameters, each of which have
to be estimated. Conversely, non-parametric processes offer no such definite model and instead
implicitly model the image using measurements taken from the image itself or some set of similar
images.
Parametric methods have been the most widely used models in image segmentation. The
strength of the non-parametric technique has been recognised and has recently been applied
to the problem of segmentation [146]. To illustrate how the non-parametric technique used in
the texture synthesis problem can be applied to segmentation, it is necessary to re-express the
texture synthesis problem as that of a global cost function to be minimised.

6.2

Texture Synthesis: A Global Cost Minimisation Problem

Given the example texture image Ie , the goal of the texture synthesis process is to generate a
new texture Is which is perceptually similar to Ie and gives the impression of being generated
from the same underlying process. Both Ie and Is need not be defined on the same lattice. Let
Xe denote the Me × Ne lattice structure on which Ie is defined. Each pixel in Ie can be indexed
using a spatial vector p = [x, y]T such that Ie (p) denotes the pixel at site p. Similarly, Is is
defined on an Ms × Ns lattice Xs and indexed using the spatial vector x. In the non-parametric
modelling process each pixel Is (x) ∈ Is is modelled directly using measurements taken from Ie .
As a consequence both Ie (p) and Is (x) will take their values from the same set λ, where λ may
represent the gray-scale or RGB values associated with the image Ie .
Let U (Ie , Is ) denote an energy function between the example and synthesised texture images.
U (Ie , Is ) is defined as,
U (Ie , Is ) =

X

x∈Xs

min D(N (x), N (p))

p∈Xe

(6.2)
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where N (x) and N (p) are used to denote the neighbourhood of pixel values centred at site x and
p respectively. These neighbourhoods can be either causal or non-causal and are of size w × w
pixels. The spatial distance D(., .) between two neighbourhoods is defined to be the squared
sum of individual pixel differences.
The goal of the texture synthesis algorithm is then to find the particular configuration of
Is that minimises (6.2). This can be done using any MAP opimisation procedure and some
example techniques were discussed in chapter 5. The approach adopted by Efros and Leung was
derived from the Iterative Conditional Modes (ICM) algorithm proposed by Besag [20].
Note that in the description of the Efros and Leung texture synthesis algorithm given in
chapter 4 an additional parameter ǫ was included in the energy function calculation. With this
parameter ǫ a sample was drawn from the group of possible pixels. This ensured a certain
randomness was maintained in the synthesised texture. In the segmentation case only the exact
minimum is of interest and so ǫ = 0.
Results of the non-parametric texture synthesis process are shown in chapters 2 and 4.
The quality and accuracy with which the synthesised texture captures the characteristics of
the example texture highlight the strength of the non-parametric modelling technique. When
compared to the rigid parametric modelling process it can be said that the success of the nonparametric modelling technique lies in the fact that rather than defining an explicit model and
trying to fit this model to a given texture, the process rather attempts to implicitly model the
texture by heuristically measuring image statistics from the example texture itself. The result is
a more flexible modelling process which allows complicated image configurations which otherwise
would be difficult to mathematically define using a parametric model.

6.3

From Synthesis to Segmentation

Figure 6.1 shows an observed image to be segmented I and 4 example texture examples which are
representative of the textures which characterise the regions in I. The idea behind the example
based segmentation algorithm is to use these example training textures as a guide for obtaining
the segmentation L of I. The modelling process will be non-parametric and so I will be modelled
implicitly using only information in the example training textures. For this implicit modelling
technique to be viable the example training images must satisfy the following conditions:
• The example training textures must be statistically similar to the textures found in the
image to be segmented.
• Each of the example training textures must be large enough to capture the underlying
statistics of the infinite texture pattern.
Let Te = {Te1 , Te1 , · · · , TeK } denote the set of K input example textures and let Le =
{Le0 , Le1 , · · · , LeK } be the class labels associated with each of these textures. Each of the i
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Figure 6.1: The image to be segmented is considered as an ensemble of textures where each texture
represents a region of interest. The idea behind example based segmentation is that given a set of some
of these textures Te , the image I will be segmented by modelling the image I using information in Te .

example textures is defined on its own separate Mei × Nei lattice Xei for i = 1, · · · , K and each
site in Xei can be indexed using the spatial vector p.
The estimate of the most likely label L(x) for the pixel I(x) is obtained using the following
steps:
1. Construct the w×w non-causal neighbourhood N (x) centred at site x. This neighbourhood
contains the intensity values of the pixels surrounding x.
2. Compare N (x) to all possible neighbourhood in each of the example textures. The distance between two neighbourhoods is denoted by D(N (x), N(p)). There are a number
of different choices for the perceptual similarity between two neighbourhoods and in
this implementation the L2 distance is used. The set of distances between N (x) and
N (p)∀p ∈ Xei , i = 1, · · · , K is constructed and given as,
Dx = {D(N (x), N (p)), ∀p ∈ Xei , i = 1, · · · , K}

(6.3)

3. The best matching neighbourhood is found and given as,
Nbest = min D(N (x), N (p))∀i = 1, · · · , K
p∈Xei

(6.4)
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4. The label associated with the texture from which Nbest is located is then taken as the most
likely label for I(x). This local energy minimisation at the site x is given by,

U (I(x), Te ) =

K
X
i=1

min D(N (x), N (p))

p∈Xei

(6.5)

Minimising the local energy function given in (6.5) at each site is equivalent to finding
the maximum likelihood (ML) segmentation of I given the example texture images. This ML
segmentation is equivalent to minimising the following energy function,
U (I, Te ) =

K
XX

x∈X i=1

min D(N (x), N (p))

p∈Xei

(6.6)

To illustrate the strength of this non-parametric energy based model, ML segmentations
obtained using it and an example parametric model are presented and compared in the next
section.

6.4

ML Segmentation: Parametric versus Non-Parametric

Using the non-parametric energy based model defined in (6.6) and the 2D Autoregressive (AR)
model discussed in chapter 5, two ML segmentation implementations were carried out, the results
of which are shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3.
The original images to be segmented in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 are of size 512×512 and 768×768
respectively. The example training images used were all of size 128×128. These example textures
were not sourced from the observed image and so although they are perceptually similar, they
are not identical. Note that in the diagram each example texture is adjoined; however in the
algorithm implementation each example texture is considered separately and so there is no
ambiguity at boundary regions where two or more textures meet. All of the segmentations
shown in 6.2 and 6.3 use a neighbourhood support of 9 × 9.
The ML segmentation obtained using the AR process was estimated using the following
steps:
1. Estimate the model parameters a for each of the K example textures. A causal 9 × 9
neighbourhood is used as the neighbourhood support. The model parameters a are trained
on the example textures and the means by which there were estimated is given in appendix
C.
2. At each site the prediction error ei (x) for each texture example i is calculated. This error
ˆ
is based on the difference between the true pixel value I(x) and the AR estimate I(x)
and
is given as,
ei (x) = abs(I(x) − Î(x))

(6.7)
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Figure 6.2: Comparing parametric and non-parametric maximum likelihood (ML) segmentations.
Images (i) and (ii) are the 512 × 512 intensity image to be segmented and the four 128 × 128 texture
samples and their associated labels. The AR model parameters were trained on these textures and
segmentation was performed on a 9 × 9 block-by-block basis (iii). The neighbourhood support used was a
causal 9 × 9 neighbourhood. For the non-parametric method (iv), the neighbourhood used was non-causal
and of size 9 × 9.
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Figure 6.3: Comparing the Maximum likelihood segmentations of the 2D AR (parametric) and nonparametric energy models. Images (i) and (ii) are the 768 × 768 original image and the nine 128 × 128
example textures and their associated labels. The AR model parameters ak were trained on these textures
and segmentation was performed using a 9 × 9 block by block basis, (iii). The neighbourhood support
used was a causal 9 × 9 neighbourhood. For the non-parametric method (iv), the neighbourhood used
was non-causal and of size 9 × 9.
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3. To improve the segmentation, errors are minimisesd on a 9 × 9 block basis rather than at
each individual site. Let N denote the block of 9 × 9 predication errors. At each distinct
block N in I, the label chosen for those set of sites will be that which minimises the sum
of the predication errors at each site.

6.4.1

Efficiency

The AR model described here is relatively simple to implement and is based on a 9×9 neighbourhood support. More complicated models have been developed and a more accurate segmentation
could be obtained. On the downside this would complicate the estimation process. Since the
non-parametric model is simple it was felt that the AR model represented a similar simple
parametric model. Before analysing results, it also worth mentioning the efficiency of both processes. One of the attractive features of parametric modelling is their efficiency and the AR
segmentation process implemented as part of this work was much faster than the equivalent
non-parametric segmentation. The non-parametric modelling process is computationally expensive given that for each pixel to be labelled, its neighbourhood has to be compared to every
possible neighbourhood in the example texture image set. As a means to speed up this neighbourhood searching process, the computationally intensive neighbourhood searching associated
with the non-parametric method could be implemented on the GPU. This would be very similar
to the GPU texture synthesis implementation discussed in appendix A. This would speed up
the process considerably and future work in this area will investigate a GPU implementation of
the segmentation algorithm.

6.4.2

Accuracy

While high computation is an issue, the main focus here is on the accuracy of the modelling
process. Considering Figure 6.2 initially it is clear that the segmentations obtained using the AR
and non-parametric modelling processes both successfully detect all four texture regions. The
boundary between each texture region is sharper in the non-parametric method and overall the
number of misclassified pixels is larger in the AR based segmentation. This suggests that the
non-parametric modelling process is more accurate in capturing the behaviour of the underlying
texture characteristics.
Figure 6.3 is a more difficult problem to segment. Before analysing the segmentation, consider first the observed image. The texture regions on the centre left and the bottom left are
very similar. The only difference between these textures is their intensity, their frequency characteristics are very similar.
Also, consider the top right brick texture. The intensity of this texture is lighter than the
similar example texture which is located above the blue label in (ii). Since the non-parametric
modelling process will be trained on this texture, it should provide an accurate representation of
the texture found in the observed image. The obvious difference in intensity values between the
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observed and example textures will compromise the accuracy of the non-parametric modelling
process. This is one of the limitations of the non-parametric model whereby the accuracy of
the modelling process will be dependent on the similarity between the example texture and the
observed texture to be labelled. In general the AR model will offer a better generalisation over
the texture and for cases when the example texture and observed texture differ the AR result will
be better. However, in cases where the example texture and observed texture are perceptually
similar, since the non-parametric model will better capture the example texture behaviour, the
non-parametric segmentation will be better.
The strengths of both AR and non-parametric models are evident from the ML segmentations
shown in Figure 6.3 (iii) and (iv). As expected segmentation (iv) fails to detect the brick texture
given that the example texture and observed textures are not similar enough. Segmentation (iii)
performs better in this case. For the two similar texture regions at the centre left and bottom,
segmentation (iv) is better and both of these textures have been isolated. Segmentation (iii)
fails to detect the difference between these two regions and the segmentation is very speckled
here. As to which segmentation is better, it is arguable since both are good in different areas.
However, because segmentation (iv) has identified each of the textures and each region contains
more correctly labelled pixels than incorrectly labelled pixels, it is favoured. This dominance
of correctly labelled pixels is important as it will allow the incorrectly labelled pixels to be
re-estimated using a suitable smoothing function.

6.4.3

Towards Smoothness

Similar to the modelling of the data driven energy term, the regularisation energy is normally
calculated by imposing a parametric model over the label field. There have been many different
models developed and generally, because the label field should exhibit smooth behaviour, these
parametric models perform well in capturing this behaviour. The regularisation used in the
segmentation algorithm developed here will be based on the parametric potts model. The
potts model is a class of Markov Random Field model which has been proven to work well in
introducing some smoothness into the segmentation. Before discussing the combined parametric
and non-parametric segmentation approach taken here, the fully non-parametric approach taken
by Mignotte [146] will be considered.

6.5

A Non-Parametric Segmentation Approach

Using a non-parametric energy model similar to that given in (6.6), Mignotte exploited the
non-parametric modelling technique further in order to introduce some regularisation into the
segmentation. In addition to calculating the energy between intensity neighbourhoods, a regularisation energy was calculated between label neighbourhoods. The result is a fully non-parametric
segmentation algorithm where both the intensity image and the label field are modelled implicitly
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using heuristic measurements from the example training image and its a priori segmentation.
Similar to the Wei and Levoy synthesis algorithm, the segmentation algorithm proposed
in [146] performs the non-parametric modelling process in a multi-resolution domain. Both
I and Ie are represented at different resolutions using an L level Gaussian pyramid structure.
Beginning at a coarse resolution and moving to the highest resolution, the segmentation at each
level l which minimises the following non-parametric energy function is estimated.
U l (I, Ie , L, Le ) =

X

x∈Xl

min {D(N (x), N (p)) + αD(NL (x), NL (p))}

p∈Xle

(6.8)

where α is a scalar that provides a relative weighting between the data driven and regularisation
energy terms and D(NL (x), NL (p)) is the distance between the two label neighbourhoods NL (x)
and NL (p). The initial estimate of the segmentation at the coarsest level is obtained using the
data driven energy only, i.e. α = 0 and the segmentations at the higher resolution levels l < L are
initialised based on the estimates from the previous coarser level l + 1. The energy minimisation
process at each level is obtained using the ICM algorithm.

6.5.1

Details

The data driven and regularisation energies were normalised so that their values lay within
the interval [0, 1]. The distance between two intensity neighbourhoods was defined as the L2
distance. This distance was normalised then to lie in the interval [0, 1]. The distance metric
between label neighbourhoods was not specified by the author but in the implementation developed as part of this work, the distance between two label neighbourhoods NL1 and NL2 is
defined as,
D(NL1 (x), NL2 (x)) =

X

δ(NL1 (x), NL2 (x))

(6.9)

x∈NL

δ(.) is the delta Kronecker function defined such that , δ(NL1 (x), NL2 (x)) = 1 ⇔ L1 (x) = L2 (x).
Although this fully non-parametric algorithm was novel, it suffered from a drawback which limits
its applicability. In order for the Mignotte algorithm to be suitable for a given segmentation
problem, the example training image must be similar in content and configuration to the image
to be segmented. Because the segmentation is trained on the a priori segmentation of the
example training image, this modelling process will only support label configurations found in
the example label field.

6.5.2

Mignotte Results

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show two segmentations obtained using the Mignotte segmentation algorithm. Figure 6.4 was obtained using a single resolution implementation of the algorithm while
the segmentation in Figure 6.5 was obtained using a multi-resolution implementation based on
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(i) Observed image

(ii) Example textures

(iii)ML Segmentation

(iv)MAP Segmentation

Figure 6.4: Segmentation obtained using the Mignotte single resolution energy model. Images (i) and
(ii) are the 512 × 512 observed image and the 256 × 256 example training images. Segmentation (iii) was
obtained using α = 0 and segmentation (iv) was obtained after 3 iterations of α = 1. A neighbourhood
width of w = 9 was used in the searching process.
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(i) Observed image

(ii) Training textures

(iii) Level 1 Segmentations

(iv) Final MAP Segmentation

Figure 6.5: Segmentation obtained using the Mignotte multi-resolution energy model. Images (i) and
(ii) are the 768 × 768 observed image and the 384 × 384 example training images. Images (iii) are the
level 1 segmentation obtained at (a) the first (α = 0) and (b) the third iteration. Image (iv) is the
final segmentation obtained at the highest resolution (image) space using the level 1 segmentation as an
initialisation.
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Gaussian pyramids. In both cases the observed images are composed of distinct texture regions
and the example images contain textures of similar content and in the same configuration. In
the non-parametric modelling process a neighbourhood width of w1 = 9 was used and for the
multi-resolution segmentation, the initial segmentation was obtained at L = 1 of the Gaussian
pyramid. The weighting between the two energy terms was set to α = 1 for all iterations > 1.
Note that to speed up the processes, Mignotte suggested using the Approximate Nearest
Neighbourhood (ANN) [13] searching process in order to remove the exhaustive searching technique necessary for each pixel to be segmented. A similar approach was adopted by Wei and
Levoy [213] and the result is a fast process but at the expense of reduced accuracy. The results
shown here did not implement this ANN search and so are the optimum segmentation results
obtained using the Mignotte algorithm.
Before analysing the segmentations, consider the observed and example textures. The observed image in Figure 6.4 contains four distinct textures which are all very different. The
example textures given are similar to the observed texture and so the non-parametric model
should perform well. The segmentation of Figure 6.5 (i) is a more difficult problem. For example consider the centre texture region in (i). As with the segmentation problem discussed in
Figure 6.3, the example texture (centre (ii)) does not contain the same light intensity values that
are associated with the observed texture. Therefore, the texture model will not support this
light intensity region since it does not exist in the sample texture. Similarly, the top left example
texture has a large black region. This black region is similar to the black regions found in the
centre left texture and the bottom right texture. This could account for some inaccuracies in the
modelling process. These observations summarise two issues or concerns of the non-parametric
modelling process.
Firstly, is the example texture large enough and similar enough to the observed texture?
The strength of the segmentation will be largely determined by the ability to accurately model
the observed texture using information from the example texture. The second issue concerns
the size of neighbourhood that should be used in the modelling process. The size of this neighbourhood is related to the notion of texture scale. For the modelling process to be accurate,
this neighbourhood should be large enough to capture the biggest image feature present in the
texture. This notion of texture scale and suitable neighbourhood sizes was discussed in chapter
2 and it was found that one of the main limitations of the non-parametric modelling technique
is the scale dependence of the modelling process.
The segmentation shown in Figure 6.4 is very good and this suggests that the example
textures are large and similar enough to capture the behaviour of the observed textures. As
expected the segmentation in Figure 6.5 is more problematic. The final segmentation (iv) shows
that the top centre, top right, centre right and bottom left textures have all been correctly
segmented. As predicated the modelling process has difficulty with the light intensity values in
the centre texture and mis-classifies it. Similarly, the darker regions in the centre left, bottom
centre and right have been mis-classified and taken to be associated to the black labelled top left
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texture. Overall, each region has more correctly labelled pixels than incorrectly labelled pixels
and so the result is adequate
Looking at the segmentations it can be said that overall the Mignotte method performs
well. Figure 6.4 (iii) is segmentation at the first iteration where α = 0 and (iv) is the MAP
segmentation obtained when the energy function in (6.8) has been minimised. This segmentation
is smooth and each region has been correctly identified. There is some ambiguity at the internal
boundaries between regions but overall the result is good. The segmentation shown in Figure
6.5 is not as smooth and there are a lot of misclassified pixels. The centre and top left regions
have been confused and assigned the same label.
Some observations on the Mignotte algorithm were given in chapter 5 and it was found that
although a fully non-parametric algorithm is intuitive and novel, it suffers from three limitations
which the new segmentation algorithm developed here attempts to overcome.
• A Flexible Prior Constraint
The regularisation term and indeed to a degree the data driven term require the example
and observed images to have the same configurations. This severely limits the flexibility of
the Mignotte algorithm. In the new segmentation algorithm developed as part of this work,
each texture region and its associated segmentation will be considered separately. The
image to be segmented will be modelled using the non-parametric model which will serve
well in capturing the wide variability in image behaviour. Intuitively, the segmentation or
label field should be smooth and so to capture these smooth regions, a parametric model
will be imposed over the label field. This parametric model is simple to implement and
flexible given that it does not depend on the a priori segmentations of the example texture
images.
• The Outlier Class
To make the approach more robust and suitable for object recognition, an outlier class has
been introduced. The outlier class is assigned to any texture that is found in the image
which is not considered to be similar enough to any of the input example textures. This
outlier class is useful in cases when only certain regions or objects are of interest in the
segmentation. All other regions can then be labelled as outliers.
• Wavelet Analysis
The Mignotte algorithm was derived directly from the Wei and Levoy [213] texture synthesis algorithm and so the multi-resolution analysis takes place over a Gaussian pyramid
structure. Chapters 2 and 4 showed some results of the Wei and Levoy algorithm and it
was found that for all texture types the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm developed as part of
this work generated better results. This suggested that the wavelet based analysis process
associated with the DT-CWT TexSyn was more suited for texture modelling. Based on
this observation, the segmentation algorithm developed here will be based in the wavelet
domain.
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To establish the principles of this new example based segmentation algorithm, the data
driven and regularisation terms will first be considered for the single resolution case.

6.6

Single Resolution Segmentation

Using the non-parametric energy based model given in (6.6) the next step in the algorithm
development is to smooth the segmentation by imposing a regularisation energy over the label
field. To do this the label field will be modelled using the Potts model. Under this model, the
energy at each site x is given as,
U (L(x)) ∝

P
X

βk (1 − δ(L(x), L(x + qk )))

(6.10)

k=1

where the neighbourhood of labels around the site x are obtained using the P offset vectors qk ,
the P coefficients of the model are denoted by βk for k = 1, · · · , P and δ(.) is the delta Kronecker
function defined such that , δ(x, L(x + qk )) = 1 ⇔ L(x) = L(x + qk ). The model parameter
β denotes the matrix weights that are attached to each neighbouring site in the estimation
process. The order of the model is governed by size of neighbourhood support used in the
modelling process. A high order model will result is larger neighbourhood dependencies and so
smoother regions. Too large a model and the segmentation can be overly smooth. In addition,
a high order model signifies larger computational costs. There are many different options as to
how the Potts model may be set up. In this implementation, both third order and fifth order
models were considered and the parameter β was set according to the relative distance from
each site to the centre site. For example, the third order model had a value of β given as,
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(6.11)
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Combining this parametric prior with the non-parametric likelihood term given in (6.6) gives
the following energy term which the segmentation will aim to minimise.

U (I, L, Te , Le ) =

X

x∈X

K−1
X
i=0

min D(N (x), N (p)) + α

p∈Xe

P
X
k=1

!

βk (1 − δ(Le (p), L(x + qk )))

(6.12)

The scalar α is introduced in order to provide a weighting between the data driven and regularisation terms. To obtain the minimum energy configuration, the ICM process is used. At each
site x ∈ X, the label which minimises the local energy at that site is found and this process
is repeated until convergence is achieved. Pixel labels are updated in a checkerboard scanning
order. The initial segmentation is obtained using the data driven energy only, i.e. α = 0.
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Single Resolution Results

Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.7 show segmentations obtained using the single resolution energy model
in (6.12). The colour information contained in the images in Figure 6.6 was included in the
modelling process by first considering the image in Y U V space. The transformation from RGB
to Y U V is linear and is given in chapter 4. The neighbourhood around each site x is now made
up of the three Y , U and V neighbourhoods and the similarity between two neighbourhoods
is taken as the sum of the distances between the Y , U and V neighbourhoods. Both ML and
MAP segmentations are good and the number of misclassified pixels is low. The blue and black
regions have been correctly segmented. However, looking at the red and green regions there are
some groups of mislabelled sites. These mis-classifications occur at locations where the intensity
value associated with these pixels are dark. In the example textures, the bark texture (green)
has a dark region on the left and the segmentation process is taking the label for this dark region
and assigning it to the other dark regions in the observed image. This mis-classification could
be avoided in some cases by increasing the neighbourhood size or ensuring that the example
textures are suitably representative of the observed textures.
In Figures 6.7 and 6.8 the result of two segmentations of an 256 × 512 observed image is
shown. These segmentations are both good and this success may be attributed to the fact that
both of the textures are considerably different and the 128 × 128 example texture samples are
similar to the observed texture. It is interesting to note that in the segmentation in Figures
6.7, both the observed and example textures have the same orientation while in Figure 6.8 the
observed textures are of different orientation to the example textures. In general the modelling
process is not rotation invariant but since the two textures are so different this rotation does
not affect the segmentation.
Building on the strength of the energy model given in (6.12), the next stage in the algorithm
development was to introduce an outlier class.

6.7

The Outlier Class

The outlier class label is assigned to any texture region found in the observed image that is not
similar to those in the example texture training set. The addition of the outlier class allows
the example based segmentation algorithm to be used in circumstances where only one of the
regions or objects in the observed image are of interest. Finding objects in images is a large
concern in content based retrieval systems and the addition of an outlier class would enable the
algorithm to be used in applications where a given object is to be located in other images.
Inherent to the non-parametric modelling technique is a neighbourhood searching process
whereby the neighbourhood of each pixel to be labelled is compared to all possible neighbourhoods in the example texture set. In order to introduce an outlier class, it necessary to specify
an expected similarity distance between any two neighbourhoods which belong to the same class.
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(i) Observed image

(ii) Example textures

(iii) ML Segmentation

(iv) MAP Segmentation

Figure 6.6: Single resolution segmentation obtained by minimising the energy function given
in (6.12). Images (i) and (ii) are the 512 × 512 observed image to be segmented and the set of
four 128 × 128 example textures similar to those found in image (i). Images (iii) and (iv) are
the ML (α = 0) and MAP (α = 1) segmentations of (i) obtained using a neighbourhood width
of w1 = 9.
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(i) Observed image

(ii) Example textures

(iii) ML Segmentation

(iv) MAP Segmentation

Figure 6.7: Single resolution segmentation obtained by minimising the energy function given
in (6.12). Images (i) and (ii) are the 512 × 256 image to be segmented and the 256 × 128 example
textures and label images. Images (iii) is the ML segmentation (α = 0) in (6.12) and image (iv)
is the MAP segmentation obtained using α = 1. Energies were calculated using a neighbourhood
width of w1 = 5.

(i) Observed image

(ii) Example textures

(iii) ML Segmentation

(iv) MAP Segmentation

Figure 6.8: Single resolution segmentation using the energy model given by (6.12). Images
(i) and (ii) are the 512 × 256 image to be segmented and the 256 × 128 example textures and
label images. Images (iii) is the ML segmentation (α = 0) in (6.12) and image (iv) is the MAP
segmentation obtained using α = 1. Energies were calculated using a neighbourhood width of
w1 = 9.
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If the neighbourhood of the pixel to be labelled does not fall under this threshold, then it is
assumed that this pixel does not belong to this class and so it is either labelled another class (if
applicable) or the outlier class label.
To determine the threshold under which a class will be assigned the texture label, the distribution of distances of neighbourhoods which belong to the same class was examined. To
calculate this distribution each possible neighbourhood in the example texture was compared
to every other possible neighbourhood in the same example texture. Therefore, for an Me × Ne
sized texture, there will be (Me ×Ne )2 distances and this set is composed of the following entires,
Υ = {D(N (p), N (x)), ∀p, p ∈ Xe }

(6.13)

where Υ is the distribution of neighbourhood distances and x and p are two spatial vectors used
to index the lattice Xe on which the example texture is defined.
Figure 6.9 shows the distribution of neighbourhood distances for some example textures.
From the plots of these distributions these are assumed to be Gaussian1 , and so the mean and
variance of each distribution can be calculated from the following equations.
µTe =

X X
1
D(N (p), N (q))
2
(Me Ne )

(6.14)

p∈Xe q∈Xe

σT2 e =

X X
1
(D(N (p), N (q)) − µTe )2
2
(Me Ne )

(6.15)

p∈Xe q∈Xe

Using these statistics and assuming for the moment that only one example texture Te is provided
as an input, the likelihood of any pixel being assigned that same label Le as that texture can
be calculated from the following Gaussian expression,
(DLe − µTe )2
p(L(x) = Le |I, Te ) = q
exp −
2σT2 e
2πσT2 e
1

!

(6.16)

where DLe is distance between the neighbourhood of the pixel to be labelled N (x) and the most
similar neighbourhood in Te , i.e.,
DLe = min D(N (x), N (p))

(6.17)

p∈Xe

Conversely, the likelihood of the pixel being labelled as an outlier Lo is given as,
K2
exp − 2
p(L(x) = Lo |I, Te ) = q
2σTe
2πσT2 e
1

!

(6.18)

where K is some constant.
1

A long tail distribution would be a better assumption but for simplicity they will assumed to be Gaussian.
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Figure 6.9: Texture images and the distribution of neighbourhood distances Υ that occur within that
image. A neighbourhood size of 9 × 9 was used during the neighbourhood comparison process.
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The next issue to how to estimate K. K is related to the upper limit at which distances
which belong to that class can achieve. Any distance that exceeds this limit is assumed to be
an outlier. Let,
K = γσT2 e

(6.19)

Considering expression 6.18, the argument of the distance distribution is given as,
−

γ 2 σT2 e
γ2
∝
−
2
2σT2 e

(6.20)

For a 99% confidence interval γ ≈ 2.762 . In this implementation γ was set to γ = 2. This
corresponds to approximately a 95% confidence interval.
Combining this outlier estimation within the segmentation model will give the following
probability expressions for the example label Le and the outlier Lo .
!
Do
p(L(x) = Le |I, Te , L) ∝ exp −( 2 + αUd (Le , L))
2σTe

(6.21)

and for the outlier class,

γ2
p(L(x) = Lo |I, Te , L) ∝ exp −( + αUd (Lo , L))
2
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(6.22)

Outlier Results

Figure 6.10 show the results of segmentation performed to test the outlier class. The observed
image (i) is of size 256 × 512 and the example texture is of size 128 × 128. A plot of the energy
distribution of neighbourhood distances for this texture is shown in Figure 6.9. A neighbourhood
size of 9 × 9 was used in the estimation process and the outlier threshold γ was set to γ = 2.
Pixels labelled blue indicate that they belong to the outlier class. Segmentation (iii) is the ML
segmentation and segmentations (iv), (v) and (vi) were obtained using different potts models.
The ML segmentation shows that on the right, the algorithm correctly detected that all of
these pixels belong to the example texture. The outlier region on the left contains a mixture of
both example and outlier labels. However, it is fair to say that the algorithm does manage to
capture a majority of outlier regions and after smoothing segmentation (iv) shows the dominance
of the blue regions. Ideally, the entire region should be blue but segmentations (v) and (vi)
demonstrate that these are not possible with the potts model or the type of optimisation used.
Future work will involve introducing different prior models such as the Chien Model [62] and
investigating other optimisation techniques such as graph cut [30].
It should be noted that the irregular behaviour at the external boundary regions is due way
in which the segmentation was implemented here. External boundaries are zero padded and so
any neighbourhood which overlaps the boundary will be padded with zeros. However, pixels
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(i) Observed image

(ii)Example textures

(iii) ML Segmentation

(iv) MAP Segmentation (α = 1)

(v) MAP Segmentation (α = 5)

(vi) MAP Segmentation (α = 10)

Figure 6.10: Segmentation showing the inclusion of the outlier class (blue region). Images (i)
and (ii) are the 256 × 512 image to be segmented and the 128 × 128 example training texture.
Segmentations (iii) and (iv) are the ML and the MAP segmentations. A neighbourhood width
of w1 = 5 was used and the value of γ used in the outlier detection was set to γ = 0.2.
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(ii) Example textures, labels and outlier Label

Figure 6.11: (i) A frame taken from a sequence which will be segmented using the example based
segmentation method. The picture is of size 576 × 576 and the example textures (ii) were taken from a
different frame in the sequence. The example textures are of size 128 × 128.

which belong to the example texture are labelled the value 0. As a result, at sites close the
boundary there is a larger probability of them being labelled zero. Future work will involve
correcting this issue and investigating more intuitive ways to handle boundary regions.
Figure 6.13 shows some example segmentations of the observed image in Figure 6.11. The
observed image was taken from a sequence of images and example textures given in (ii) were
obtained from an earlier frame in the sequence. These example textures contain a sample of the
trees, grass, foal and mare textures which are similar to those in the found in the observed image.
It should be noted that each of the grass, tree, foal and mare regions in the observed image are
characterised by different types of texture. For example the texture associated with the tail of
the mare is very different to the texture on the back of the mare. Similarly, the head of the foal
is very different from its body. These differences are compounded by lighting changes which
take place over the sequence. Because the example textures were taken from an earlier frame in
the sequence, the lighting conditions are different. Notwithstanding these differences, a MAP
segmentation was performed and the outlier class condition was imposed on the segmentation.
Figure 6.12 shows the distribution of neighbourhood distances which were calculated for
each of the sample textures. A neighbourhood width of w1 = 9 was used in the non-parametric
modelling process and a fifth order potts model is used in the segmentation. The weighting
between the regularisation and likelihood energies was set to α = 1.
ML and MAP segmentations of the horse image are shown in Figure 6.13. Textures in the
observed image which are similar to the example textures are correctly identified. For example,
the back of the foal, the mare and parts of the tree and grass regions. As expected the pixels
associated with the tail of the mare have been mis-classified and these have incorrectly labelled
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Figure 6.12: Texture samples and the distribution of neighbourhood distances Υ that occur within
each texture. A neighbourhood size of 9 × 9 was used during the neighbourhood comparison process.
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(i) ML Segmentation(γ = 1)

(ii) MAP Segmentation(γ = 1)

(iii) ML Segmentation(γ = 2)

(iv) MAP Segmentation(γ = 2)

(v) ML Segmentation (γ = 3)

(vi) MAP Segmentation (γ = 3)

Figure 6.13: Investigating the effects of using different values of γ. ML and MAP segmentation of the
picture in Figure 6.11. A neighbourhood width of 9 × 9 was used in the likelihood estimation and a fifth
order potts model was used in the smoothing process. Note the inclusion of the outlier class in the foals
head in segmentation obtained using values of γ ≤ 2. The input textures did not contain any texture
similar to this and so it was labelled as outlier.
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(ii) Example textures

Figure 6.14: (i) A frame taken from a sequence which will be segmented using the example based
segmentation method. The picture is of size 512 × 512 and the example textures (ii) were taken from a
different frame in the sequence. The example textures are of size 128 × 128.

as belonging to the foal class. It is interesting to note that the only outlier pixels found were
those associated with the head of the foal. This is because the white patch at the top of the
head is very different to any of the input texture examples. Different values of γ were tested to
illustrate the effect on the overall segmentation. A low value of γ will result in more outliers.
This is seen in the head of the foal in segmentations (i) and (ii). A high value of γ results in fewer
outliers and this is evident from segmentations (v) and (vi) where no outliers were detected. In
this case the value of γ is too high.
Figure 6.15 shows the convergence of the MAP segmentation of the observed image in Figure
6.14. The outlier condition was imposed on the segmentation and as can be seen from the result
some outlier pixels were detected. Since two example textures of the back ground region were
inputted in the segmentation process, the overall number of outliers detected was relatively
small given that both of these textures largely captured most of the back ground region. Note
that further post-processing could merge class labels blue and green considering they belong to
the background region and class labels black and red considering they belong to the person.
The segmentation of the face region is interesting and shows the potential of the example based
segmentation for use in face recognition systems. However, it is envisioned that scale will be a
problem and further work in this area will investigate dealing with scale and can this method
be extended to be approximately scale independent.
Moving on from the single resolution segmentation, the next section will describe the multiresolution version of the algorithm that has been developed.
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(i) ML

(ii) MAP Iteration 1

(iii) MAP Iteration 2

(iv) MAP Iteration 3

(v) MAP Iteration 4

(vi) MAP Iteration 5

Figure 6.15: Segmentations of the observed image shown in Figure 6.14. A value of γ = 1 was used in
the outlier class estimation. Two example textures of the background region were given so by and large
the number of outliers detected was small. Segmentations (ii)-(vi) are the MAP estimates obtained at
iterations 1-5 and shows the convergence to a minimum energy configuration.
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DT-CWT Segmentation

Aspects of the wavelet transform were presented in chapter 3 and the advantages using the
wavelet transform as a means for texture analysis were discussed in chapter 5 and demonstrated
through the texture synthesis results in chapters 2 and 4. The idea behind the multi-resolution
segmentation approach developed here is to model the image and example textures in the wavelet
domain. Beginning at the coarsest level L and moving toward the highest resolution image space,
the MAP segmentation will be estimated at each level by minimising an energy function derived
from the single resolution energy model given in (6.12). The segmentation at each level will be
initialised by the previous levels MAP estimate.
The good directional properties of the DT-CWT will be exploited by weighting the energies
obtained from the sub-band images according to the dominant directional components of the
texture in question. This will be achieved through a localised weighting function. This is slightly
different to the modelling process used in DT-CWT TexSyn where each sub-band image was
given an equal weighting. This equal weighting was adequate for the texture synthesis problem
because only a single texture was considered and so it was not necessary to differentiate between
different textures. However in the segmentation problem more than one texture is considered
and so the modelling process used should extract as much information regarding each texture
as possible.
In addition to this improved directional analysis, the energy minimisation process will be
conducted over the six directional sub-band images and the intensity low-pass image. This
differs again from the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm, where only the six directional sub-band
images were considered.
The DT-CWT Segmentation algorithm begins by taking the L level DT-CWT decomposition
of the image to be segmented I and the example training texture set. Similar to the notation
used in chapter 4, let Bl and Blei denote the set of sub-band images produced at level l in the
DT-CWT decomposition of I and textures Tei , i = 1, · · · , K. Both Bl and Blei contain the six
directionally selective images orientated at ±15o , ±45o , ±75o . Each of the images in Blei are
defined on the lattice Xle and can be indexed using the spatial vector p. Similarly, each of the
images in Bl is defined on the lattice X and can be indexed using the spatial vector x. Let
G and Gei denote the low pass image produced at the coarsest level L. Both G and Gei are
defined on the lattices XL−1 and XL−1
.
e
At the coarsest level of the DT-CWT, class resolution is high and positional resolution is low.
Multi-resolution segmentation algorithms typically exploit this by performing segmentation in a
coarse-to-fine manner; obtaining an initial segmentation at the coarse level and then refining the
estimate with increasing resolution. This will be the approach take here. To extend the energy
model given in (6.12) to work within the multi-resolution domain, the neighbourhood searching
process which is inherent with the estimation of the data-driven energy will need to be adjusted
in order to combine information from the six directional sub-band images Bl = {Bl,1 , · · · , Bl,6 }
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l,6
and Bl = {Bl,1
ei , · · · , Bei }. At the coarse level, this data driven term will also include information

from the low pass images G and Ge .

6.8.1

Multi-directional Data Driven Energy

Recall the DT-CWT TexSyn neighbourhood searching process discussed in chapter 4. In DTCWT TexSyn the low pass image is not considered and the six directional sub-band images are
considered in parallel. The distance between the neighbourhoods centred at sites x and p was
given as,
D(N (x), N (p)) = D(N 6 (x), N 6 (p))

(6.23)

where N 6 (.) indicates the 6D neighbourhood composed of individual neighbourhoods from each
of the directional images. To further exploit the good directional characteristics of the DT-CWT
decomposition, a localised weighting function between sub-band images is used in the DT-CWT
Segmentation algorithm. This function applies a weight to the neighbourhood distance obtained
from each of the 6 directional sub-band images. A large weighting will signify that that particular
directional orientation is dominant in the neighbourhood of the site to be labelled. The distance
between the neighbourhoods centred at sites x and p is now defined as,
D(N (x), N (p)) =

6
X

ωk D(N (k) (x), N (k) (p))

(6.24)

k=1

where

N (k) (.)

is the neighbourhood of wavelet coefficients taken from the kth orientation sub-

band image and ωk is the weight assigned to that image. The weighting values are calculated by
considering the 6 directional neighbourhoods around the pixel to labelled. The weight for the
kth sub-band image is given as,
ωk =

X

x∈N k (x)

B l,k (x)
B l (x)

These weighting values satisfy the following conditions, ωk < 1 and

(6.25)
P6

k=1 ωk

= 1. For levels

l < L, the data driven energy term to be minimised over the entire lattice is given as,
Udl (Bl , Ble , L, Le ) =

K
X X

x∈Xl

i=1

min D(N (x), N (p))

p∈Xle

(6.26)

At the coarsest level L, the low-pass image is also included in the energy minimisation estimation
and

UdL (BL , BL
e , L, Le ) =

K
X X

x∈XL

i=1

min D(N (x), N (p)) + ϕD(N (x/2), N (p/2))

p∈XL
e

(6.27)
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where ϕ is a weighting over the neighbourhood distances in the low pass images. In both (6.26)
and (6.27), D(N (x), N (p)) is given by (6.24).
Combining the data driven energy term with the Potts regularisation prior results in the
following energy minimisation problem,

U L (BL , BL
e , L, Le ) =

K
X X

x∈XL

i=1

min D(N (x), N (p)) + ϕD(N (x/2), N (p/2))

p∈XL
e

+α

P
X

βk (1 − δ(Le (p), L(x + qk )))

k=1

(6.28)

at the coarse level and for levels l < L,

U l (Bl , Ble , L, Le ) =

K
X X

x∈Xl

i=1

min D(N (x), N (p)) + α

p∈Xle

P
X

βk (1 − δ(Le (p), L(x + qk ))) (6.29)

k=1

The ICM algorithm is used to minimise U l and the segmentation at each level l is initialised
using the estimate obtained from the previous level l+1. The local energy at each site is scanned
in a checkerboard manner. MAP estimates of the segmentation are obtained at each level of the
DT-CWT and these form an initialisation for a final single resolution segmentation. The initial
segmentation at the coarse level was estimated using the data driven term only, i.e. α = 0.

6.8.2

DT-CWT Segmentation Results

Figure 6.16 shows a segmentation obtained using the DT-CWT Segmentation algorithm. The
initial coarse level estimate was obtained at level 1 and the corresponding ML and MAP segmentations were obtained using information from the directional sub-band images and the low-pass
intensity image. The MAP segmentation at level 1 was then up sampled and used as an initial estimate for the segmentation at the single resolution. A neighbourhood size of 9 × 9 was
used in the neighbourhood searching process and the weighting between the data driven and
regularisation terms was set to α = 1.
The observed and example textures are the same as those given in Figure 6.3 where the
non-parametric modelling technique was compared to an AR (parametric) modelling technique.
As mentioned previously, the differences between the example textures (in particular the blue
texture) will make this a difficult problem to solve. In addition, the left centre and bottom
textures are very similar and because they are located adjacent to each other, identifying the
boundary between these regions is difficult.
Considering the highest resolution MAP segmentation (iv) in Figure 6.16, the centre, centre
right and bottom left are all been labelled correctly. The difficulty in modelling the upper right
(blue region) is evident from the segmentation where there are a large number of misclassified
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(i) Observed image

(ii) Example textures

(iii)Level 1 Segmentation

(iv) MAP Highest Resolution

Figure 6.16: Segmentations obtained using the multi-resolution energy model given in (6.29) and
(6.28). Images (i) and (ii) are the 768 × 768 image to be segmented and each of the 9 128 × 128 training
example images. Segmentations (iii) (a) and (b) are the ML and MAP segmentations obtained at the
coarsest level L = 1. Image (iv) is the MAP segmentation at the highest resolution image space. A
neighbourhood width of w1 = 5 was used in the segmentation and the potts weighting was set to α = 1.
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pixels. In the bottom right region some of the sites which have associated with them a dark
intensity have been incorrectly labelled as belonging to the blue region. This mis-classification
could be reduced by using a larger neighbourhood size. Further work in this area will investigate
if this scale dependence can be removed.
Figure 6.17 gives a segmentation of the colour image in (i). Similar to the single resolution
segmentation discussed earlier, to include colour information in the segmentation process the
image is first transformed from RGB colour space to Y U V colour space. Performing a full
neighbourhood searching process in each of the Y U V channels would increase the computational
load of the gray-scale algorithm by a fact of three and be largely inefficient given that much of
the high frequency information is contained in the Y channel only. The U and V are relatively
flat and based on this observation their directional sub-band images will not be considered in
the multi-directional searching process. Only the Y sub-bands will be considered. However, all
three Y , U and V channels will searched when considering the low pass image information.
The segmentation shown in Figure 6.17 is good and each of the 4 textures have been correctly labelled. The boundaries surrounding each region are relatively sharp and the number of
misclassified pixels within each region is low. As before the smoothness of the result could be
improved by varying the regularisation parameters.

6.8.3

Discussion on the DT-CWT Segmentation Algorithm

The segmentations given in Figures 6.16 and 6.17 show the potential of the DT-CWT Segmentation algorithm. Beginning at the coarse resolution and moving toward the single resolution,
MAP estimates are obtained at each level of the DT-CWT and used as an initialisation for the
next higher resolution level. The algorithm then moves into the single resolution level using the
DT-CWT as an initialisation.
By initialising the segmentation at the coarsest level, the large regions present in the image
are more easily identified since the high frequency information within these regions has been
removed. Refining the segmentation at each resolution then re-introduces this fine detail. This
coarse to fine estimation process is expensive and considering that the final segmentation is
performed at the single resolution it is questionable whether some of the benefits of searching
the lower resolutions are lost or not fully exploited. In this case, the multi-resolution analysis
allows a good initialisation to be obtained at the single resolution level. This benefit of this
good initialisation is evident by comparing the segmentations in Figure 6.18. The observed and
example images associated with this segmentation are shown in Figure 6.6. The segmentations
are similar and both attempts identify and classify correctly the four textures present in the
observed image. The multi-resolution segmentation process performs the initial segmentation
estimate at level 1 of the DT-CWT and then uses this estimate as an initialisation for the highest
resolution image space segmentation. Comparing both segmentations it can be said that the
multi-resolution segmentation is slightly better. Whether this increase in accuracy is worth the
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(i) Observed image

(ii) Example textures

(iii) Level 1 Segmentation

(iv) MAP Single Resolution

Figure 6.17: Segmentations obtained using the multi-resolution energy model given in (6.29) and
(6.28). Images (i) and (ii) are the 512 × 512 image to be segmented and the 128 × 512 training samples
used to guide the segmentation process. Images (iii) (a) and (b) are the first and last iterations of the
segmentation obtained the coarsest level. Image (iv) is the final segmentation. A neighbourhood width
of w1 = 5 and the potts weighting was set to α = 1. Initial segmentation was performed on the first level
of the DT-CWT.
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(ii) MAP Multi-Resolution Segmentation

Figure 6.18: Comparing the segmentations obtained using the single resolution and multi-resolution
variant of the example based segmentation algorithm. Algorithm parameters were set to w1 = 5 and
α = 1 and the multi-resolution segmentation analysis was performed using L = 1 levels of the DT-CWT.

extra computational expense depends on the particular application where the segmentation will
be used.
Future work in this area will investigate further ways of exploiting the multi-resolution information provided by the DT-CWT Segmentation. This will be used in the estimate of the outlier
class condition and for increasing the accuracy of the segmentation. For example, considering
each site at the highest resolution level, attach to each site a feature vector. This feature vector
will contain the pixel value, the current label, sub-band wavelet coefficients at each directional
orientation and resolution of the L level DT-CWT and the coarse low-pass scaling coefficient.
These features vectors would then be considered in a non-parametric modelling process derived
from that discussed above. While this approach would be thorough, it is envisaged the computational burden would be very large. A more manageable solution may be to determine different
ways of exploiting the sub-band information and comparing sub-band neighbourhoods. The
method outlined here used the L2 distance between neighbourhoods. Other possible suggestions
including comparing the energy between neighbourhoods or creating histograms and comparing
neighbourhood histograms. The suitability of wavelet “jets” [132, 217] as a means of image
representation will also be investigated.

6.8.4

Comparison with Mignotte

Figure 6.19 shows two segmentations of the observed image in (i). Segmentation (iii) is the MAP
estimate obtained using the multi-resolution Mignotte algorithm described earlier. Segmentation
(iv) is the MAP estimate obtained using the DT-CWT Segmentation algorithm developed as
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(i) Observed image

(ii) Example textures

(iii) MAP (Non-Parametric Gaussian)

(iv) MAP (DT-CWT Segmentation)

Figure 6.19: Comparing the segmentations obtained using the multi-resolution Mignotte algorithm
and the DT-CWT Segmentation algorithm. Both implementations use a neighbourhood width of 9 × 9
in the modelling process and the weighting between the data-driven and regularisation terms was set to
α = 1. A fifth order Potts model was used in the DT-CWT Segmentation and the number of levels over
which the multi-resolution analysis takes place was set to L = 1. Note the poor segmentation at the
boundary regions in segmentation (iii). This is because one of the requirements of the Mignotte algorithm
is that the example image and the observed image be of the same configuration and content.
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part of this work. One of the requirements of the Mignotte algorithm is that the example image
and observed image are of the same configuration and content.
The regularisation energy term used by Mignotte will tend to bias toward configurations
that are found in the example label field and because in this case the textures are arranged
differently in the observed image, the boundaries between textures will not be as sharp. This
confusion in boundary location is evident in the segmentation in (iii) at the boundaries between
the top centre and top right textures and the top left and centre left textures. In contrast, the
segmentation obtained using the DT-CWT segmentation method shows the sharp boundaries
between each texture.
The Mignotte segmentation is smoother and the centre column textures and the right centre
texture were all accurately identified. The segmentation obtained using the DT-CWT Segmentation algorithm is not as smooth which suggests the smoothing using in the DT-CWT
Segmentation could be increased. However, the Mignotte method fails to distinguish between
the two similar textures in the left centre and left bottom of the observed image. Both approaches fail to correctly segment the top right and bottom right textures. This is because
of the differences between the example and observed textures. Overall, the sharper boundaries
and ability to separate each texture makes the DT-CWT Segmentation solution a more accurate
approximation.
Before concluding this discussion on the DT-CWT Segmentation algorithm and as a means to
speed up the segmentation, a refined DT-CWT Segmentation algorithm has also been developed.

6.9

Refined DT-CWT Segmentation

In the DT-CWT Segmentation algorithm presented before, MAP estimation is performed at
each level of the DT-CWT and then at the highest resolution image space. While this coarse to
fine MAP estimation will minimise the energy over each resolution, the computational expense
associated with performing the segmentation at each resolution is large.
The Refined DT-CWT Segmentation algorithm addresses this large computational expense
by offering an approximate minimisation of the energy function. The Refined DT-CWT Segmentation process begins by finding the MAP segmentation at the coarsest level of the DT-CWT.
This MAP estimation is given in (6.28). The adjacent higher resolution level is then initialised
with this MAP estimate in the normal manner. However, rather than recalculating the MAP
segmentation at this new level, the new algorithm searches through the segmentation and only
estimates the local energy for sites which have a regularisation energy term greater than zero.
In homogeneous regions where all pixels have the same label, the regularisation energy will be
zero. The Refined DT-CWT Segmentation process assumes that these sites have been correctly
labelled and so their energies are not re-calculated. At boundaries there is confusion regarding
pixel labels and so the regularisation energies will be greater than zero. The Refined DT-CWT
Segmentation will recalculate energies in the same manner as as the DT-CWT Segmentation.
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This process is repeated at each level.

6.9.1

Refined DT-CWT Segmentation Results

Figure 6.20 shows a detailed break down of the segmentation obtained at each of the 3 resolutions
considered. The observed image and the example textures are of size 512 × 512 and 128 × 128
respectively. Beginning with the coarsest level 3 estimate, the segmentation is refined at each
level.
One of the limitations of the refinement process is that the processes assumes that the
segmentation obtained at the coarsest level has correctly detected the large homogeneous regions
and assigned them the correct label. In the case of bottom right quadrant, pixels assigned the
green label are correctly labelled while those assigned the black label are incorrect. Note, the
effects of the zero padded boundary issue discussed earlier is evident in this segmentation as
black regions tend to grow into the solution. While these black pixels are incorrect, the algorithm
will not re-estimate their energy given that there is a large homogeneous group of them and so
it is assumed that they are stable and have been correctly assigned.
In Figure 6.21 the segmentations obtained using the refined and the full DT-CWT Segmentation are compared. The refined segmentation still identifies each distinct texture and as
expected the result is much smoother. However, the number of mis-classified pixels is greater.
Overall, the refined method offers a good approximation of the DT-CWT Segmentation at a
much reduced computational cost.

6.10

Concluding Remarks

Before closing this discussion on example based segmentation, the multi-resolution DT-CWT
Segmentation algorithm has been applied to the landscape image shown at the beginning of this
chapter. The results of this segmentation are shown in Figure 6.22. The example textures were
taken from the original image. Gaussian white noise n ∼ N (0, σ 2 = 4) was added to each of
these example textures so that each of the texture images were not an exact match of those
found in the image. The segmentation performs well in capturing the boundary between each
of the tree, sky and sea regions. Each of these regions has been correctly classified and overall
the segmentation is quite smooth.
The results presented in this chapter demonstrate the potential of this example based segmentation technique. The next chapter will review some of this work and provide some guidelines
for future work in this area.
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(i) Observed image

(ii) Example textures

(iii) Level 3 Segmentation

(iv) Level 2 Segmentation

(v) Level 1 Segmentation

(vi) Single Resolution Segmentation

Figure 6.20: Multi-resolution segmentations obtained using the Refined DT-CWT Segmentation
method. Image (iii) is the true MAP segmentation obtained at level 3 of the DT-CWT. At each level
this estimate is refined using the regularisation energy as a guide to recalculate posterior energies. A
neighbourhood size of 9 × 9 was used and a fifth model with a weighting of α = 1 was used.
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(i) Observed image

(ii) Example textures

(iii) Refined DT-CWT MAP

(iv) DT-CWT MAP

Figure 6.21: Comparing Refined DT-CWT Segmentation algorithm to the full DT-CWT Segmentation
algorithm. Image (i) is 768 × 768 image to be segmented. For the MAP segmentation shown in (iii), full
MAP estimation was performed at level 2 (the coarsest level) of the DT-CWT only. This low resolution
segmentation estimate was then refined with increasing resolution only when the fifth order potts model
detected some ambiguity in pixel labels at any given site. A neighbourhood width of w1 = 9 was used
and the weighting between the data driven and regularisation terms was set to α = 1. The segmentation
shown in (iv) was obtained using full MAP estimation at each level.
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(i) Observed image

(ii) Example textures

(iii) Level 1 Segmentation

(iv) Final MAP Segmentation

Figure 6.22: Segmentation of the landscape image using the DT-CWT Segmentation algorithm. The
initial estimate for the segmentation was obtained at L = 1 of the DT-CWT. A neighbourhood size of
9 × 9 and a fifth order potts model with weight α = 1 was used in the segmentation process. The original
image is of size 512 × 512 and the example textures are each of size 128 × 128.

7
Discussion and Future Work

This thesis was concerned with example based image processing and demonstrated the strength
of this technique by focusing on two particular applications, texture synthesis and image segmentation. While the problems of texture synthesis and image segmentation are very different,
this thesis highlighted the symbiosis that exists between them. This symbiosis exists as a result
of the image modelling requirement which is inherent with both synthesis and segmentation
processes.
The first stage of this thesis was to develop a modelling process which would be suitable for
both texture synthesis and image segmentation. To do this, the problem of texture synthesis
was first considered since it provides a good means to illustrate the accuracy of the model.

7.1

Texture Synthesis

To become familiar with the existing types of modelling processes used in texture synthesis, a
review of the state of the art in texture synthesis algorithms was given in chapter 2. In this
review existing texture synthesis algorithms were categorised as being either patch based, parametric pixel based or non-parametric pixel based. As its name suggests patch based algorithms
synthesise entire patches at any one time. These approaches are efficient but often the syntheised
result can suffer from some visual inaccuracies at the patch seams.
In parametric pixel based approaches the example texture is modelled explicitly using some
definable process. There have been many different types of parametric models developed and
some of the more complex models work well in capturing the underlying characteristics of the
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example texture. In general, these methods are efficient but because of the wide variability in
texture behaviour it is impossible to define a model or set of models which will be suitable for
all types of textures.
The third type of modelling process offers no such definable model and rather implicitly
models the texture using measurements taken from the example texture itself or some similar
example image. These non-parametric techniques are advantageous as they provide a means
to capture the varying behaviour of the example texture which otherwise would be difficult
to characterise mathematically using a parametric process. Because of the wide variability
in texture behaviour, non-parametric methods have generated the most impressive results as
demonstrated in chapters 2 and 4.
On the downside, these parametric approaches generally suffer from scale dependence and
computational inefficiency. To address these limitations a new algorithm has been developed as
part of this work on example based image processing. This new algorithm combines the strength
of the non-parametric technique with the advantages of wavelet based analysis. Aspects of the
wavelet transform were presented in chapter 3 and the shift invariance and good directional
selectivity of the Dual Tree - Complex Wavelet Transform made it the sensible choice for texture
analysis.
To decrease the computational expense of the non-parmetric modelling process, much of the
heavy computational operations are undertaken at the coarse level of the transform. This coarse
level modelling has two benefits. Firstly, the coarse level estimate can be used as approximation for the minimum energy configuration at higher resolution solutions. Secondly, at a coarse
level large regions are represented by fewer pixels and so modelling texture at this region introduces a scale independence into the algorithm. Results of this new algorithm are impressive
and when compared to some of the popular existing synthesis algorithms, this new algorithm
outperformed them in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency. Three variants of the
algorithm were presented. These offered a trade off between computational efficiency and high
frequency analysis. It was found that the most efficient variant was sufficient for many real
world textures.
Building on the strength of this non-parametric modelling process the focus of this thesis
then turned to the problem of image segmentation.

7.2

Image Segmentation

By its nature image segmentation is an ill-posed problem and so some a priori information
regarding the observed image is normally introduced as a means to constrain the solution. In
example based image segmentation, this constraining information is given in the form of an
example image set. These example images have already been segmented a priori and should be
of similar content to the image to be segmented.
There have been many different attempts to solve the image segmentation problem and a
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taxonomy of some of the existing algorithms was given in chapter 5. In this review it was shown
that many of these existing approaches can be unified under a Bayesian framework. The Bayesian
framework was presented in chapter 5 and it was shown that the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP)
problem can be distilled down to an energy minimisation exercise. These energies relate the
observed pixel intensities to measurements of texture as well as label smoothness. To estimate
these energies it is necessary to impose a model over the observed image to be segmented and
the label field to be estimated.
Similar to the texture synthesis problem, models can either be parametric or non-parametric.
In general parametric methods have been the most popular due to their efficiency and good generialisation properties. However, given the success of non-parametric synthesis algorithms, the
non-parametric technique has been recently applied to the problem of segmentation. These nonparametric approaches offer certain advantages over parametric approaches and this is illustrated
in chapter 6 when a segmentation obtained using non-parametric modelling is compared to that
using a parametric approach.
To exploit the strength of this non-parametric modelling technique, a new segmentation algorithm has been developed and this new algorithm is presented in chapter 6. This new segmentation algorithm models the complicated observed image non-parametrically, using measurements
taken from the example image. However, since by nature the label field will be composed of
smooth regions, it was felt that such smoothness would be best captured by a parametric model.
This new algorithm is considered both in the single resolution case and, similar to the texture
synthesis algorithm, the advantages of the wavelet expression are exploited by performing the
texture analysis at each resolution of the DT-CWT.
To make the algorithm more flexible and suitable for object recognition, an outlier class
condition has been included in the estimation process. This outlier class can be assigned to
regions which the algorithm deems are not similar enough to any of the inputted example
texture images. Results of this new segmentation algorithm demonstrate the potential of this
example based segmentation technique.
Finally a refined variant of the multi-resolution algorithm was developed to address its high
computational costs. This method performs MAP estimation at the coarsest level only and then
refines this estimate with increasing resolution.

7.3

Future Work

The potential range of applications and benefits of a successful automated or semi-automated
segmentation process has meant that image segmentation is a vibrant area of academic research.
Similarly, the use of texture synthesis processes in the post-production industry has fuelled the
interest in this topic. This section outlines some possible extensions to the texture synthesis
and image segmentation algorithms presented here.
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Example Based Synthesis with Wavelets
The accuracy and efficiency of the texture synthesis algorithm developed as part of this work is
very encouraging. The synthesis process was fast and performing the modelling process across
different resolutions and orientations introduced a scale independence to the algorithm.
The copy and refined searching variant of the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm performs well
for most natural textures. However, the third variant which was developed to deal with more
complicated structured textures failed to accurately model the example texture and often the
synthesised result had visual artifacts. This single resolution reduced neighbourhood searching process has the potential to efficiently generate sharp textures but at this stage further
investigation into the implementation is needed.
The efficiency of the new texture synthesis algorithm developed here makes it suitable for
generating 3D (video) textures. To synthesise video textures, the method described in chapter
4 could be easily extended to include the extra dimension of time. The GPU implementation of
the single resolution method provided a good means to improve the speed of the process. As the
memory available on GPUs increases, it may be possible to increase the speed of the DT-CWT
TexSyn algorithm further by implementing the process on the GPU.
The symbiosis between texture synthesis and segmentation algorithms implies that any improvement in the modelling process will be beneficial to both algorithms. For the segmentation
problem, the strength of the non-parametric model process was improved by including low pass
and directional sub-band information. A weighting function which favoured dominant directional sub-bands was also developed and incorporated into the estimation. These extensions
developed during the work on segmentation could also be applied to the texture synthesis algorithm.
Example Based Segmentation
The results presented in this thesis demonstrate the potential of the example based image
segmentation technique. However, this technique is in its infancy and in order to increase
the accuracy of the segmentation, the modelling process which is the foundation to its success
has to be further investigated and improved. Presently, the multi-resolution analysis is used
as an initialisation for the single resolution segmentation. While results shown in this thesis
demonstrate that this offers an improvement over a basic single resolution segmentation, it is
felt that the potential of the wavelet analysis is not being fully exploited.
Further investigation will be needed into better exploiting the multi-resolution information
in the non-parametric modelling process. One possible approach is assign a feature vector to
each site at the highest resolution. This feature vector should contain the intensity values, label
information, sub-band wavelet coefficients at each directional orientation and resolution of the
L level DT-CWT and the coarse low-pass scaling coefficient. These features vectors could then
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be considered in a non-parametric modelling process. While this approach would be thorough,
it is envisaged the computational burden would be very large.
A more manageable solution of improving the modelling accuracy would be to investigate
different ways of exploiting the sub-band information and comparing sub-band neighbourhoods.
In this implementation, the L2 distance metric was used when comparing sub-band neighbourhoods. Other possible metrics include comparing the energy between neighbourhoods or creating
and evaluating neighbourhood histograms.
When comparing the Maximum Likelihood (ML) segmentations obtained using non-parameric
modelling processes and an example parametric method, the strengths of both types of modelling
were demonstrated. In terms of efficiency, the parametric approach was much faster. The speed
of the non-parametric approach could be improved by implementing it on the GPU. This GPU
implementation would be similar to the GPU TexSyn implementation described in appendix A.
Comparing the accuracy of the segmented result it is clear that the non-parametric model
better characterises the texture while the parametric model offers a more generalised description.
Evidence of this can be seen in the segmentation shown in Figure 7.1. The centre left and
bottom left textures are similar and so the example parametric model cannot distinguish between
them. In contrast, the non-parametric approach can differentiate between the two and so the
segmentation illustrates the presence of two distinct regions. Note that the strength of the nonparametric model will be largely influenced by the correct interpretation of texture scale. A
possible means to reduce this scale dependence is through multi-resolution analysis and future
work should investigate this.
The benefit of good generalisation is illustrated by considering the brick texture located top
right in the observed image. The example brick texture given as input has a darker intensity
than the observed texture and so as a result the segmentation obtained using the non-parametric
model fails to recognise that these textures are the same. The parametric model offers a better
texture generalisation and so the brick texture is labelled more correctly in the parametric result.
Given the strength of both of these modelling approaches, the next question is can the
information provided by each model be combined? If so, how can the solutions provided by each
model be weighted in order to calculate which is the most suited to any given image? One of the
strengths of the parametric process is that it can learn from previous estimates and so parameters
can be recalculated to improve the model at each pass. Presently, the non-parametric model
offers no such learning process and investigation into whether it is possible for non-parametric
models to learn from previous estimates is desirable.
The prior imposed over the label field was based on a parametric model. While this model
was simple to implement and works well at imposing a smoothness over the label field, it is far
from optimum. As with all parametric modelling approaches, estimating a suitable model order
and associated parameter set is an arduous task. For this work, the model order was largely
chosen empirically and further investigation is needed into alternative models and parameter
estimation for the label field.
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(i) Observed image

(ii) Example textures

(iii) Parametric ML Segmentation

(iv) Non-Parametric ML Segentation

Figure 7.1: Comparing the Maximum likelihood segmentations of the 2D AR (parametric) and nonparametric energy models.
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The case of the outlier class should be further investigated. If implemented successfully,
this outlier condition would allow the segmentation process to be used for object recognition.
Determining a suitable value which is optimum for the detection of outliers is fundamental to the
accuracy of the outlier classification. When estimating outlier thresholds, a Gaussian behaviour
for distance energies between neighbourhoods was assumed over the example images. However,
when these distributions were investigated it was found that in many cases they exhibited nonGaussian behaviour. Further investigation will be needed in order to ascertain whether this
Gaussian assumption is valid and if not what are the other methods to estimate the outlier class
condition.
Finally, as discussed earlier the refined segmentation method offers good potential and provides a trade off between accuracy and efficiency. Initial results are promising and this approach
deserves further consideration.

A
GPU Texture Synthesis

High performance 3D graphics systems are becoming increasingly common. Modern computers
typically contain two major computational components; a central processing unit (CPU) and a
graphics processing unit (GPU). The GPUs in modern graphics hardware are extremely powerful, with performance increasing rapidly year to year. Recently these highly powerful GPUs are
becoming much more programmable enabling them to perform user defined graphics computations. This increased flexibility has allowed the GPU to be considered as a useful co-processor
to the CPU.
A GPU in its most basic form is a very efficient vector processor. It is optimised for processing
the four-component vectors used to represent position and colour information in 3D graphics
environments. Since graphics computations are highly parallelisable, GPUs typically contain
many pipelines working in parallel. Utilizing the vast processing power of modern graphics
hardware for general purpose computing is a fast growing area of research [135, 150, 206] and is
often referred to as General Purpose Computations on GPUs (GPGPU) [85]. GPU architecture
and the manner in which the GPU has been used for general purpose computing will not be
discussed here but a comprehensive review on these subjects can be found in [116, 135].
This appendix will describe how the GPU was used to accelerate the Efros and Leung [68]
texture synthesis algorithm described at the beginning of chapter 4. Recall that the idea behind
a successful texture synthesis algorithm is to use a small texture example image to create a
new (typically larger) texture image by generating new texture which will be perceived to be
perceptually similar to the original texture example image. Of the previous approaches to
the texture synthesis problem, the approach adopted by Efros and Leung has proved to be
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the most groundbreaking in terms of visual quality of results. However, associated with the
Efros and Leung algorithm are two limitations which have hampered its use. These limitations
of scale dependence and high computational expense were discussed in chapter 4. The large
computational expense associated with the algorithm has meant that synthesising textures of
realistic size is often very slow. To speed up the synthesis process and demonstrate the processing
power of the GPU, GPU accelerated texture synthesis has been proposed. This will be described
next.

A.1

GPU Accelerated Texture Synthesis1

A detailed description of the Efros and Leung texture synthesis algorithm can be found in
chapter 4. Recall how, inherent with the Efros and Leung synthesising process, is the need to
compare the neighbourhood around the pixel to be synthesised in the output texture against all
possible neighbourhoods in the example texture image. These neighbourhoods are defined to be
square blocks of size w × w pixels and centred on the pixel of interest. The similarity between
any two blocks is defined using some ‘distance’ metric. The distance measure used here is the
mean absolute error (MAE) between blocks. The block in the example image which has the
smallest distance from the block of the pixel to be synthesised in the output image is found.
The centre pixel of this block is chosen and placed in the output texture in the location of the
pixel to be synthesised. This block searching and matching process is repeated for all unknown
pixels in the output texture image. The output texture is initialised by placing a “seed” of the
example texture in the centre of the image and pixels are grown from this seed using the block
matching process described above. Because this block-by-block comparison is a process which
is highly parallelisable, it is well suited for implementation on the GPU.
As an initial step and necessary in order to exploit the processing power of the GPU, the block
search problem is rearranged. This is a key step and is necessary because the GPU is unable is
perform a sliding window operation in order to search all possible blocks in the example texture
image. Instead the data rearrangement allows such an operation by presenting data to the GPU
which is pre-translated in a sense. In the typical CPU implementation, blocks in the example
texture image are compared one at a time to the block of the current pixel to be synthesised in
the output texture. This sequential type of operation is inefficient on the highly parallelisable
GPU. Therefore to achieve acceleration, the operation is parallelised and the block of the pixel
to be synthesised is compared to all possible seed blocks in one pass. This means that if the
example texture image is m × n in size, then the rearranged data must be (m × w) × (n × w) in
size.
This parallelisation of the sliding block operation is illustrated in Figure A.1. Two texture
images are created; one large modified example image containing all possible blocks in the
original example texture image, and one image containing the current block in the output
1

Results from this section have been published in [76, 116].
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Figure A.1: Neighbourhood searching on the GPU. (a) Large example image containing all
possible neighbourhoods in the example texture. Each cell contains shifted versions of the
example image corresponding to each possible position of the example block. The shifts across
are −w : 1 : w (Matlab notation), and similarly for each row. The shifts are not easily noticeable
due to the scale of this picture. (b) Current pixel to be synthesised neighbourhood block tiled
m × n times. The image in (b) is subtracted from (a) yielding in one go the difference for all
possible blocks. This is then summed on a block basis to give the distance measure for each
pixel.
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texture image. By tiling the current block texture m × n times and subtracting it from the large
modified example image, the difference image between the current block and all possible example
blocks is generated. This different image is outputted to an off-screen rendering buffer called
the pixel buffer or Pbuffer. Pbuffers reside in GPU memory and are generated and controlled
by the particular application that calls them. A second pass of the algorithm then calculates
the distance measure D(·, ·) for each block based on the texture in the Pbuffer. This type of
data re-arrangement is key to getting optimum performance from the GPU for general purpose
computing.
Synthesising texture using the Efros method with block searching on the GPU proceeds as
follows
1. A large modified example texture image is created. This image contains all possible blocks
in the original example texture, laid out in a grid-like fashion. This is stored as a texture
image on the GPU during initialisation and is of size (m × w) × (n × w), Figure A.1(a).
2. A w × w texture containing the block for the neighbourhood of the pixel to be synthesised
is uploaded to the GPU. This block texture is tiled m × n times. This is shown in Figure
A.1(b).
3. Using pixel shaders the current block texture is compared to all possible blocks in the
large example texture. A shader is a term used to describe a user defined program that
executes on the GPU. As its name suggests pixel shaders operate on pixels. The result of
this operation is then rendered to a Pbuffer.
4. A distance measure for the current pixel is generated by summing up blocks of size w × w
in the resulting difference image.
5. An image containing a distance measure for each possible pixel in the seed texture is
returned to the CPU which chooses the output pixel.
6. Return to step 2 and repeat for all pixels to be synthesised.
The output from step 3 above is a large difference image containing the difference between
the block around the pixel to be synthesised and all possible texture blocks in the example
texture image. To generate a distance measure for each block a sum over each w × w block
has to be performed. Two possible methods for doing this are: automatic mipmapping and
sum-reduce.
In the automatic mipmapping method the image is first copied into a texture which has
automatic mipmapping enabled. Mipmapping is a technique used in graphics programming
when sampling from full-resolution textures may not be necessary, e.g. mapping the texture
to an object whose size is smaller than the texture resolution. Instead it may be sufficient to
sample from a lower resolution texture. Mipmaps are a multi-resolution representation of a
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texture image. Each level is sub-sampled by a factor of two from the previous level. GPUs
which support automatic mipmapping can generate all the mipmap levels for the texture image
in hardware very efficiently. Because the mipmapping filter used is a simple 2 × 2 box filter,
every pixel in a given mipmap level is effectively an average of 2 × 2 pixels in the next highest
resolution mipmap. Thus each pixel at say mipmap level 3 contains an average for blocks of size
8 × 8 pixels at level 0, the original image resolution.
As with mipmapping, for the sum-reduce method the image is first copied into a texture.
A multi-pass algorithm is then used for summing a block of pixels. At each pass a 2 × 2 block
of pixels is summed using a pixel shader and the output image sub-sampled by a factor of 2.
This sub-sampled image is then passed back through the graphics pipeline as a Pbuffer texture.
This process is repeated until a block of size w × w pixels has been summed. A block size of
w × w requires log2 w passes to generate the necessary summation. The resulting image is then
returned to the CPU.
While the mipmapping method is the faster of the two, it is limited to 8-bit accuracy. This
is because on current GPUs automatic mipmap generation is only supported for textures with
8 bits per channel. This can lead to overflow problems while doing the summation, and only
gives an approximation to the mean value for a block of pixels. The sum-reduce method can
take advantage of the floating point support in Pbuffers and hence give much more accurate
results. However the multi-pass approach needed means this method is slower than the mipmap
method.
The limited 8-bit accuracy of the automatic mipmapping method can lead to an incorrect
distance measure for a pixel. As can be seen in Figure A.2 (i), this can cause the wrong example
pixel to be chosen. In contrast, the sum-reduce method can take advantage of the full 32-bit
floating point capabilities of the GPU and gives results very similar to those obtained from a
C++ implementation running on the CPU, Figure A.2 (ii), (iii).

A.2

GPU Texture Synthesis Performance

The performance of the GPU texture synthesis algorithm is evaluated on the NVIDIA GeForce
6800 graphics card [2]. The GeForce 6800 has a peak memory bandwidth of 35.2 GB/sec and can
achieve 53 GFLOPS (giga floating point operations per second) [97]. In this section, the AGP
and PCIe suffixes which will be placed at the end of the name of the graphcis card will refer to
the bus over which the CPU and the graphics card will communicate. The Accelerated Graphics
Port (AGP) [5] is a bus which is completely dedicated to graphics cards; the bandwidth across the
AGP bus is not shared with any other components. It offers high bandwidth when transferring
data to the graphics card but this high bandwidth is only available in one direction only. Data
travelling from the graphics card to the host system does so at much slower rates. Alternatively,
in the Peripheral Component Interconnector Express (PCIe) [3,4] bus high bandwidth is available
in both directions, both to and from the device. This feature is very important for GPGPU
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m×n

w×w

CPU

8-bit GPU

Speedup

32-bit GPU

Speedup

64x64

8x8

64s

18s

3.5

21s

3.0

64x64

16x16

250s

32s

7.8

50s

5

128x128

8x8

1140s

240s

4.8

287s

4.0

128x128

16x16

4442s

455s

9.8

N/As

N/A

Table A.1: Comparing speed of CPU and GPU Efros texture synthesis with Intel P4 1.6GHz
NVIDIA GeForce 6800 AGP. 8-bit GPU and 32-bit GPU refer to the automatic mipmapping
and sum-reduction methods for block summation respectively. N/A = not enough memory for
difference texture. The output textures were each twice the size of the input textures.

where it is necessary to get data back from the GPU to system memory as fast as possible.
Because there is a limited amount of memory available on the GPU, typically 128 or 256MB
at the time of testing, there are hardware limitations on the maximum size of textures and
Pbuffers that can be created. In this case the amount of memory needed depends on the seed
texture size, m × n, and the block size, w × w. The large seed image size is (m × w) × (n × w) and
hence so is the difference image generated in step 3 above. These must be stored as two textures
on the GPU. Due to the texture size limitations on the test graphics card the maximum example
texture and block sizes for mipmapping method were 128 × 128 pixels and w = 16 respectively.
Since the sum-reduce method uses floating point for each channel in the difference image, and
hence needs more memory, the maximum example image and block sizes are 128 × 128 pels
and w = 8 respectively. To over come these hardware limitations, the example texture could
be divided into sub-images and synthesising performed on each individual sub-image. Also, the
memory available on GPUs is growing all the time with 512MB not unusual today. This will be
investigated as part of the future work on GPU texture synthesis.
GeForce 6800 AGP: Table A.1 compares the speed of Efros and Leung texture synthesis
on both the GPU and CPU. Given a window size of w = 8 the GPU is on average 3.0 to 3.5
times faster than a similar CPU implementation. For w = 16 the GPU is on average 5.0 to
8.0 times faster. Because of the implementation used here for the distance measure evaluation,
the window size in both methods is limited to w × w pixels where w = 2n , n > 0. The results
presented here were generated on a 1.6GHz Intel Pentium 4 with a NVIDIA GeForce 6800 AGP
graphics card with 128MB on-board memory.
GeForce 6800 PCIe: The results for a machine with Intel Dual-Xeon 2.8 GHz processors
and a NVIDIA GeForce 6800 PCIe GPU with 256MB on-board memory are given in Table A.2.
The increased memory on this graphics card enabled the sum-reduce method to be used for the
128 × 128 example texture with w = 16. In this case the GPU implementation is 5.0 to 7.0 times
faster than the CPU only implementation for floating point summation. While using the lower
precision mipmapping method, the GPU is up to 17.0 times faster than the CPU. While the
lower precision does mean that results are not identical to the CPU, the synthesised textures
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m×n

w×w

CPU

8-bit GPU

Speedup

32-bit GPU

Speedup

64x64

8x8

42s

6s

7

8s

5.25

64x64

16x16

142s

10s

14.2

20s

7.1

128x128

8x8

663s

73s

9.1

101s

6.6

128x128

16x16

2261s

130s

17.4

308s

7.3

Table A.2: Comparing speed of CPU and GPU Efros and Leung texture synthesis with Intel
Dual-Xeon 2.8 GHz NVIDIA GeForce 6800 GT PCIe. 8-bit GPU and 32-bit GPU refer to
the automatic mipmapping and sum-reduction methods for block summation respectively. The
output textures were each twice the size of the input textures.

are still quite acceptable, see Figure A.2.

A.3

Final Comments

The GPU implementation of the Efros and Leung texture synthesis algorithm has confirmed the
potential of the GPU as a co-processor to the CPU in selected image processing tasks. Overall,
the GPU implementation offers an ideal way to achieve faster implementations by exploiting
the hardware resources available on most modern computers. It should be noted that only the
Efros and Leung algorithm has been implemented on the GPU. The DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm
developed as part of this work has not yet been implemented on the GPU due to the limited
memory resources available on the GPU. These memory resources already placed limits in the
single resolution synthesis process and with high redundancy of the DT-CWT (4 : 1 for a 2D
signal), there are serious limitations on the maximum size of the texture images that can be
stored on the GPU. At the time of testing the memory available on a typical off the shelf GPU
was 128 to 256MB. This memory is increasing all the time and at the time of writing GPUs with
a memory capacity of 512MB were not uncommon. In addition to this hardware limitation, the
motivation of creating a GPU implementation was not as strong as that with the single resolution
algorithm, given that the speed with which the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm generates images is
faster than the previous texture synthesis algorithms discussed in chapter 2. However, it should
be noted that as part of the future work of this project it is planned to exploit the increased
memory available on the today’s GPU by implementing the DT-CWT TexSyn algorithm on the
GPU.
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(ii)

(iii)

Figure A.2: Results from the Efros and Leung texture synthesis. (i) Using 8-bit textures
for distance measure. (ii) Using 32-bit floating-point textures for distance measure. (iii) CPU
result. The original example texture is shown inside the black square.

B
DT-CWT TexSyn Results

Some sample synthesised textures obtained using the copy variant of the DT-CWT TexSyn
algorithm are presented in this appendix. The entire example texture was used as a seed to
kick start the synthesis process and this seed is shown inside the square box in each syntheissed
image. The gray-scale example textures all come from the Brodatz collection [34] and are of size
256 × 256. The resulting gray-scale synthesised images are of size 512 × 512, and were generated
using the algorithm parameters of [L = 3, w1 = 5, ǫ = 0.1] where L is the highest level of the
DT-CWT considered in the analysis process, w1 is the neighbourhood used in the searching
process and ǫ is the parameter which controls the randomness of the sampling process.
For the synthesised colour images, the synthesised images are of size 1024 × 1024 and the
original example texture used as a seed was of size 256 × 256. The algorithm parameters were
as before for the gray-scale values.
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Figure B.1: DT-CWT TexSyn Results
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Figure B.2: DT-CWT TexSyn Results
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Figure B.3: DT-CWT TexSyn Results
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Figure B.4: DT-CWT TexSyn Results
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Figure B.5: DT-CWT TexSyn Results
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Figure B.6: DT-CWT TexSyn Results
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Figure B.7: DT-CWT TexSyn Results

C
2D Autoregressive Model

Under the 2D Autoregressive (AR) model each pixel I(x) at the spatial position x = [x, y]T in
the image I can be modelled as,
I(x) =

P
X

ak I(x + qk ) + e(x)

(C.1)

k=1

where ak for k = 1, · · · , P are the P coefficients of the model, e(x) is an added excitation or
residual error defined such that e(x) ∼ N (0, σe (x)) and qk are the P spatial offset vectors used
to index the support neighbourhood of the model. According to the 2D AR model, a particular
pixel at site x can be predicated by a linear combination of pixels in the image I plus an added
excitation e(x). The model parameters are θ = [a, σe2 ]. Figure C.1 shows the 9 × 9 causal and
non-causal neighbourhood structures used in the implementation of the 2D AR process carried
out for this work.
In order to estimate pixel values using the 2D AR modelling procsss, the first task is to
estimate the model parameters, θ = [a, σe2 ]. To estimate the model coefficients a the least
squared estimate is used. Let E denote the sum of the squared errors at each site in the image
I. E is given as,
E=

X

x∈X

From equation (C.1),

e2 (x)

can be written as,
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e2 (x)

(C.2)
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(i) 9 × 9 Causal

(ii) 9 × 9 Non-causal

Figure C.1: 9 × 9 causal and non-causal neighbourhood structures which can be used as support in
the 2D AR modelling process.

E=

X

x∈X

I(x) −

P
X

!2

(C.3)

ak I(x + qk )

k=1

∂E
= 0 for the P model coefficients ak . By differentiating E with
At the minimum value of E, ∂a
k
respect to ak , P equations representing the set of P unknowns, i.e. ak are obtained. These

equations are

!2 
P
X
∂E
∂ X
=
I(x) −
ak I(x + qk ) 
∂a1
∂a1
x∈X
k=1

!2 
P
X
X
∂ 
∂E
ak I(x + qk ) 
I(x) −
=
∂a2
∂a2

=0

=0

k=1

x∈X

....
..
....
..



∂ 
∂E
=
∂aP
∂aP

X

x∈X

I(x) −

P
X
k=1

!2 
ak I(x + qk )  = 0

(C.4)

Let m be any scalar used to index the a coefficients, then the equation for am can be written
as,
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0=2

X

x∈X

I(x) −

P
X

!

ak I(x + qk ) (−I(x + qm )) for m = 1, · · · , P

k=1

(C.5)

Rearranging (C.5) results in the following,
P
XX

ak I(x + qk )I(x + qm ) =

x∈X k=1

This can be written in matrix form,

X

I(x)I(x + qm ) for m = 1, · · · , P

(C.6)

x∈X

Ra = r

(C.7)

where,

   P
PP
x ∈ XI(x)I(x + q1 )
a1
k=1 I(x + qk )I(x + q1 )
P

   P
P
 x∈X Pk=1 I(x + qk )I(x + q2 )   a2   x ∈ XI(x)I(x + q2 ) 






..
....

  ..  

.

 .  = 
..


  

.
.
.
.

 .  

..
....

 .  

P
P
PP
aP
x ∈ XI(x)I(x + qP )
x∈X
k=1 I(x + qk )I(x + qP )
P

x∈X

(C.8)

To solve for a, the rules of matrix inversion and multiplication can be used.
R−1 Ra = R−1 r
a = R−1 r

(C.9)

Once the values of a have been estimated, the error at each site can be estimated from the
difference in the true value and the AR predicted value. This error can then be normalised and
the value of σe2 is taken as the variance of this normalised error.
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